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Our Purpose and Functions
Background
It is a statutory requirement that the Competition Commission (the Commission)
produces an annual report, as per section 41 of the Competition Act, No. 89 of
1998 (the Competition Act). This Act requires that the Commissioner prepares and
submits an annual report to the Minister, in the prescribed form, who will then
table it to the National Assembly. This annual report captures the key performance
outputs, outcomes and impact of the Commission in the 2013/14 financial year. In
addition, the report articulates how the Commission has fared in the management
of its resources and complying with corporate governance principles, as captured
in the annual financial statements (AFS) and the corporate governance sections
herein.

•	Promote employment and advance the social and economic welfare of South
Africans;
•	Expand opportunities for South African participation in world markets and
recognise the role of foreign competition in the Republic;
•	Ensure that small and medium-sized enterprises have an equitable opportunity
to participate in the economy; and
•	Promote a greater spread of ownership, in particular to increase the ownership
stakes of historically disadvantaged persons.
To achieve its purpose, the Commission’s core functions are the following:
•

About the Commission
The Commission is a statutory body constituted in terms of the Competition Act.
It is one of three, independent competition regulatory authorities established in
terms of the Competition Act, with the other two being the Competition Tribunal
(the Tribunal) and the Competition Appeal Court (formerly, the Competition Board).
While the Commission is the investigative and enforcement agency, the Tribunal is
the adjudicative body and the Competition Appeal Court (CAC) considers appeals
against decisions of the Tribunal. The Competition authorities are functionally
independent institutions, but are administratively accountable to the Economic
Development Department

•	Implement measures to develop public awareness of the provisions of the Act;
•
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Investigate and evaluate alleged anti-competitive conduct;

•	Conduct a formal inquiry in respect of the general state of competition in a
market;
•

Grant or refuse applications for exemption from the application of the Act;

•	Authorise (with or without conditions), prohibit or refer mergers of which it
receives notice;
•

Negotiate and conclude consent orders;

•

Refer matters to the Tribunal and appear before the Tribunal when required;

•	Negotiate agreements with any regulatory authority to coordinate and harmonise
the exercise of jurisdiction over competition matters within the relevant industry

Purpose and functions of the Commission
The Commission is empowered by the Competition Act to investigate, control and
evaluate restrictive business practices, abuse of dominant positions and mergers in
order to achieve equity and efficiency in the South African economy. Its purpose is
to promote and maintain competition in South Africa in order to:
• Promote the efficiency, adaptability and development of the economy;
• Provide consumers with competitive prices and product choices;

Implement measures to increase market transparency;

or sector, and ensure the consistent application of the principles of the Act;
•

Participate in the proceedings of any regulatory authority;

•

Advise – and receive advice from – any regulatory authority;

•

Review legislation and public regulations, and report to the Minister
concerning any provision that permits uncompetitive behaviour; and

•

Deal with any other matter referred to it by the Tribunal.
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African Competition Network
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Terminology
For the purposes of this report, the meaning of the following terminology is explained below:
Abuse of dominance means engaging in prohibited practices as provided in section 8 of the Competition Act.
Advocacy refers to activities aimed at the promotion of voluntary compliance to the Competition Act, through non-enforcement mechanisms.
Enforcement refers to the investigation and/or prosecution of anti-competitive conduct.
Exemptions refers to the granting of exemption from prosecution to firms for engaging in anti-competitive conduct for a specific period of time, through the process
and criteria prescribed in Section 10 of the Competition Act.
Non-referral means that, after investigation, the Commission has decided not to refer a particular case to the Tribunal for prosecution.
Public interest refers to the consideration of socio-political and economic issues, as prescribed in Section 12A of the Competition Act, in the evaluation of mergers
and acquisition applications.
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Minister’s foreword

We look forward to continued success for
the Commission in establishing a more open,
competitive and inclusive economy over
the coming Administration.

Mr Ebrahim Patel

I

am pleased to introduce the Annual Report of the Competition Commission.

major state manufacturing companies in the 1980s added to the conducive

This annual report caps five years of steady progress

in the past

environment for monopoly power. In this environment, collusion and rent-

Administration, a period that saw the competition authorities adopt a more

seeking continued as an entrenched culture in even some of most important

strategic, effective and rigorous approach to competition policy. As a result, in

and productive companies.

a number of industries long-standing market abuses have been ended, while
competition policy measures have been linked more consistently to the public

The year under review saw the finalisation of a number of remarkably successful

interest and long-term economic development.

processes by the Competition Commission. In large part, these successes
reflect the strategic approach adopted over the past five years, which led to a
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Competition policy is particularly important for South Africa because of the

concentration on sectors that are critical for economic and social development.

relatively high levels of market concentration across our economy. The exclusive

They also reflect growing sophistication and rigor in identifying market abuse,

nature of apartheid led to dominance by a limited number of companies in

coming up with innovative and constructive responses, and engaging effectively

many industries. The relatively small, closed economy and the privatisation of

with the companies concerned to achieve them.

Competition Commission South Africa

A single figure points to the progress made. Over the past five years, the value

increasing the level of competition, innovation, industrial output and service

of penalties and fines levied by the Competition Commission rose ten-fold, to

improvement that we need.

over R5 billion.
Increasingly, the Competition Commission has taken the public-interest
Of that sum, some R1,46 billion was paid by companies involved in the

requirements of the Competition Act into account in evaluating mergers. In the

construction cartel. This cartel of major companies effectively colluded to divide

year under review, it approved 22 mergers with either behavioural or structural

up projects in both the public and private sector, allocating tenders and sharing

conditions. Of these, ten were designed to remedy public interest concerns.

the resulting profits. The Commission’s investigation probed 300 projects

Seven of the cases had conditions to protect employment, two to support small

that were subject to collusive conduct. These projects include some of the

and medium enterprises, and one aimed to address the potential harm to a

key infrastructure projects, including the 2010 FIFA World Cup stadiums and

particular sector or region.

national roads, as well as several large private projects.
I am encouraged that the employment-related merger conditions obliged firms
In addition to the large fines, the companies involved are also obliged to

to create 2 429 new jobs and prevented the loss of 2 231 jobs. Moreover, cases

implement competition law compliance programmes. The aim is to educate

finalised in the past administration led to the provision of over R500 million to

their managers and instil a culture of compliance with competition law.

support small and emerging producers, mostly in agriculture and agro-processing.

Like construction, the telecommunications sector is central to economic

The past financial year also saw the initiation of the Commission’s first formal

development, affecting costs for both businesses and households. The

market inquiry under the newly promulgated amendments to the Competition

Commission found that Telkom abused its dominance by charging internet

Act. The inquiry, into private healthcare, provides for a pro-active analysis of

service providers excessive prices, which in turn led to higher prices for end-

markets that appear to suffer from abusive practices. The Commission has

users. In the year under review, it concluded a settlement agreement with the

established an inquiry panel comprising five experts led by former Chief Justice

company that included a fine of R200 million together with structural remedies

Sandile Ngcobo.

and price reductions that should save consumers and businesses R875 million
over the coming five years.

In May 2014, I announced the appointment of Mr Tembinkosi Bonakele as the
Commissioner of the Competition Commission for a five-year term of office.

The Competition Commission is also responsible for ensuring that mergers

Mr Bonakele has been in the Commission for ten years in various positions. He

do not prevent or lessen competition or impact on other issues in the public

takes the reins at an exciting time in South Africa for competition policy. We look

interest, notably employment and broader economic development. In this

forward to continued success for the Commission in establishing a more open,

context, I am particularly concerned that foreign direct investment has tended

competitive and inclusive economy over the coming Administration.

to take the form of the takeover of existing South African companies, rather
than expanding capacity through greenfields investment, hence not sufficiently
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Commissioner’s overview

Mr Tembinkosi Bonakele

S

If our competition laws are an expression of aspirations
going beyond the conventional efficiency approach to
competition regulation, embracing the notion of an inclusive
growth, it is because it was a product of deliberations of
various constituencies within NEDLAC.

eptember 2014 marks the fifteen year anniversary for the South African

conventional efficiency approach to competition regulation, embracing the

Competition Authorities. This occasion will be marked by a conference

notion of an inclusive growth, it is because it was a product of deliberations of

on the 4th – 5th September that will, amongst other things, review

various constituencies within NEDLAC. I also need to pay tribute to all those who

the work of the Commission in the past fifteen years. Having been part of the

have made the system to work, the past and present staff and management of

institution’s leadership for the most part of the last ten years, I am all too aware

the Competition Authorities, business, labour, consumers, lawyers, economists

of a temptation to paint a glorious picture of the Commission’s record. For this

and various industry experts.

reason, it is better for me to leave it to others to judge. It is, however, befitting
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that I should start by paying tribute to the policy makers and social partners

I am immensely proud of the cases and issues the Competition Commission

for their foresight in prioritising competition regulation as part of a package

tackled in the past fifteen years, which range from prosecuting cartels and

of economic policy changes of our post-apartheid economic transformation.

addressing anti-competitive behaviour and structures in basic food products

If our competition laws are an expression of aspirations going beyond the

(such as bread, maize meal, flour, milk, eggs) to industrial input products

Competition Commission South Africa

that are important for industrialisation, infrastructure and employment (such

Let me now come to the highlights of the year under review:

as steel, cement, concrete pipes, plastic pipes, polymers (plastic derivative),
diesel, glass), as well as sectors critical for growth and development (such as
HIV/Aids drugs, banking and telecommunications). We have done all of this
while grappling with how to save existing jobs, promoting participation of South
African firms to global markets and creating an environment for small and
medium enterprises as well as BEE forms to participate in the economy.
To illustrate how far we have come: When a bread distributor got letters from a
number of his bread suppliers notifying him of price increases at the same time,
by a similar amount, he knew that this must be a competition problem. He also
knew what to do with it - he alerted the Commission. The Commission investigated
the case within three months, and got one of the bread companies to confess to
price-fixing in exchange for immunity. Civil society groups (such as Back Sash)
called for the cartels to be severely punished. Record fines were imposed; CEOs
resigned; the boards of the companies got involved. The Commission settled with
creative remedies that included the lowering of prices for bread and flour, and
the creation of an Agro-processing Fund within the IDC. The media extensively
covered the unfolding saga. For the first time, competition enforcement moved
beyond the confines of the practitioners, and business sections in newspapers.
South Africans weighed-in on the business ethics, executive accountability and
effectiveness of the entire competition enforcement regime.
The world has also taken notice: the World Economic Forum Global
Competitive Report ranks South Africa in the top ten for the effectiveness of
its antimonopoly laws, ahead of its developing country counterparts. The South
African competition authorities are well respected by their peers and are an
active member of the SADC Competition Committee, the African Competition
Forum, the BRICS competition forum, contributing in strengthening cooperation
of developing countries. In addition, the Commission participates in the
International Competition Network and regularly contribute to the OECD’s
Competition Committee Round Table dialogues on competition policy.
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Dismantling the construction cartels
The rooting out of bid rigging cartels has been the key focus of the Commission
in the past two years. During the year under review the Commission completed
settlements under the Construction Settlement Project (CSP), a special
dispensation for uncovering bid-ring and settling them. The process yielded
the uncovering of more than 300 private and public sector rigged projects. The
projects included major infrastructure development in South Africa, such as the
2010 FIFA Soccer World Cup stadia, dams, business/residential buildings, the
Gauteng Freeway Improvement Project and other national roads.
In July 2013, the Commission settled with 15 out of 18 construction firms that
participated in the CSP. These included the top six largest construction firms in
South Africa. The total combined administrative penalty imposed by the Tribunal
for the 15 firms amounted to R1,4 billion. The Commission has commenced
with phase two of the investigations, which entail prosecuting firms that did
not settle as part of the CSP. Penalties for firms that did not take advantage
of the CSP to disclose and settle all the cases will be higher than those of the
firms that settled. This is important in achieving the Commission’s objectives
for CSP, of fully uncovering the extent of the collusion and ensuring that it does
not happen again. Failure to disclose or settle rigged projects gives rise to a
concern that the firms involved are not remorseful and committed to cleaning
up the industry.
The stamping out of this behaviour is in part also dependent on the other role
players getting involved, including the state as a regulator, the state and the
private sector as victims, and the construction industry itself. The Commission
is deeply concerned about the impact of cartels in infrastructure development,
and will be working with government and other stakeholders to ensure that the
planned infrastructure rollout does not fall victim to collusion.
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Tackling abuse of dominance in the
telecommunications sector

Cement cartel impact sssessment shows
savings for consumers

Telecommunications is very important for both business and end users, and

In 2008 the Commission started investigation of SA’s cement producers with

is vital for the country’s growth and development. Over the past ten years the

a dawn raid in their premises, after conducting a scoping study into the costs

Commission has been at loggerheads with Telkom SA SOC Limited over its abuse

of construction inputs. The Commission uncovered a long running cartel that

of a dominant position in some key telecommunication services and infrastructure.

included price fixing and market allocation, through market share allocation.

Following a successful prosecution of Telkom and an imposition of a R449 million

The Commission has undertaken a study of the impact of uncovering the cartel.

penalty during the 2012/2013 financial year, Telkom settled its outstanding case

Using estimates of overcharges as a result of the cartel the study found that

with the Commission during the year under review. The settlement entailed the

consumer saving as a result of the cartel being uncovered range approximately

payment of a R200 million administrative penalty, functional separation between

between R4.5 billion to R5.8 billion for the period 2010 to 2013. In addition,

Telkom’s retail and wholesale divisions along with a transparent transfer pricing

there has been noticeable change and dynamism in the market, with firms

programme to ensure non-discriminatory service provision by Telkom to its

entering territories they previously did not trade in.

retail division and other Internet Service Providers (ISPs), effective monitoring
arrangements of its future conduct, and wholesale and retail pricing commitments
for the next five years estimated to yield R875 million savings to customers. Telkom
will also provide points of presence at strategic locations in the public sector. The
settlement will have a lasting impact in South Africa’s telecommunications sector,
and lead to a more competitive market.

Untangling the cost and pricing issues in
private healthcare sector
Following concerns from various quarters about the costs and pricing in the
private healthcare services in South Africa, the Commission initiated a market
inquiry (Inquiry) into private healthcare sector. The Inquiry will be undertaken

Moving forward
My management team and I will be finalising the Commission’s Vision 2030 in the
next financial year, that will inform our Five Year Strategic Plan and subsequent
annual performance plans. Vision 2030 will place the Commission in a position of
an important partner that contributes to inclusive growth in South Africa.
I am happy that this year we were able to fill all the vacancies in key management
positions in the operational divisions of the Commission, mostly with internal
appointments. We are grateful to our staff for their continued dedication and
commitment to our work, and to the Economic Development Department’s
support during the year under review.

under the Commission’s new powers to conduct market Inquiries in terms of
the Competition Amendment Act 2009 (Act No 1 of 2009). The Commission
is committed to an objective process of probing the issues, with the aim of
contributing to improving access to healthcare to a wider number of people.
Given the importance of this matter, we have appointed five experts under
the chairmanship of the former Chief Justice of South Africa, Justice Sandile
Ngcobo, to conduct the Inquiry.
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Thank You
Commissioner
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Back row: Sesule Mojapelo, Mittah Sibanyoni, Oliver Josie, Freda Mathaba, Tracy Gwatkin and Nolu Golimpi
Front row: Mmboswobeni Nkhumeleni, Leonard Morapedi, Samson Mamba, Tembinkosi Bonakele, Oliver Josie,
Gavin Williams, Mduduzi Msibi and Cheneal Cowin
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Our strategic goals
The overarching goals that guide the Commission in directing its resources and capacity are contained in its strategic plan. The strategic plan further sets out the priorities that
represent the key focal areas of the work of the Commission and are grouped into three major themes, as follows:
1. Achieve demonstrable competitive outcomes in the economy through prioritisation
2. Enhanced competition environment for economic activity through strategic partnership, engagement, dialogue and advocacy
3. Realise a high performance regulatory agency
The above-mentioned strategic goals represent the Commission’s response to changes in the environment in which it operates and are framed within the ambit of the
Competition Act, the vision and core values of the Commission.

Strategic goal one
Achieve demonstrable competitive outcomes in the economy through prioritisation

T

he Commission continues to direct its resources through the prioritisation of sectors, wherein it undertakes investigations and advocacy. Prioritisation is facilitated
by the development of criteria aimed at achieving meaningful and maximum impact, and for effective and efficient resource mobilisation. The principle of prioritising
sectors for investigative and advocacy focus is also in line with international best practice in order to achieve maximum agency effectiveness. The Commission’s

priority sectors for the reporting period are identified below:

FOOD AND AGRO-PROCESSING
The food and agro-processing sector covers economic activity from the production of agricultural products, through the various stages of processing to final consumer
products. Due to its long value chains, the sector remains labour intensive and thus has a significant impact on employment in the country. It also produces essential
products purchased by all consumers, including low-income customers. During the period under review, the Commission was active in this sector through a number of
enforcement cases, mergers and advocacy interventions.
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INTERMEDIATE INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
Intermediate industrial products include basic chemicals and basic metal products that form key inputs to diversified manufactured products. The manufacturing sector
remains a key driver of South Africa’s trade policy, and is regarded as a vehicle for growth and employment. The prices of some products in this sector have in many
instances risen at rates substantially higher than that of the producer and consumer inflation rates. Due to its centrality to economic policy, this industry remains an
integral part of the Commission’s priorities.

CONSTRUCTION AND INFRASTRUCTURE
The infrastructure and construction sectors remain key to South Africa’s economic growth and development. These sectors underpin the economy’s productivity, whilst
also impacting significantly on the cost of doing business. The Commission’s decision to prioritise these sectors is further influenced by government’s decision, and that of
State-Owned Companies (“SOCs”), to embark on intensive investment and development programmes in these sectors. Such investment, could potentially be undermined
by anti-competitive conduct - the Commission’s role, is imperative to ensure competitive outcomes in the economy.
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Strategic goal two
Enhanced competition environment for economic activity through strategic partnership,
engagement, dialogue and advocacy

T

he Commission recognises that the promotion of competition cannot be achieved through enforcement alone. It therefore subscribes to a multi-faceted approach
that includes proactive engagement, dialogue and advocacy with a range of stakeholders. The Commission further acknowledges that achieving competitive
markets is a goal that is difficult to attain in isolation from other economic policies.

As a strategic priority, the Commission actively seeks opportunities to engage a broad range of stakeholders, listen to the views of others and encourage stakeholders to
recognise the importance of achieving competitive outcomes in the economy. The Commission seeks to achieve its advocacy objectives through partnership, engagement,
education and dialogue.

Strategic goal three
Realise a high performance regulatory

T

he Commission recognises that high performance organisations are, among other things, able to adapt to a changing environment; demonstrate empowering
leadership and supportive management practices; recognise people as the most important resource within the organisation; provide a professionally fulfilling
work environment; are proficient managers of performance; are skilful in managing and applying organisational knowledge; have effective and efficient business

processes that are closely aligned to strategy; and possess a strong sense of organisational integrity. The Commission thus continuously undertakes initiatives to achieve
a high performance agency.

Annual Report 2013/14
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Divisional reports
The Commission has three functions underpinning its mandate, namely enforcement, mergers and acquisitions and advocacy. Advocacy relates to the activities
undertaken by the Commission to promote voluntary compliance to the Competition Act. The Commission’s analysis and evaluation of mergers and acquisitions relates
to corporate bundling and unbundling activities. The enforcement function can be divided into further sub-categories according to contraventions identified in the
Competition Act, namely abuse of dominance, vertical restrictive practices and horizontal restrictive practices, including cartels.

F

or the purposes of efficiency, the Commission has established an
organisational structure that will best perform these three functions. The

•	Legal Services divisions: providing litigation services and legal expertise to
cases and advisory opinions to the public.

divisions within the Commission reflect the logic of the investigative and

litigation processes, and thus the lifecycle of cases. In the year under review, the

Underpinning the daily operations of the organisation is the Corporate Services

institution was organised into the following six divisions:

division, comprising of Finance, Human Resources, Facilities and Information

• Cartels: investigating collusive practices

Technology departments. The Commission’s Registry department is located in

•	Enforcement and Exemptions: investigating abuse of dominance, vertical

the Office of the Commissioner. The divisional reports in the following sections

restrictive practices and assessing exemptions applications
•	Mergers and Acquisitions: analysing corporate bundling and unbundling
transactions
• Policy and Research: providing economic expertise to the institution

indicate the performance of the divisions in relation to the strategic goals of
the Commission. The reports provide a bird’s-eye view of the outputs and
outcomes of key cases and activities undertaken by the Commission’s staff
during 2013/14.

•	Advocacy and Stakeholder Relations: promoting voluntary compliance with
the Act
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Back row, from left to right: Seabelo Molefe, Hardin Ratshisusu, Lana Norton, Kholiswa Mnisi, Glementine Mahlangu,
Nompucuko Nontombana, Thelani Luthuli and Xolela Nokele
Front row, from left to right: Grace Mohamed, Werner Rysbergen, Francina Mokwena, Portia Bele, Relebohile Thabane,
Gilberto Biacuana, Zanele Hadebe, Brenda Maseko and Dineo Mashego
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Mergers and acquisitions
Overview

the thresholds for notification - into three different categories, namely, small,

The Mergers and Acquisitions division is responsible for the administration of

intermediate or large. The Commission decides whether to prohibit or conditionally

Chapter 3 of the Competition Act. The division investigates and assesses whether

approve small or intermediate mergers whilst it makes a recommendation to the

a merger is likely to substantially prevent or lessen competition and whether a

Tribunal on large mergers. The merging parties or parties who intervene in merger

merger can or cannot be justified on the grounds of public interest. Section 11 of

proceedings can appeal the decisions of the Commission and the Tribunal.

the Competition Act sets out the framework for the determination of thresholds
for mergers notified to the Commission. Mergers are classified - based on

In April 2009, the merger thresholds were revised as reflected in Table 1.

Table 1: Mergers and acquisition thresholds as of April 2009
Threshold
Lower threshold
Higher threshold

Combined turnover or

Target turnover or

Size of merger

Filing fee

Asset value
R560 million
R6.6 billion

Asset value
R80 million
R190 million

Intermediate
Large

R100 000
R350 000

Where a proposed merger does not meet the thresholds of either an intermediate

(a) At the time of entering into the transaction any of the firms, or firms within

or large merger, it is categorised as a small merger. The Commission receives

their group, are subject to an investigation by the Commission in terms of

a filing fee for every intermediate and large merger filed. Small mergers do not

Chapter 2 of the Competition Act or

require compulsory notification and no fees are payable.
(b) At the time of entering into the transaction any of the firms, or firms within their
However, the Commission may call for their notification within six months of

group, are respondents to pending proceedings referred by the Commission to

implementation if the small merger is likely to substantially prevent or lessen

the Tribunal in terms of Chapter 2 of the Competition Act.

competition, or cannot be justified on the grounds of public interest. In particular,
the Commission expressly requires notification of a small merger if any of the

The Commission issued guidelines on the notification of small mergers to this

following criteria are met:

effect, effective from April 2009.
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For operational efficiency, the Commission classifies notified mergers based on

For the year under review, the Commission completed non-complex, complex and

the complexity of the competition and/or public interest issue. The categorisation

very complex investigations at an average turnaround time of 21, 39 and 64

is either phase 1 (non-complex), phase 2 (complex) or phase 3 (very complex).

business days, respectively, marginally aligned with its set service standard.

In addition, the Commission has published service standards for merger
investigations, particularly the time periods it takes to complete an investigation.

Review of merger activity

The service standards are necessary, as the Competition Act has set out time

Merger activity in the economy has remained resilient even under difficult

frames for investigations that apply to a merger, irrespective of complexity. In

economic conditions. The total number of cases notified in 2013/14 was 320.

terms of the Competition Act, small or intermediate mergers must be reviewed

This is a slight decrease from the figure of 324 in the previous year. The majority

within a period of 20 business days and this can be extended to a maximum

of cases filed were intermediate mergers.

period of 40 business days by the Commission. Large mergers must be reviewed
within 40 business days and, upon an application made by the Commission, the

Figure 1 shows mergers decided upon by the Commission in 2013/14 per sector.

Tribunal may grant an extension of the investigation period by not more than 15

Most of the mergers (20% and 22%) considered in the period 2013/14 were in

business days at a time.

the property and manufacturing sectors, respectively.

Table 2 shows the number of merger investigations finalised in the current financial
year per complexity as well as the average turnaround time for the investigation.

Figure 1: Merger decision per sector

Total Commission’s

Average

number of

expected

turnaround time

transactions

service

in business days

standards in

(2013/14)

Manufacturing 22%
Property 28%
Construction 2%
Transport 2%
Telecomm 2%
Financial 3%
Agriculture 3%
Health 3%

Phase 1

business days
191
20

21

Information Technology 4%

(Non-complex)
Phase 2 (Complex)
Phase 3

102
32

39
64

(Very complex)
Total

325

Table 2: Turnaround times per complexity of investigations
Phase

45
60

Note: This table excludes cases withdrawn by the merging parties or where the

Wholesale 5%
Retail 7%

Mining 7%
Other 12%

Commission did not have jurisdiction.
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During this financial year, the Commission finalised 329 investigations. This is a

2011-2012
8

2012-2013
0

2013-2014
1

Large

1

0

0

Three hundred and two merger cases (302) were approved without conditions,

Intermediate

4

0

0

22 with conditions, one case was prohibited and four cases were withdrawn after
the Commission had commenced its investigation or due to the Commission not

Small
Withdrawn/no

3
8

0
12

1
4

having jurisdiction to investigate the mergers.

jurisdiction
Large

2

3

1

Intermediate

5

5

2

Small

1

4

1

slight increase from 327 in the previous year (Table 3). Of the 329 cases finalised,

Prohibited

95 mergers were large, 214 mergers intermediate and 20 were small mergers.

Table 3: Mergers notified and reviewed between 2011/12 to
2013/14

Notes: (1) The 329 finalised cases include four withdrawn cases; and (2) the cases

2011-2012
291

2012-2013
324

2013-2014
320

88

68

95

Intermediate

186

223

209

Small
Finalised

17
283

33
327

16
329

85

70

95

Intermediate

183

227

214

view that the merger would have distorted competition in the market, and students

Small
Approved

15
234

30
278

20
302

academic book outlets, which would eventually lead to price increases. The merger

Notified
Large

Large

notified in the year do not always match the finalised cases as there are those
carried over from the previous financial year.

Mergers prohibited
The Commission prohibited one merger during the year under review namely, the
proposed merger between Juta and Van Schaik bookstores. It is the Commission’s
in the major university campuses would have had substantially less choice for

without

would also have negatively affected university students by limiting the choice of

conditions

academic book suppliers. See Box 1 for the case study.
72

55

84

Intermediate

155

200

201

Small
Conditionally

7
33

23
37

17
22

Large

10

12

10

Intermediate

19

22

11

4

3

1

Large

approved

Small
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Box 1: Commission prohibits academic bookstore deal

On 3 September 2013, the Commission prohibited a small merger between

academic books. The Commission also found that barriers to entry were not as

Juta Bookshops and Van Schaik Bookstores (Van Schaik) on the basis that it

low as claimed by the merging parties and that the students, who formed the

would substantially prevent or lessen competition in the market for the retail

majority of customers of the merging parties, did not have countervailing power

sale of academic books through brick-and-mortar stores. Both Van Schaik

as these books were directly sold to them as individual units. The Commission

and Juta Bookshops are active in the market for the retail sale of academic

thus concluded that the merged entity would have market power and an

books through brick-and-mortar outlets at various university campuses,

incentive to unilaterally increase the prices of academic books to students,

specifically the University of Pretoria (UP), Tshwane University of Technology

post the merger.

(TUT), University of Johannesburg (UJ), University of Cape Town (UCT) and
Stellenbosch University (SU) and bookstores within close proximity to the

The merging parties submitted that the implementation of the transaction

universities.

would create a number of pro-competitive efficiency gains that could be
passed on to customers. These were however limited to pecuniary efficiencies,

The Commission found that the proposed transaction would raise serious

which were unlikely to offset the anti-competitive effects of the transaction.

competition concerns in UP, TUT Main, TUT Arcadia and SU as the bookstores

The Commission further considered whether the substantial lessening of

were effective competitors to each other in the affected areas. The proposed

competition resulting from the proposed transaction could be remedied.

transaction would have reduced the number of brick-and-mortar academic

The merging parties suggested structural and behavioural remedies but the

bookstores from three to two players in the areas of overlap. This would result

Commission found that these would not address the anti-competitive harm

in the removal of an effective competitor. Furthermore, the merged entity would

that would result.

have high market shares in all of the affected markets for the retail sale of

Mergers approved with conditions
The Commission approves or recommends the approval of a merger with conditions to the Tribunal when it has found that a specific remedy can address the competition
or public interest concerns identified during the merger review. Conditions imposed can be behavioural or structural remedies. Behavioural conditions are meant to
regulate the conduct of the firms through measures such as supply terms, public interest remedies, or eliminating cross-shareholding in firms. Structural remedies are
intended to change the structure of a market by requiring firms to sell or exclude from the transaction a part of the business causing competition concerns. In the current
financial year, a total of 22 mergers were approved with either behavioural or structural conditions.
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Behavioural conditions: addressing public interest
concerns

interest conditions, seven had a remedy relating to employment concerns, two cases

The Competition Act provides for the consideration of public interest factors in

harm identified on a particular industrial sector or region. Most of the conditions

merger regulation. In terms of Section 12A(1), the Commission must consider both

were set to lessen job losses by either imposing a moratorium restricting the

the impact that a merger will have on competition and whether the merger can or

number of job losses or retrenchments over a specific time period. Other conditions

cannot be justified on substantial public interest grounds. Section 12A(3) identifies

imposed aimed to promote the competitiveness of small businesses by providing

four public interest grounds that the Commission must consider, which are:

them with the opportunity to compete in specific shopping centres by removing the

(a) employment

exclusivity clauses in lease agreements.

addressed harm on small and medium enterprises and one case aimed to address

(b) impact on a particular sector or region
(c)	the ability of small businesses, or firms controlled or owned by historically
disadvantaged persons, to become competitive or
(d) the ability of national industries to compete in international markets.

Through the employment-related merger conditions, firms committed to create
2 429 new jobs and to save 2 231 existing jobs. The mergers reviewed during this
period resulted in a loss of 584 jobs. Discounting these job losses, the Commission’s
interventions on employment had a positive net effect on jobs of 4 076 (i.e. 2 429

In total, the Commission imposed conditions on 22 mergers, of which ten were

plus 2 231 less 584).

designed to remedy public interest concerns (Table 4). Of the ten cases with public

Table 4: Public interest conditions
Case Number
2013Jan0020
2013Mar0099

Primary Acquiring Firm
Primary Target Firm
Agrinet Ltd
Africum Ltd
Cannistraro Investment 282 Alert Steel Holdings Ltd

2013May0175

(Pty) Ltd
Tower Property Fund Ltd

The Cape Quarter Property

Market
Agriculture
Steel

Condition
Employment: moratorium on job losses for a period of two years
Employment: restriction on the number of job losses for a period

Property

of two years
Employment: obligation to find alternative employment and
obligation to reskill affected employees

Company (Pty) Ltd and Porche
2013Mar0110

2013Mar0123

Weir Heavy Bay Foundry

Properties 30 (Pty) Ltd
The Assets of XMeco Foundry

(Pty) Ltd

(Pty) Ltd and Illando Properties

Presmooi (Pty) Ltd, Savyon

(Pty) Ltd
Drystone Investments (Pty) Ltd,

Building (Pty) Ltd, IPS

Odeon Investments (Pty) Ltd,

Investments (Pty) Ltd

Adamax Property Projects (Pty)

Manufacturing Employment: obligation to continue supply from third party
supplier to prevent job losses
Property

Employment: moratorium on job losses for a period of two years

Ltd, Persequor (Pty) Ltd
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Table 4: Public interest conditions (continued)
Case Number
2013Sep0446
2013Feb0085

2013Dec0585

Primary Acquiring Firm
Sibanye Gold Ltd

Primary Target Firm
Newshelf 1114 (Pty) Ltd

The IDC SA Ltd, the

Steel Group Co Ltd and Rio Tinto

Mauritius SPV and Hebei

SA ltd and Phalabora Mining Co

Iron a
Arctozone Investments (Pty)

Ltd
Lynridge Mall (Owned by Emira

Ltd

Property Fund, a Fund created

Market
Mining

Condition
Employment: moratorium on merger specific retrenchments for a

Mining

period of two years (Box 2)
Impact on a particular industrial sector: obligation to supply iron
ore to domestic coal producers (Box 3)

Property

SMMEs: obligation to remove exclusivity clause from lease
agreement.

under the Emira Property
2013Dec0589
2013May0174

Afgate Properties and

Scheme)
Murray and Roberts Hall

Trustees for the time

Longmore Business
Shoprite Pretoria North Ziyabuya

being of Mergeance Africa

Shopping Centre, Gezina

Property Investment Trust

Galleries, Blackheath Pavillion

Steel

Employment: restriction on the number of job losses for a period

Property

of 2 years
SMMEs: obligation to remove exclusivity clause from the lease
agreements

and others

Box 2: Gold mining firms prohibited from retrenching for two years
The Commission recommended that the Tribunal approve the acquisition of the

packages and voluntary early retirement and the remaining 40 faced forced

Cooke Mining Operations of Gold One by Sibanye Gold Limited (Sibanye), subject

retrenchments.

to an employment condition. The Commission found that the transaction raised
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public interest concerns in relation to possible significant job losses, as Sibanye

The merging parties however maintained that these retrenchments were not

had embarked on a process of lay-offs, with approximately 1 600 employees

merger-specific and were independent of the transaction before the Commission

likely to be affected. Of the 1 600 employees who faced retrenchments, 1 106

intervened. The Commission investigated the matter to determine whether these

were placed in alternative positions, 454 employees took voluntary severance

retrenchments were merger-specific or not and whether they were undertaken

Competition Commission South Africa

Box 2: Gold mining firms prohibited from retrenching for two years (continued)
in anticipation of the merger. The Commission did not find sufficient evidence to

the necessary analysis in terms of possible duplication of functions and/duties

conclude that the retrenchments were merger specific. However, the Commission

and any retrenchment that may emanate from such an exercise.

took a number of factors into consideration, including the fact that Gold One had
intended to retrench 82 employees during the investigation process, but later

Taking these considerations into account, the Commission recommended an

withdrew the planned retrenchment. Furthermore, the Commission considered

approval of the transaction subject to the condition that the merging parties do

that Sibanye would acquire approximately 5 000 additional employees from the

not retrench any employees for a period of 2 years as a result of the merger.

Cooke Mining Operations as a result of the transaction and had not conducted

Box 3: Commission ensures secure iron ore supply for local coal producers
The Commission recommended that the Tribunal approve the acquisition of Rio
Tinto South Africa Limited (Rio Tinto) by the Industrial Development Corporation
of South Africa Limited (IDC) and a Chinese Consortium subject to public interest
conditions.
The Commission found that the business activities of the merging parties overlap
horizontally due to the IDC’s 59% shareholding interest in Foskor (Pty) Limited
(Foskor) and Rio Tinto’s primary asset the Palabora Mining Company Limited
(Palabora). Furthermore, Palabora and Foskor were the only local firms with
magnetite iron ore which could be upgraded to Dense Medium Separation (DMS)
iron ore, used by coal mines to wash coal. The merger assessment however,
found that Palabora and Foskor did not compete before the merger and thus,
it was unlikely that the merger would result in higher prices for magnetite iron
ore for DMS iron ore customers, post the merger. The Commission therefore
concluded that the acquisition of Palabora was unlikely to raise substantial
competition concerns in the magnetite iron ore market. The Tribunal confirmed
the Commission’s analysis in this respect.
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With respect to the public interest issues, the Commission found that, since the
acquiring firms had business interests in various firms that require magnetite iron
ore as an input material, they would have an incentive to first supply their own
firms in the event of a shortage of DMS iron ore. Furthermore, the Commission’s
analysis showed that the existing capacity of Palabora was insufficient to meet
the future demand of the merging parties and existing coal customers. The
Commission was concerned that the inability of existing coal mines to access
DMS iron ore after the merger, would have a significant public interest effect in
the local coal industry, which may affect electricity supply in South Africa.
The Commission therefore recommended the imposition of a supply condition
that requires the merging parties to make available sufficient volumes of DMS
iron ore to satisfy the local demand at all times for as long as the IDC and
Chinese consortium control Rio Tinto. The Tribunal accepted the Commission’s
recommendation on public interest but further amplified the conditions by
expanding the definition of “acquiring firms” to include the IDC, the Chinese
consortium and all firms that jointly control the Chinese consortium.
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Behavioural conditions: Addressing competition concerns
Behavioural remedies to address competition concerns were imposed on 11 mergers. In the main, these were meant to address cross shareholding (i.e. restrictions on
directors to sit on the boards of competing firms thus limiting the exchange of competitively sensitive information) and limit the restraint of trade in the sale agreement
concluded between merging parties.

Table 5: Behavioural conditions addressing competition concerns
Case number
2013Mar0113

Primary acquiring firm
Primary target firm
Pacorini Metals Europe (Pty) Access Freight Group (Pty) Ltd

2013Mar0093

Ltd
CA Sales Holdings (Pty) Ltd

Market
Condition
Freight transport Restriction on board representation and information

Pack N Stack Holding (Pty) Ltd

Sales and

exchange
Obligation on parties to exercise call option within 90

Holdco

Lanseria International Airport (Pty) Ltd

merchandising
Aviation

days or re-notify the merger
Restriction on board representation and information

2013Apr0167

Sekunjalo Independent

and Execujet Airline Investments (Pty) Ltd
Independent News and Media SA (Pty)
Media

exchange
Cross shareholding and information exchange

2013Jul0317

Media (Pty) Ltd
Newco, a special purpose

Ltd
Independent News and Media SA (Pty)

Media

Cross shareholding and information exchange

Sales and

Obligation on parties to exercise call option by

Datacentrix Holdings Ltd

merchandising
Information

31 October 2014 or to re-notify the transaction
Information exchange

technology
Property

Obligation to reduce restraint period in terms of the

Security

restraint of trade clause in sale agreement
Cross shareholding and information exchange

Services
Agriculture

Obligation on parties to implement the transaction

Property

within 18 months
Obligation on the parties to inform the Commission

2012Nov0679

company to be incorporated Ltd
in the Republic of Mauritius
which will be controlled by
2013Aug0397

China Television Corporation
CA Sales Holdings (Pty) Ltd SMC Brands (Pty) Ltd

2013Jul0334

Pinnacle Technology

2013Nov0538

Holdings Ltd
Shanghai Zendai Property

Certain Immovable Properties held by

2013Aug0378

Ltd
Shalamuka Fund Manager

AECI Group the Heartlands Business
Safika Investments (Pty) Ltd

2014Jan0005

(Pty) Ltd
Zeder Financial Services Ltd Agri Voedsel Ltd

2013Mar0115

Longland Investments

The Corob Trust/The Palm Trust and

and Tangmere Investment

others

Corporation
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of changes in the development plans for the property
being acquired
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Structural remedies: Addressing market distortions
The Commission approved the acquisition of the fishing business of Foodcorp by Oceana, subject to the divestiture of the Glenryck Trademark and the small pelagic fish
quota that is allocated to Foodcorp by the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (Table 6). Small pelagic fish quota allocation includes species such as pilchard,
anchovy and red eye. Foodcorp’s fishing business owns the Glenryck brand while Oceana owns the Lucky Star brand. Pilchard is a staple food/protein largely consumed
by low income households. It is predominantly packaged under the Lucky Star and the Glenryck brands. The Commission found that the merger will substantially prevent
or lessen competition in the vertically integrated market for the harvesting, processing and marketing of canned pilchard to the detriment of competition and customers.

Table 6: Structural remedies
Case number
2013Aug0371

Primary acquiring firm
Oceana Group Ltd

Primary target firm
Fishing Business of Foodcorp (Pty) Ltd

Market
Fishing

Condition
Divestiture: – obligation to dispose of the Foodcorp
pelagic fish fishing rights and the Glenryck brand of
canned pelagic fish (Box 5)

The Commission has also been monitoring over 100 historical merger conditions which were imposed on cases approved in the past. The monitoring of merger conditions
is a new and important focus area for the Commission, as it ensures that firms fulfil their commitments and undertakings and that the intended benefits of imposing the
conditions are realised.
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Box 4: Commission prevents concentration in canned pilchards markets
On 29 October 2013, the Commission approved the acquisition of the fishing

for the harvesting, processing and marketing of canned pilchard is characterised

business of Foodcorp Proprietary Limited (Foodcorp) by Oceana Group Limited

by high barriers to entry and expansion in the form of regulatory barriers, high

(Oceana), subject to the divestiture of the Glenryck Trademark and the small

capital outlays, brand loyalty and input scarcity, among other additional barriers.

pelagic fish quota that is allocated to Foodcorp by the Department of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF). Small pelagic fish quota allocation includes species

Oceana and Foodcorp are also active in the markets for the harvesting, processing

such as pilchard, anchovy and red eye. Foodcorp’s fishing business owns the

and marketing of deep sea trawl hake, and south coast rock lobster (SCRL),

Glenryck brand while Oceana owns the Lucky Star brand. Pilchard is a staple

However, the Commission found that the proposed transaction was unlikely

food/ protein largely consumed by low income households. It is predominantly

to result in anticompetitive effects with respect to the markets for harvesting,

packaged under the Lucky Star and the Glenryck brands. The Commission found

processing and marketing of deep sea trawl hake and SCRL.

that the merger will substantially prevent or lessen competition in the vertically
integrated market for the harvesting, processing and marketing of canned

The Commission therefore concluded that the proposed transaction will not result

pilchard to the detriment of competition and consumers.

in anticompetitive effects if Foodcorp were to divest the Glenryck brand and small
pelagic fish allocation prior to implementing the merger. The merging parties

From its investigation, the Commission found that in order to compete effectively

took the Commission’s decision on review before the Tribunal. The evidence was

in the vertically integrated market for the harvesting, processing and marketing

heard early in 2014 where both the Commission and the merging parties led

of canned pilchard, it is important to own a prominent brand and have access to

factual evidence. On 15 April 2014, the Tribunal issued an order upholding the

sufficient quota of small pelagic fish allocation. The Commission found that the

Commission’s initial decision. The Tribunal included a more stringent condition

sale of the fishing business of Foodcorp to Oceana would result in the removal of

stipulating that the Glenryck brand and the small pelagic fish quota must be

Oceana’s closest competitor. Post-merger, Oceana would account for more than

divested as one integral entity to a single purchaser. The merging parties have

80% of the market whist its nearest competitor will account for less than 10%

since filed a notice to appeal the Tribunal’s ruling.

of the market. The Commission also found that the vertically integrated market
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Enforcement

T

he Commission’s enforcement function relates to contraventions of abuse of dominance, vertical restrictive practices and horizontal restrictive practices, including
cartels. In order to provide a dedicated focus to cartel conduct - which is the most egregious of all competition law contraventions- the Commission established a Cartels
division in 2011. This was a task which was previously performed by the Enforcement and Exemptions (E&E) division, but due to the observed prevalence of this type of

conduct in the South African economy, the Commission pursued a specialist and dedicated focus on cartel investigations. As a result, the enforcement work of the Commission
is undertaken by the Cartels and E&E divisions.

The investigation and litigation process
The Commission investigates contraventions to the Competition Act on the basis of complaints received from the public or through its own initiation on the basis of its
experience or on outcomes of its market studies. Once a complaint has been received and recorded by its Registry department, it is screened by the Screening Unit within the
Enforcement and Exemptions division for an assessment of its merit, in order to determine whether a full investigation should occur. The screening process is crucial, as it is
a prima facie test of the case – which means it enables the Commission to determine whether to allocate further resources through a detailed investigation or to curtail the
investigation. The Commission may require a complainant to provide further information in order to establish whether the matter should be investigated further.
Once a case has been screened, the Commissioner may decide to ‘non-refer’ the matter - that is, not to investigate further. Alternatively, the case could be allocated to the
relevant enforcement division (E&E or Cartels) for further investigation. The statutory time-frames for investigating enforcement cases based on complaints from the public is
12 months. There is no statutory time-frame stipulated for the completion of investigations initiated by the Commission.
Once an investigation is completed, the relevant division will forward it to the Commission’s litigators in the Legal Services division. The Policy & Research division are also
able to partake in case investigation and litigation where complex economic analysis is required. The Legal Services division is responsible for preparing the case file and
representing the Commission before the Tribunal or other relevant courts.
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Back row, from left to right: Tshepiso Mnguni, Mosima Tambani, Matodzi Sivhaga, Eric Papo; Kwena Mahlakoana,
Mehluli Nxumalo, Khotso Modise, Katlego Monareng, Hugh Dlamini, Lebogang Madiba
and Khomotso Hlongoane
Front row, from left to right: Nokuphiwa Kunene, Lerato More, Mongezi Menye, Andrew Masilo, Makgale Mohlala,
Anthony Ndzabandzaba, Thembekile Tshabalala, Lesego Moseki, Toohey Nyezi,
Maria Chipasula and Kgashane Kgomo
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Cartels

T

he Cartels division is responsible for investigating restrictive horizontal practices

evaluated 30 CLP applications, granted 23 and denied seven. This resulted in 17

that contravene section 4(1)(b)(i),(ii) and (iii) of the Competition Act. These

CLP applications being carried over to the next financial year, as they are being

horizontal restrictive practices include (i) direct or indirect fixing of purchasing

processed concurrently with the investigation of the cases.

or selling prices or any other trading conditions, (ii) dividing markets by allocating
customers, suppliers, territories or specific type of goods or services, or (iii) collusive

The majority of the CLP applications granted were in the construction sector. The

tendering. In simple term, a cartel is an agreement, arrangement or concerted practice

CLP applications which were not granted, due to lack of evidence for contravention

by firms that are competitors or potential competitors to fix prices, divide markets or

of the Competition Act, were in the construction, fishing and steel industries The CLP

tender collusively. The division investigates cartel complaints that are received from

does not limit the rights of third parties who have been victims of cartel activities

members of the public or cartel complaints initiated by the Commissioner.

to institute a claim for civil damages or seek criminal remedies in respect to firms
which the Commission has granted immunity.

The division is also responsible for administering the Commission’s Corporate

Figure 2: Total number of CLP applications received per year1

Leniency Policy (CLP). The CLP encourages “whistleblowing”, where members
of cartels can report the cartel to the Commission in return for immunity from
prosecution. The CLP is based on a first-come basis, meaning that the first firm

Transport & Energy
Other
Construction & Infrastructure
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300

to approach the Commission to disclose the cartel and meets the requirements for
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leniency will qualify for immunity from prosecution. In terms of the leniency process,
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the qualifying CLP applicant will initially conclude a conditional immunity agreement

244
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with the Commission, on certain co-operation and compliance-related conditions,
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including availing witnesses to testify against the other members of the cartel. The
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CLP applicant will then receive a final immunity agreement which is granted only

0

when the case is finalised by the Tribunal. The CLP is only available for utilisation by
firms that are involved in cartel conduct.
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The Corporate Leniency Policy (CLP)
The Cartels division carried over 35 CLP applications and received five new

New cartel complaints initiated

applications during the reporting period. The division has also considered seven

During the reporting period, the Cartels division initiated and investigated a total of 11

additional CLP applications which were re-opened following the uncovering of

new cartel complaints and received four cartels complaints from members of the public.

new evidence. These additional applications resulted in the total number of CLP

1

applications considered during the reporting period adding up to 47. The division

Fast-Track Settlement Project
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The 244 applications received were mainly due to applications received under the Construction
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Table 7: Investigations initiated in 2013/14
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Case number
2013May0233

Respondent
Enviroserve Waste

Market/ Sector
Energy, transport & fuel

Description of conduct
Price fixing & Customer

2013Jul0313

Management
Huawei Technologies (Pty)

ICT

allocation
Market division & collusive

2013Jul0341
2013Aug0363
2013Aug0364
2013Sep0452
2014Feb0047
2014Feb0048
2014Mar0096

Ltd
Saldahna
Nambitha
NYK & BLG
Da Gama
Hudaco Trading
Plasser,Lennings & Aveng
Parmalat, Clover & Midlands

Food
Food
Transport
Textile
Energy, transport & fuel
Transport
Food

tendering
Price fixing
Market division
Market division
Collusive tendering
Market division
Collusive tendering
Price fixing

2014Mar0106

Milk (Dairybelle)
Eskom (Nashua)

ICT

Price fixing and collusive

Textile

tendering
Collusive tendering

2014Mar0104

Da Gama 2

Applicable section of the Act
4(1)(b)(i)(ii)
4(1)(b)(ii)(iii)
4(1)(b)(i)
4(1)(b)(ii)
4(1)(b)(ii)
4(1)(b)(iii)
4(1)(b)(ii)
4(1)(b)(iii)
4(1)(b)(i)
4(1)(b)(i)(iii)
4(1)(b)(iii)

The key cases initiated during the reporting period include the complaint against milk

Stefanutti and Basil Read settling various construction projects they subjected to

processors for allegedly fixing the price of raw milk purchases from milk producers,

collusive tendering. Some of the major projects settled under this process included

and the complaint against raw fish processors for allegedly fixing the prices of

the 2010 FIFA World Cup stadia tenders, the Gauteng Freeway Improvement project,

procuring raw fish and canned fish.

the Gautrain project and various roads projects across the country.

Cartel investigations

After the conclusion of the fast track process, the division launched the second

The Cartels division carried over 24 investigations from the previous financial year.

phase of the construction investigation - the investigation against firms that did not

The 24 investigations carried over plus 15 new cases that were investigated during

settle all projects under the CSP and firms that did not participate in the fast track

the reporting period resulted in the division investigating 39 complaints. Out of the

but were implicated in collusive tendering by firms that participated in the fast track.

39 complaints, the division finalised the investigation of seven cases, four were non-

The firms that participated and settled under the Fast Track Settlement but refused

referred; one case was withdrawn and three are being prepared for prosecution.

to settle, are six and are implicated in a total number of 14 projects. The firms that
did not participate in the Fast Track Settlement but who were implicated in collusive

The division successfully completed the CSP during the reporting period, which led to

tendering by the firms that participated total 24 and were implicated in 31 projects/

15 construction firms settling several instances of collusive tendering. This process

cases.

resulted in major construction firms such as Murray & Roberts, Grinaker-LTA, WBHO,
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Box 5: Cartel investigations in the furniture removal industry
The Commission’s investigation in the furniture removal industry has revealed

launched with a view of uprooting collusive tendering and related collusive

that collusion is possible even in markets where barriers to entry are low and

practices in the furniture removal industry. In terms of the settlement process,

the market has a plethora of players. The journey to uncover what turned out

the furniture removal firms were encouraged to settle their cases before the

to be a massive collusion in the furniture removal industry started in November

Commission, provide the Commission with further information about other

2010 when the Commission pro-actively initiated a complaint against certain

furniture removal firms involved in the practice and to disclose tenders that

furniture removal firms and subsequently raided the offices of JH Retief CC,

were subjected to collusive tendering in return for lower penalties.

Sifikile Transport CC, Cape Express (Pty) Ltd and Patrick Removals (Pty) Ltd.
The raid was a resounding success yielding valuable evidence and confessions.

Since the launch of the project, the Commission has received settlement offers

The documents seized and further investigations conducted show that almost

from five furniture removal firms and there is a clear indication from evidence

all furniture removal firms in South Africa have in one way or the other been

reviewed thus far that over 5 000 tenders were subjected to collusive tendering

involved in collusive tendering in relation to supply of furniture removal services.

(both in the private and public sector including individual tenders). Due to the
complex nature of this investigation the Commission has divided it into two

When the Commission realised the scale and extent of the collusion in October

phases. The second phase of this investigation will commence in the second

2012, it launched a fast track settlement process not entirely dissimilar to

quarter of the next financial year.

the construction fast-track settlement project. The settlement process was

Box 6: Cartel investigations in the media industry
The media industry has been identified by the Commission as an emerging priority sector due to its concentration and high barriers to entry. There has also been a
growing number of matters considered by the Commission in the industry in recent years. In October 2012, the Commission initiated three complaints of price fixing and
market allocation against the four major media companies in South Africa. The complaints were primarily based on information received from two immunity applications
as well as the information that was revealed in merger hearings.
In the first complaint it is alleged that the four major media companies exchanged various types of confidential information (including pricing information) with the
objective of substantially lessening competition between them as well as fixing the rates charged for newspaper advertisements. The second complaint involves
allegations of market allocation in KwaZulu-Natal relating to publishing and distributing community newspapers. The third complaint involves the allocation of the
national market for the publishing and distribution of newspapers between the four major media companies. Investigations into the above-mentioned complaints are
underway and are expected to be completed during the 2014/15 financial year.
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Enforcement and exemptions

T

he work of the Enforcement and Exemptions (E&E) division focuses on the investigation of restrictive horizontal practices (excluding hard-core cartels, which are
investigated by the Cartels division), restrictive vertical practices and abuse of dominance. Furthermore, firms who are involved in the above-mentioned practices
(including those involved in cartel conduct) may apply to the Commission for an exemption. These applications are assessed by the Enforcement and Exemptions division.

The work of the E&E division comes from two main sources, complaints lodged by the public and investigations that are pro-actively initiated by the Commission. Because of the
voluminous nature of public complaints, the division screens these matters, that is, it conducts a preliminary investigation designed to establish if complaints are competitionrelated or not. Investigations initiated by the Commission are normally not screened as they stem from the Commission’s competition concerns after conducting research or
they are based on the Commission’s experience in particular markets.
During the period under review, the Enforcement and Exemptions division dealt with the following quantum of cases:
•	The division received 167 complaints from the public and supported the Commissioner in initiating three, for a total of 170 new complaints.
•	Forty-five cases were older investigations carried over from previous years. Of these cases, 15 were non-referred.
• Therefore the division handled a combined total of 215 investigations.
•	Of the complaints received from the public, it was decided that a total of 130 would be non-referred at the screening stage, which is a preliminary investigation stage before
a full investigation is embarked upon. These non-referred complaints related mainly to allegations of exclusionary conduct, where a substantial lessening of competition as
required by the Competition Act could not be established. In 25 of these cases, other appropriate institutions were identified (such as the National Consumer Commission
and the Independent Communications Authority of South Africa) as being the most suitable and competent to deal with them.
•	A total of 12 cases warranted full investigations after they had been screened.
•	One case was referred to the Legal Services division and recommended for prosecution at the Tribunal.
• The public withdrew nine complaints.
• The remainder of the cases were carried over to the next financial year.
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Publishing/printing

Photography

Packaging paper

Leisure/hospitality

Household appliances/kitchenware

Cleaning services

Education

Sport equipment, wear and events

Pet food

Glass (automotive and building)

Outdoor advertising

Media/advertising

Airlines/aviation

Property/rental/accommodation

Office equipment and stationary

Transport,logistics and distribution

Construction and building

Automotive/tyres

Banking, finance and insurance

Energy/fuel/gas

Telecomms and IT

Healthcare

Food/Beverages/agriculture

Figure 3 below provides a breakdown by sector of complaints received from the public by the E&E division in the 2013/14 financial year.

Figure 3: Complaints received by the Commission in 2013/14, classified by sector
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Abuse of dominance

Firstly, proving allegations of an abuse of a dominant position require proof that the

The abuse of a dominant position by a firm may include excessive pricing of goods

respondent is dominant. The Competition Act uses both market share and market

or services, denying competitors access to an essential facility, price discrimination

power to define dominance. Market power is the ability of a firm to behave in a

(unjustifiably charging customers different prices for the same goods or services)

manner that does not take into account the reactions of its competitors, customers

and other exclusionary acts such as refusal to supply scarce goods to a competitor,

nor suppliers, nor to control prices. Secondly, there must be evidence that the

inducing suppliers or customers not to do business with a competitor, charging

respondent is abusing its dominance.

prices that are below cost so as to exclude rivals, bundling goods or services and
buying up a scarce input required by a competitor.

Abuse of dominance initiations
The E&E division assisted in the initiation of one abuse of dominance investigation -

The Act prohibits the abuse of a dominant position by firms in a market, but does

against Peresys (Pty) Ltd for abuse of dominance in the financial services sector. The

not prohibit firms from holding a dominant position. The hurdles for proving abuse

Commission alleged that the firm entered into exclusive contracts with customers for

of dominance cases are significant. They require extensive legal and economic

the supply of order routing services for securities trading at the Johannesburg Stock

analysis. This is evident by the small number of cases where abuse of dominance

Exchange (JSE). It was alleged that the firm is dominant and therefore this practice

has been found and the extensive evidence that has been required for these findings.

could exclude competitors or potential entrants from the market.

Box 7: Investigation into the steel industry
The Commission initiated an investigation in June 2011 in the steel industry

The Commission’s preliminary analysis revealed that AMSA’s pricing is based on

based on a request by the Department of Trade and Industry and its own

an international basket of steel producers whose costs are significantly above the

preliminary analysis of the steel market. The investigation was launched into

costs that AMSA faces locally. The Commission thus had reasonable suspicion

Arcelor Mittal South Africa Limited (AMSA) accused of abusing its dominance by

that AMSA’s price-cost margins are likely to be higher locally than the countries

charging excessive prices for flat steel products.

in the basket. The investigation of this complaint is on-going and the Commission
will have the benefit of applying approaches provided by local precedent

The background to the matter started September 2006, when AMSA changed

for assessing excessive pricing complaints. The Commission is prioritising

its pricing policy from ‘Import Parity Pricing’ to that of benchmarking its prices

this complaint because flat steel products manufactured by AMSA serve as

against a basket of domestic prices in four major steel consuming regions,

intermediate inputs into manufacturing sectors such as food packaging and the

namely China, Europe, United States of America and Russia.

automotive sector, as highlighted by the Department of Trade and Industry in its
Industrial Policy Action Plan of 2013/14 to 2015/16.
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Vertical agreements
Restrictive vertical practices are agreements involving firms at different levels of the value chain such as a supplier and its customers. Some of these agreements require
the Commission to conduct the substantial lessening of competition (SLC) test, which assesses possible justifications for such agreements. However, there is a category
of these agreements that are outright prohibited (per se prohibition); those involving the practice of minimum resale price maintenance.
The E&E division assisted the Commission to initiate two vertical restrictive practice investigations. The first of these was against Honda Motors Southern Africa for
minimum resale price maintenance, a practice whereby a supplier of a good precludes its customers from on-selling its products below a particular minimum price. The
second case initiated was against EasiGas for the supply of liquefied petroleum gas (LGP) to shopping centres. The Commission alleged that EasiGas entered into exclusive
supply contracts with shopping centres to the detriment of its competitors.

Box 8: Commission refers photographic equipment case
This is a complaint that was filed by Gasp Colour Imaging (Pty) Ltd (Gasp
Colour) against Foto Distributors. This complaint was referred in March 2014
to the Tribunal for determination on section 5(2) possible contravention.
On 3 August 2011, Gasp Colour submitted a complaint to the Commission
against Foto Distributors. In the complaint, Gasp Colour alleged, inter alia, that
Foto Distributors prohibits its retailer network from selling Nikon products at
any price less than its wholesale list price plus a mark-up of not less than 5%.
Foto Distributors’ practice of minimum resale price maintenance manifested
itself in three forms:
•	
the maintenance of a minimum advertised price not less than Foto
Distributors’ wholesale list price plus a mark-up of not less than 5%
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•	requiring retailers to advertise their prices in accordance with advertised
prices of “the most favoured” retailer(s) and
• In some cases, retailers were required to ensure symmetry between each
other’s advertised prices; or to a lesser extent, the setting of a specified
minimum advertised price.
The Commission investigated the aforementioned allegations as a possible
contravention of section 5(2) of the Act, and after concluding its investigation
it found that Foto Distributors has engaged in the practice of minimum
resale price maintenance in contravention of section 5(2) of the Act. The
Commission considers the referral as precedent-setting on minimum resale
price maintenance allegation since it relates to what is known in competition
law as Minimum Advertised Prices (MAP).
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Exemptions
An exemption is a written permission by the Commission that allows a firm or a group of firms to engage in a prohibited practice in terms of Chapter 2 of the Competition
Act. However, there are provisos that must be met in the form of the following objectives: Maintenance or promotion of exports; Promotion of the competitiveness of small
businesses or firms controlled or owned by historically disadvantaged persons; changing the productive capacity to stop a decline in an industry or maintaining economic
stability in an industry designated by the Minister. In addition, exemptions may be granted for an agreement or practice that relates to the exercise of a right, which falls
within the ambit of specific laws, enumerated in Section 10(4) of the Competition Act. Furthermore, professional associations may also apply to have all or part of their
rules exempted. Exemptions may be granted if the rules are not found to be anti-competitive in nature, or if they are, can be justified to be reasonable in order to maintain
professional standards or the ordinary functioning of the profession. During the year under review, the division received 11 exemption applications and carried over six
applications from previous years. However, by the financial year-end the analysis of these exemption applications was not completed, mostly due to delayed submissions
from important stakeholders.

Investigations handled by the Enforcement and Exemptions division in the different priority sectors
Below are the different investigations that the division worked on in 2013/14 that fall within the three sectors prioritised by the Commission; food and agro-processing,
intermediate industrial products and construction and infrastructure.

Table 8: E&E cases under investigation in priority sectors in 2013/14
Priority sector

Key cases still under investigation

Summary

Intermediate
industrial
products

Competition Commissioner vs
ArcelorMittal SA

Excessive pricing in relation to the prices of flat and long steel products supplied by ArcelorMittal SA.

Normandien Farms (Pty) Ltd
(“Tekwani”) vs Komatiland Forest
(Pty) Ltd (“KLF”)

Tekwani alleging that KLF is a dominant supplier of sawlogs in the Mpumalanga and Limpopo regions,
and that it is manipulating its auction system used for selling sawlogs to sawmills by reducing volumes
available, in order to obtain higher prices than what they would have obtained in a fair open market system.

Competition Commissioner vs Sappi
and Mondi

The complaint was initiated by the Competition Commissioner subsequent to a scoping study that was
conducted by the Commission on the state of competition in the pulp and paper industry. The complaint
was initiated for conduct that may potentially involve excessive pricing and market allocation.

National Hospital Network (NHN)
Exemption

Exemption application by the NHN in terms of section 10 (1)(b) of the Act. The NHN applied to be exempted
from the application of the Act, allowing its members to collectively agree on prices and for the NHN to
negotiate tariffs on behalf of its members with the medical schemes and/or medical scheme administrators.
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Table 8: E&E cases under investigation in priority sectors in 2013/14 (continued)
Priority sector

Key cases still under

Summary

investigation
Infrastructure
and
Construction

Other
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Southern Africa Milk Co-Operative
Limited (SAMILCO) Exemption

The Commission is assessing two exemption applications filed by the Southern Africa Milk Co-operative
Limited (Samilco) on behalf of its members. Samilco seeks to be permitted to engage in the practice of
collective bargaining. This includes price discussions and/ or negotiations with milk processors, for the benefit
and on behalf of its members.

Colvic Petroleum Products (Pty)
Ltd and Colvic Marketing &
Engineering (Pty) Ltd vs Pelchem
SOC Ltd and Marley Pipe Systems
(Pty) Ltd

The complainants allege that Marley and Pelchem have an exclusive fluorination agreement whereby Pelchem
is required to only fluorinate Marley’s underground HDPE fuel pipes. Pelchem does not offer such services to
other manufacturers of underground HDPE fuel pipes. As a result of this conduct, the complainants allege that
they cannot enter the market for the supply of underground HDPE fuel pipes.

Ecocycle Waste Solutions (Pty) Ltd
vs Compass Waste Services

The allegations site that Compass Waste’s customers are tied up in perpetual self-renewing waste service
agreements that contain anti-competitive clauses and that Compass Waste is engaged in predatory pricing
practices.

Waste Way & Wasteman vs
Enviroserv Waste Management

Waste Way/Wasteman allege that Enviroserv is abusing its dominant position in the market by charging an
excessive disposal rate for low hazardous waste at its landfill sites across South Africa. Furthermore they
allege that Enviroserv charges its downstream commercial division, which is a competitor to Waste Away, a
reduced disposal rate.

The Council for the Built
Environment Exemptions
(Identification of Work)

The Commission is in the process of assessing five exemption applications from the Council for the Built
Environment (“the CBE”). The CBE is a body established in terms of the Council for the built Environment
Act 43 of 2002 (Act No 43 of 200) to regulate, among other things, the activities of the built environment
professions namely: Engineering, Architect, Projects and Construction Management, Landscape Architect,
Quantity Surveying and Property Valuation. The CBE seeks to exempt the professional councils’ rules relating
to the Identification of Work (IDOW) from the provisions of Chapter 2 of the Competition Act. The IDOW rules
provide for the reservation of work for certain registered professionals with a certain level of competency in
their respective professions.

The Fee Guidelines Exemptions

The Commission is currently assessing exemption applications from four of the six professional councils that
fall under thethe CBE for the publication of Professional Fee Guidelines (the Fee Guidelines) of the South
African Council for the Quantity Surveying Profession (SACQSP), the South African Council for the Architectural
Profession (SACAP), the South African Council for Property Values Profession (SACPVP) and the Engineering
Council of South Africa (ECSA).

New Number Plates Requisites
CC vs Uniplate (Pty) Ltd

Exclusive supply agreements concluded between Uniplate and its embossers - embossers undertake to
exclusively purchase all their number plate blanks from UniPlate for a period of ten years.
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Priority sector

Key cases still under

Summary

investigation
Other

The Competition Commissioner vs
Honda Motors SA

Honda is alleged to be engaged in the practice of minimum resale price maintenance on certain Honda models.

Comair Limited vs South African
Airways (Pty) Ltd

Comair alleges that SAA has concluded and implemented supplementary commission agreements with travel agents
which provide them with additional commission for selling tickets on SAA flights rather than on competing airlines.

Van der Merwe/Top TV vs
MultiChoice & SuperSport

The allegations range from the refusal to grant access to an essential facility, requiring or inducing a supplier
or customer to not to interact with a competitor, bundling of goods or services, selling of goods or services at
below their marginal or average variable cost to exclusive contracts which MultiChoice has concluded with
content rights holders.

Medecins sans Frontiers/Doctors
without borders vs Aspen and
Mylan

Allegations that an exclusive supply agreement between Mylan and Aspen exists of an active pharmaceutical
ingredient necessary for the manufacture of FDC ARVs. The agreement prohibits Mylan from selling the FDC
ARVs in competition with Aspen.

The Competition Commissioner vs
Peresys (Pty) Ltd

The Commissioner alleges that exclusive contracts between Peresys and customers in the market for FIX order
routing services exist which allegedly forecloses potential competitors from the market.

Licenced Bookmakers and the
Gauteng off-course Bookmakers
Association vs Phumelela Gaming
and Leisure Limited, Gold Circle
(Pty) Ltd, Kenilworth Racing (Pty)
Ltd, Tellytrack, Multichoice (Pty)
Ltd, The Gauteng Gambling Board,
The Eastern Cape Gambling and
Betting Board and The National
Gambling Board

The 31 licenced bookmakers and their association, the Gauteng Off-Course Bookmakers’ Association (the
complainants) alleged that the incumbents in the horseracing industry namely Phumelela Leisure Group Limited,
(ii) Gold Circle, and (iii) Phumelela Gold Enterprise are abusing their dominance by charging bookmakers
higher prices for access to Tellytrack, a television channel required by bookmakers to offer betting services on
their premises.

Groupon South Africa (Pty) Ltd vs
Computicket (Pty) Ltd

Groupon alleges that Computicket, a division of the Shoprite Checkers group of companies has exclusive
contracts with the majority of theatres, theatre owners, producers and event organisers in the South African
entertainment industry. The conduct is investigated as abuse of dominance and restrictive vertical practice.

		

Cases investigated but non-referred in 2013/14
Fifteen cases were non-referred during the period under review. These investigations came from various sectors, ranging from the supply of lime and fertilizer, glass, soft
drinks, taxi services, horse racing, steel products, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), retail services, milling and aluminium extruded products. There were various reasons for
these non-referrals, with the main reason being the challenges of demonstrating anti-competitive effects. Others resulted in the decision to initiate market inquiries, such
as in the LPG market.
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Legal services

T

he legal services division (LSD) is primarily responsible for managing the

parties. The CAC ruled in favour of Computicket and the Commission has filed an

Commission’s litigation before the Tribunal, the High Court and the appellate

appeal with the SCA, which is pending3.

courts. It prosecutes all enforcement complaints before the Competition

Tribunal, presents and defends the Commission’s recommendations in large

The matters prosecuted before the High Court and the SCA had a bearing on the

mergers and the review of its decisions in intermediate mergers. LSD further provides

Commission’s Corporate Leniency Policy (CLP). In the High Court matter4 a leniency

legal support and analysis to the core divisions, namely Mergers & Acquisitions,

applicant challenged the Competition Tribunal’s jurisdiction to issue a certificate

Enforcement & Exemptions and Cartels in their respective investigations. As a

against it in accordance with the provisions of section 65 of the Competition Act

service to the public, it provides clarifications and upon request and payment of a

(which enables a third party to proceed with a damages claim) on the basis that

statutory fee, non-binding advisory opinions.

it had not been cited as a party in the Commission’s referral of the complaint to
the Tribunal. The Commission participated in the proceedings in order to clarify the

Prosecutions

CLP regarding the liability of leniency applicants for civil damages. The High Court

During the year under review, LSD was involved in 64 enforcement investigations and

dismissed the application and the leniency applicant has filed an appeal with the

50 cartel investigations. Of the enforcement cases, four cases were finalised and one

SCA. The SCA matter pertained to an application by one of the alleged members

was referred to the Tribunal for prosecution. Of the cartel investigations, the prosecution

of a cartel that is the subject of a prosecution by the Commission, for access to a

of five cases was finalised (i.e. the judgment was made final at the Tribunal and/or

leniency application filed in terms of the CLP5 Importantly, the SCA ruled that an

appellant courts) and six new cases were referred to the Tribunal for prosecution. The

application for leniency is covered by litigation privilege and is therefore protected

referral of both these categories of cases brings the number of complaints that have

from disclosure. However, the Commission had waived such privilege and it was

been referred to the Tribunal and are at various stages of prosecution to 39.

therefore obliged to disclose the leniency application to the applicant.

The LSD also prosecuted four matters before the Competition Appeal Court (CAC),

Finally, the matter before the Constitutional Court pertained to a determination of

one before the Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA), one before the High Court and one

the CAC’s power to order costs against the Commission in merger proceedings. The

before the Constitutional Court. These three matters pertained to appeals arising

Constitutional Court found in favour of the Commission, holding that the principle

from decisions of the Tribunal in cartel prosecutions undertaken during the previous

that should inform the CAC’s exercise of discretion is that when the Commission

financial year2. The fourth matter pertained to an interlocutory matter in which the

is litigating in the course of fulfilling its statutory duties, it is undesirable for it to be

applicant (Computicket) challenged the Commission’s decision to refer a complaint

inhibited in the bona fide fulfilment of its mandate by the threat of an adverse costs

against it after the complaint had been referred and discovery effected by both

order6.

Videx Wire Products (Pty) Lt vs Competition Commission case number 124CACOct12; McNeil Agencies (Pty) Ltd vs Competition Commission 121/CACJul12 and RMS vs Competition Commission
119/120CACMay13 3 Computicket vs Competition Commission 118/CACapr12 4 Premier Foods (Pty) Ltd vs Norman Manoim and others 5 Competition Commission vs Arcelor Mittal South Africa Limited
2013ZASCA84 6 Competition Commission vs Pioneer Hibred International Inc & two others 2013ZACC50

2
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Box 9: Commission appeals the Tribunal decision on the SAB matter
On 24 March 2014 the Tribunal dismissed the complaint referral brought by the Commission against South African Breweries Limited (SAB). The complaint was lodged
by Mr. Nico Pitsiladi, a Port Elizabeth based liquor trader, against SAB and its 14 appointed distributors (“ADs”) on 25 November 2004. The gist of the complaint against
SAB was that it discriminates between its own 14 appointed distributors and independent distributors and that it imposes a minimum resale price on beer. It was claimed
that SAB does not offer the same discounts to independent distributors as it does to its appointed distributors, thus depriving independent distributors of the scale that
they need to become effective competitors in beer distribution.
SAB employs a bi-modal distribution strategy for beer in South Africa – it distributes beer through its network of 54 SAB-owned depots accounting for 90% of SAB’s
beer volumes and through the 14 ADs accounting for about 10% of beer volumes. In summary, the Tribunal found that in the distribution market where the alleged
prohibited practices takes place the Commission makes no case against 90% of SAB’s distribution (distribution through the depots). The Tribunal reasoned that it is
left with a case concerning only 10% of beer volumes and as a result no remedy is likely to have a great impact. Further, even if a remedy was imposed abolishing the
territorial exclusivity, SAB could move the 10% to its own depots or buy them out. The Commission has since noted an appeal to the CAC against the Tribunal’s decision
as it believes that the case raises very important matters for competition law and economics, which the Commission believes, warrant consideration by the highest
court in competition matters – the CAC.

Legal developments: the evolution of competition law

introduction of the power to conduct market inquiries is thus significant, as it enables

The year under review saw several developments to the legal landscape, including

the Commission to meet the policy objectives set out in the Act. Of key significance is

amendments to legislation and some ground-breaking judgments of the courts.

section 43A of the Competition Act (as amended), which empowers the Commission

South Africa’s competition law is relatively new, and as such, the Commission

to analyse the structure, competitive interaction and firm conduct within a market to

welcomes decisions of the Tribunal, appellate courts and other courts that deepen

determine whether there are any features that distort or restrict competition in that

its jurisprudence. These developments will alter the practice of competition law going

market without having to initiate an investigation against individual firms. This is a new

forward.

tool, which strengthens the Commission’s ability to investigate and evaluate alleged
contraventions of the Act, implement measures to increase market transparency, review

The first of these relates to the amendments to the Competition Act, promulgated

legislation, advise any regulatory authority and make recommendations regarding any

in April 2013, which empower the Commission to undertake market inquiries. Prior

provisions in legislation that permit uncompetitive behaviour.

to the amendments, the Commission undertook a market inquiry in the banking
sector. Without the statutory powers to conduct this inquiry, the Commission relied

The amendments grant the Commission the power to summons an individual to

on the voluntary co-operation of parties. Furthermore the Commission’s post-inquiry

appear before the Commission to be interrogated or to provide information relating

recommendations did not have the backing of a statutory framework and hence their

to the subject matter of the inquiry. Provision is also made for the protection of

influence outside the narrow scope of the competition authorities was limited. The

confidential information submitted during an inquiry in keeping with the provisions of
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the Competition Act. Upon concluding a market inquiry, the Commission may make

The decision sets a standard that will enable a consistent application of penalties

recommendations for new or amended policy, legislation or regulations; initiate a

across cases whether through settlement or prosecution of cases.

complaint against any firm or refer conduct to the Tribunal without further investigation.
Finally, in a ground-breaking decision, the SCA held in the matter of Competition
The second legal development during the year under review relates to the judgement

Commission v Yara (SA)(Pty) Ltd (784/12) [2013]; ZASCA 107 (13 September 2013),

by the CAC, which upheld a Tribunal determination on the calculation of administrative

that when initiating a complaint, the Commissioner can do so informally or even

penalties. In a case against Vulcania Reinforcing (Pty) Ltd (Vulcania), the Tribunal

tacitly as the Competition Act does not prescribe any formalities for the initiation of

found that Vulcania, together with other members of the cartel, had engaged in price

a complaint. Significantly, the SCA affirmed that there was no merit to the argument

fixing and market allocation in contravention of section 4(1)(b) of the Act, and the

that the complaint referral submitted to the Tribunal must correlate precisely with

Tribunal imposed penalties accordingly. In its decision, the Tribunal introduced a new

the complaint initiated by the Commission. This was determined because firstly

methodology of determining administrative penalties in line with section 59(3) of the

a decision to initiate a complaint does not affect a respondent’s rights, as that

Act. The methodology sets out six steps as follows:

respondent would have the opportunity to present its case before the Tribunal in a
just administrative process. Secondly, in accordance with the Constitutional Court’s

1.	Determination of the affected turnover in the relevant year of assessment. This
turnover is based on the turnover derived from the affected products.

decision in the matter of Competition Commission vs Senwes Ltd 2012 (7) BCLR
667 (CC), the Tribunal is not precluded from determining conduct that is not set

2.	Calculation of the base amount in an amount of up to 30% of the affected turnover.

out in the complaint referral, provided it gives the respondent sufficient notice of

3. Duration of the infringement is used as a multiplier of the base amount.

the additional allegations and affords it an opportunity to put up a defence. The

4.	Application of the cap as per section 59(2) if the number derived from step 3

complaint initiated by the Commission must, however, as a jurisdictional prerequisite,

exceeds the cap.
5.	Consideration of aggravating and mitigating factors to adjust the penalty upwards
or downwards as circumstances of the case require; and
6.	Rounding off the final amount should it exceed the statutory limit in section 59(2).

be founded on a reasonable suspicion that a firm has engaged in conduct that gives
rise to a contravention of the Act. This decision is expected to bring to an end a spate
of interlocutory challenges raised by respondents to the Commission’s complaint
referrals on the basis that they are broader than the complaints originally initiated.

Box 10: Commission proceeds with its prosecution of steel firms after ‘confidential information’ litigation
On 31 May 2013, the SCA delivered its judgment, granting ArcelorMittal South Africa Limited (AMSA) full access to the Commission’s entire investigation record, subject
to any claims of privilege made by the Commission in relation to any of the information and subject to any claims that it is restricted information. The Commission
referred the complaint to the Tribunal in September 2009 for adjudication against, inter alia, AMSA and Cape Gate (Pty) Ltd (“Cape Gate”), primary producers of long
and flat steel products. Long steel is a product mostly used to manufacture reinforcing bars (“rebar”) that are used in the construction industry to reinforce concrete,
and flat steel is mainly used in the manufacturing of varied products, from car body panels to tins used in the food canning industry.
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Box 10: Commission proceeds with its prosecution of steel firms after ‘confidential information’ litigation (continued)
The Commission’s complaint referral alleged that AMSA and Cape Gate were

In September 2010, the Tribunal delivered its decision granting AMSA and Cape Gate

members of a cartel and contravened section 4(b)(i) and (ii) of the Act, based on an

access to certain documents but denied access in respect of additional documents.

application by Scaw South Africa (Pty) Ltd (Scaw) for corporate leniency in terms

AMSA and Cape Gate appealed the decision of the Tribunal to the CAC and on 02

of the Commission’s CLP. In response to the complaint referral AMSA and Cape

April 2012 the CAC ordered, inter alia, that the Commission was not entitled to rely on

Gate, instead of filing answering affidavits, brought interlocutory applications to

Commission Rule 14(1)(e) and section 37(1)(b) of PAIA to refuse access to documents

the Tribunal seeking access to certain documents referred to in the complaint

that were relied upon in its complaint referral and that access should be given to

referral, particularly Scaw’s leniency application. The Commission refused access

AMSA and Cape Gate. Consequently, the Commission appealed the CAC’s decision

to the documents arguing that the leniency application was restricted information

to the Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA). The matter was heard before the SCA on

in terms of the Competition Commission rule 14(1)(e) and section 37(1)(b) of the

21 May 2013. On 31 May 2013, the SCA delivered its judgment granting AMSA

Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000 (PAIA), and that the documents

full access to the Commission’s entire investigation record, subject to any claims of

were also covered by litigation privilege. The Commission is of the view that it is

privilege made by the Commission in relation to any of the information and subject

necessary to protect from disclosure the applications submitted to it in terms of

to any claims that it is restricted information. The Commission decided not to further

the CLP in order to encourage full and frank disclosure by leniency applicants

appeal this decision. The judgment on the interlocutory application is significant for the

in their applications. Such protection would also encourage potential leniency

Commission, particularly in its future interpretation and handling of the confidentiality

applicants to avail themselves of the benefit of the CLP.

provisions in the Competition Act. The prosecution of the merits of the case is currently
before the Competition Tribunal.

Box 11: Wire mesh cartel successfully prosecuted
The Constitutional Court found against Reinforcing Mesh Solutions (Pty) Ltd (RMS)

The Commission referred the matter in December 2009 following an application

and Vulcania Reinforcing (Pty) Ltd (Vulcania) and dismissed an appeal by the wire

for leniency by BRC Mesh Reinforcing (Pty) Ltd). Subsequently, Aveng (Africa)

mesh cartelists. The Tribunal judgement against the cartellists was upheld by the

Limited (Aveng) entered into a settlement with the Commission which was

CAC and later by the Constitutional Court, with the parties penalised for R5.6

confirmed by the Tribunal in April 2011. Aveng paid an administrative penalty

million and R21.6 million respectively. The product in question is drawn steel that

amount of R128 904 640 - 8% of the total turnover of Steeledale, Aveng’s

is arranged in sheet formation and used as reinforcement in concrete slabs. It is

trading division, for the financial year 2008.

thus an important input in the infrastructure and construction sectors- critical for
South Africa’s growth trajectory.
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Box 11: Wire mesh cartel successfully prosecuted (continued)
Before the Tribunal, Vulcania denied its participation in the cartel and argued that

In its decision the Tribunal introduced a new methodology of determining

the cartel was a sham to i avoid retaliation from its competitors. The Tribunal

administrative penalties in line with section 59(3) of the Act, a precedent-setting

found that Vulcania held itself out to be a member of the cartel and thus facilitated

decision. The final penalties imposed by the Tribunal on both Vulcania and RMS

collusion. Therefore it was liable under section 4(1)(b) of the Act. On the other

based on the application of the methodology were R5.6 million and R21.6 million

hand RMS admitted that it had contravened the Act, but contested the extent of

respectively.

its liability. RMS also argued that the Tribunal could not impose a penalty on it
because it sold its business to its holding firm and the firm cited in the referral

Both Vulcania and RMS appealed to the CAC against the decision of the Tribunal

was dormant. Therefore according to RMS’s interpretation of section 59(2) of

and the Commission cross-appealed. The CAC agreed with the Tribunal’s finding

the Act, the term “preceding financial year” refers to the financial year preceding

against Vulcania and RMS and dismissed the Commission’s cross-appeals. Both

the imposition of an administrative penalty by the Tribunal where it achieved a nil

Vulcania and RMS filed applications to the Constitutional Court for leave to appeal

turnover. The Tribunal disagreed with RMS and interpreted the term “preceding

the decision of CAC. The Constitutional Court dismissed their applications on the

financial year” as a year representative of normal economic activity by the firm,

basis that they bore no prospect of success.

which in the case of RMS was the financial year ending June 2007. On 7 May
2012, the Tribunal issued its decision against RMS and Vulcania.

Merger cases at the Tribunal

possible to what it would have achieved upon a successful prosecution of the matter

The Legal Service division, together with the Mergers & Acquisitions division,

in the Tribunal.

defended the Commission’s recommendation to approve the large merger involving
the acquisition by Aspen Pharmacare (Pty) Ltd of the Infant Nutrition Business of

When settling matters, the Commission requires that the agreement incorporates

Pfizer from Nestle. The Tribunal accepted the Commission’s recommendation. It also

the following material terms: an admission of a contravention of the Act; payment of

defended the merging parties’ review of the Commission’s conditional approval of

an administrative penalty; cessation of the anticompetitive conduct; implementation

the proposed merger between Oceana Group Limited and Foodcorp (Pty) Ltd.

of a compliance programme as a tool to empower employees, management and
directors and to enable the monitoring and detection of any future contraventions

Settlements

of the Act; and cooperation with the Commission in the prosecution of any other

The Commission has adopted a position, taken by many competition agencies

respondents. In addition, depending on the conduct that is the subject of the

throughout the world, that settlement is an appropriate means of curtailing contested

settlement, the implementation of a remedy to address the anticompetitive conduct

proceedings, provided that the terms of the settlement enable the Commission to

will be a key feature of the settlement and may have an impact on the quantum of

achieve an outcome that addresses the anticompetitive conduct and is as close as

the administrative penalty.
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In the period under review, the LSD assisted with the conclusion of 44 settlement agreements. Nineteen of these agreements pertained to the Construction Fast Track Settlement
Process which is dealt with elsewhere in this report. Of the 44 cases settled, 39 pertained to cartel contraventions, whilst three pertained to abuse of a dominant position and one
pertained to a restrictive vertical practice. Notably, the Commission settled its remaining prosecution against Telkom through a novel settlement which was hailed by the Tribunal as
“innovative, well-designed and well-crafted”.7
7

See case summary

Table 9: Administrative penalties levied in 2013/14
No

Parties Fined

Section Transgressed

Penalty Levied

1

Senwes Ltd

8( C)

R 0.00

2

Springlights Gas (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)(i)(ii)

R 10 800 000.00

3

The Competition Commission vs West Rand Cycles CC

4(1)(b)(i)

R 0.00

4

Competition Commission vs New Just Fun Group (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)(i)

R 0.00

5

Competition Commission vs Pedaling Dynamics CC t/a Dunkeld Cycles

4(1)(b)(i)

R 0.00

6

Competition Commission vs Cytek Cycle Distributors

4(1)(b)(i)

R 0.00

7

The Competition Commission vs Bowman Cycles (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)(i)

R 0.00

8

Competition Commission vs Hosanna Medical & Disposables CC

4(1)(b)

R 37 597.00

9

Competition Commission vs Primkop Airport Management (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)(ii)

R 2 000 000.00

10

Competition Commission vs Airports Company South Africa Ltd

5(1)

R 0.00

11

The Competition Commission vs Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (SA ) Ltd and Momentum Group Ltd

Prior Implementation

R 175 000.00

12

The Competition Commission vs Mccoy’s Glass Wholesalers CC

4(1)(b)(i)(ii)

R 2 487 450.70

13

The Competition Commission vs Cast Industries (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)(i)

R 567 970.48

14

The Competition Commission vs Shekinah Medical and Disposables CC

4(1)(b)

R 143 143.69

15

The Competition Commission vs Cargill RSA

M&A

R 100 000.00

16

The Competition Commission vs Telkom SA SOC Limited

17

The Competition Commission vs Murray & Roberts Limited

18
19
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R 200 000 000.00
4(1)(b)(iii)

R 309 046 455.00

The Competition Commission vs Raubex (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)

R 58 526 626.00

The Competition Commission vs WBHO Construction (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)

R 311 288 311.00

Competition Commission South Africa

20

The Competition Commission vs Vlaming (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)(iii)

R 3 421 562.00

21

The Competition Commission vs Tubular Technical Construction (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)(iii)

R 2 634 667.00

22

The Competition Commission vs Stefanutti Stocks Holdings Ltd

4(1)(b)(iii)

R 306 892 664.00

23

The Competition Commission vs Rumdel Construction Cape (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)(iii)

R 17 127 465.00

24

The Competition Commission vs Norvo Construction (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)(iii)

R 714 897.00

25

The Competition Commission vs Hochtief Construction AG

4(1)(b)(iii)

R 1 907 793.00

26

The Competition Commission vs Haw & Inglis Civil Engineering (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)(iii)

R 45 314 041.00

27

The Competition Commission vs G Liviero & Son Building (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)(iii)

R 2 011 078.00

28

The Competition Commission vs Esorfranki Ltd

4(1)(b)(i)

R 0.00

29

The Competition Commission vs Basil Read Holdings (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)(iii)

R 0.00

30

The Competition Commission vs Guiricich Bros Construction (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)(iii)

R 3 552 568.00

31

The Competition Commission vs Aveng (Africa) Ltd

4(1)(b)(iii)

R 306 576 143.00

32

The Competition Commission vs Hochtief Construction AG

4(1)(b)(iii)

R 1 315 719.00

33

The Competition Commission vs National Glass Distributors (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)(i)

R 414 615.00

34

The Competition Commission vs Glass South Africa (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)(i)(ii)

R 4 395 023.05

35

The Competition Commission vs DBS Distributing CC t/a Thule Car Rack Systems CC

4(1)(b)(i)

R 0.00

36

The Competition Commission vs The Dorper Sheep Breeders Society of South Africa

4(1)(b)(i)(ii)

R 24 171.30

37

The Competition Commission vs Wes Enterprises (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)(i)

R 2 099.24

38

The Competition Commission vs MGK Operating Company (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)(i)

R 32 346.19

39

The Competition Commission vs Stefanutti Stocks Holdings Ltd

4(1)(b)(iii)

R 55 864 536.00

40

The Competition Commission vs Northern Hardware and Glass (Pty) Ltd

4(1)(b)(i)

R 214 530.53

41

Competition Commission vs Astral Operations Limited

42

Competition Commission vs Aztec Components CC, Lamda Test Equipment CC

4(1)(b)(iii)

R 200 000.00

43

Competition Commission vs Martinair Vargo, A Division of Martinair Holland N.V.

4(1)(b)(i)

R 5 598 687.81

Total
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R 16 732 894.47

R 1 670 120 054.46
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Figure 4: Total administrative penalties levied over an eight year period
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Advisory opinions
The Commission offers an advisory service to ensure that firms understand the Competition Act, its interpretation and application to their day-to-day operations. An advisory
opinion is a written opinion of the Commission’s position in respect of a set of facts submitted by external parties. It offers guidance on the application and interpretation of the
Competition Act, as well as the approach the Commission is likely to take in respect of certain transactions, agreements or practices. It is based entirely on the facts provided
to the Commission, taking into account relevant case law, policies of the Commission and previous opinions issued. These opinions are not binding on the Commission or
the parties requesting them. However, if based on accurate facts, they offer the necessary guidance and clarity to stakeholders. The division issued 34 requests for advisory
opinions during the course of the year, six less than the annual target.
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Back row, from left to right: Nonjabulo Sambo, Katerina Barzeva, Ian Mrozek, Linton Reddy, Ntsako Mngwena,
Khalirendwe Ranyeneni, Thandekile Qinga and Kerschyl Singh
Front row, from left to right: Arthur Mahuma, Godknows Giya, Haritrasad Govinda, Raksha Darji, Unathi Sidali,
Michlle Viljoen, Melissa Naidoo, Thembalethu Sithebe and Liberty Mncube
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Policy and research
The Policy and Research division is involved in providing economic guidance and

Investigations

methodological assistance in complex cases and competition policy issues. The key

The division worked on a total of 38 complex mergers during the period under review.

operational responsibilities of the division are to (1) conduct research on sectors

This was a substantially higher number than had been envisaged. The division also

and policy issues identified by the Commission as priority areas; (2) conduct sound

worked on 31 complex enforcement and 13 cartel investigations.

economic analysis for enforcement cases, merger cases and market inquiries; (3)
conduct policy, regulation and legislative related research; (4) ensure competition

Expert reports and submissions to the Tribunal

policy awareness and advocacy; and (5) undertake impact assessment studies to

The division’s contribution with regard to cases being heard by the Tribunal included

measure the effectiveness of the Commission’s interventions in the market place

contributions to expert reports in two mergers (the simultaneous merger between

and the economy as a whole.

Comesa Financial Exchange (Bankserv) and EMID, and Lexshell 129 (Bankserv) and
Nomad; and the merger of Aspen Nutritionals and the South African Infant Nutrition

The division acts as a centre for economic debate within Commission, in liaison

Business of Pfizer) and contributions to Tribunal processes in the hearings of the

with other divisions. In particular, the division contributes to the training needs of the

cases against South African Breweries and Media24.

Commission through capacity building courses and seminars.

Box 12: Aspen’s acquisition of the South African infant nutrition business of Pfizer
The acquisition by Aspen Nutritionals (Aspen) of the South African Infant Nutrition Business of Pfizer Nutrition (Pfizer Nutrition) arose from the conditions enforced by the
Competition Tribunal in its order following the approval of the acquisition of Pfizer Nutrition by Nestlé S.A. (Nestlé). In assessing the Aspen/Pfizer Nutrition merger, the
Commission considered the bidding process which led to the selection of Aspen as the preferred licensee. The Commission assessed whether the merger was likely to
substantially prevent or lessen competition and recommended that the Competition Tribunal approve without conditions the acquisition of Pfizer Nutrition by Aspen.
The Tribunal considered the Commission’s recommendation and directed that the Commission file a supplementary report on (1) the practicality, reasonableness and
effectiveness of the remedy imposed with the Nestlé/Pfizer merger, (2) the impact of the proposed merger on potential competition and (3) the likelihood of potential
coordination.
The Commission’s supplementary report was considered by the Competition Tribunal during a week of oral testimony, where many of the firms or persons interviewed by
the Commission testified. The oral testimony of these individuals and firms supported the Commission’s findings and the Competition Tribunal approved the acquisition of
Pfizer by Aspen without any conditions.
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Impact assessment

wishes to increase transparency and awareness of its activities and build support

Impact assessment is defined as any activity that is designed to measure or estimate,

for these activities across a wide range of stakeholders. Finally, the Commission

(1) the effectiveness, costs and benefits or value to society of competition decisions,

hopes to learn from past-performance in order to improve the quality of analysis and

or (2) the effectiveness or costs and benefits of the competition policy regime as

decision making in the future.

a whole. There are several main drivers behind the Commission’s emphasis on
impact assessment. First, one of the strategic goals of the Commission is achieving

The Commission’s work on impact assessment falls into three distinct categories.

demonstrable competitive outcomes in the economy. The Commission’s ability

First, for selected cases, it involves ex-post evaluation and monitoring. An ex-post

to demonstrate the impact it is making is closely associated with prioritisation.

evaluation involves the assessment, a few years after a decision has been made,

Prioritisation is underpinned by decisions regarding high-impact and significance

of the actual effects of that individual decision. Since competition decisions require

and as such there is a need to assess and evaluate the effectiveness of these

some time to produce their effects, this implies that ex-post evaluations can identify

decisions. In addition, social, business and political stakeholders are also insisting

and assess the actual effects they generate. Second, for selected cases, it involves

on benefits of competition policy enforcement. The Commission is increasingly

impact estimation assessments. Impact estimation assessments estimate the likely

being required to account for its contribution to transforming the economy and

impact of competition decisions on the basis of assumptions. Finally, research is

empowerment in response to past and present exclusions and in line with the

conducted on an ongoing basis into the wider benefits of the activities of competition

objectives of competition law. Second, through impact assessments the Commission

authorities including factors such as the deterrent effect of competition policy.

Box 13: Cement cartel impact estimation assessment
The impact assessment in the cement industry was focused solely on the direct
financial benefits to consumers, in line with one of the goals of the Competition Act
to “provide consumers with competitive prices and product choices”.
The Commission initiated an investigation into the cement industry in June 2008,
after it had conducted a research study on the competition dynamics in the markets
for construction and infrastructure inputs. Subsequently, Pretoria Portland Cement
Company Limited (PPC), the largest cement producer in South Africa, applied for
leniency around August 2009 and agreed to fully cooperate with the Commission
by providing information on the cement cartel. Importantly, PPC also agreed to stop
sharing detailed sales information through the industry association (Cement and
Concrete Institute or C&CI), an important instrument that had been used by the
cartel to sustain its operations.
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The cartel involved price fixing and market allocation through the allocation of market
shares and territories by the main cement producers (PPC, Lafarge, AfriSam and
NPC-Cimpor). The cartel members had devised ways of continuing to coordinate
their behaviour after the Government disbanded an officially sanctioned cartel in
1996. Before 1996, the cartel had been exempt from competition legislation. In
anticipation of the disbandment of the cartel in 1996, cement producers agreed in
1995 that each producer would continue to hold a market share they enjoyed during
the official cartel period. However, immediately after the cartel was disbanded, a
price war ensued, prompting the producers to meet in 1998 and devise ways to
bring the market back to “stability”.
This meeting culminated in agreements on market shares; the pricing parameters
for different types of cement; the scaling back of marketing and distribution
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Box 13: Cement cartel impact estimation assessment (continued)
activities with agreed closure of certain depots in certain regions; and banning of discounts on higher quality cement. In order to police the agreement and deal with the cartel
problem of cheating, the cement producers devised an elaborate scheme of sharing detailed sales information through the C&CI. The information sharing saw individual firms
submitting their monthly sales figures to the association’s auditors according to the geographic region, packaging and transport type, customer type, product characteristics
and imports. The data was then aggregated by the auditors, before being disseminated to the cement producers by the association.

Research
The main research project conducted by the division during the period under review was the research programme on Competition Dynamics and Regional Trade Flows. The
research was conducted under the African Competition Forum (ACF) which focused on the links between competition and development on a regional basis. Research projects
were conducted on three key industries within the region: (1) Cement (Botswana, Kenya, Namibia, South Africa, Tanzania and Zambia); (2) Sugar (Kenya, Tanzania, South Africa
and Zambia); and (3) Poultry (Botswana, Namibia, South Africa and Zambia).
A workshop was held in Botswana during October 2013 where participating countries had the opportunity to discuss its preliminary research findings for each of the three
industries. In December 2013, three final reports consolidating the findings of the participating countries in each industry on the competition dynamics and regional trade
flows for cement, sugar and poultry were completed and submitted to the ACF Directorate. The reports were presented at the pre-ICN conference meeting on 22 April 2014
in Morocco. The project produced sector-level research papers that are publicly available through the ACF website.
By supporting the development of capabilities of competition authorities, this project made an important contribution to supporting the evolution of key institutions of economic
governance in participating countries. The project was instrumental in developing an understanding of the importance of regional integration, and the role that competition plays
in economic development within the region. Key lessons included the need for greater regional collaboration between competition authorities in order to deal more effectively
with anti-competitive conduct by companies that operate across the region. A firm involved in anti-competitive conduct in one country is likely to be involved in similar conduct
across countries in the region.

Publications, conference papers and economic briefs
Five articles were published in local and international peer reviewed journals (Table 10). The division also presented a number of papers at international and local conferences
on topics related to competition policy and economics (Table 11). Eight briefing papers were prepared for internal consumption, while a series of seminars and capacity-building
sessions were hosted with external experts.
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Table 10: Journal articles and publications
Author(s)

Title and publication

Abstract

Liberty Mncube

Strategic Entry
Deterrence: Pioneer
Foods and bread
cartel, Journal of
Competition Law and
Economics 2013 (9)3:
637- 654

Joseph Harrington studies whether cartel members can sustain cooperation over time under the threat of free entry in an
infinitely repeated game and shows that firms can deter entry by credibly threatening to meet any entry with an episode
of below-cost pricing. This article provides direct evidence of predation through below-cost pricing in the cartelised South
African bread industry by comparing prices to average variable costs. We find evidence of episodes of predatory pricing. While
the Commission’s case was settled before adjudication by the Tribunal, Pioneer Foods admitted to the strong evidence of
predatory intent and that its conduct impeded small independent bakeries from expanding within the market and competing
effectively as part of the settlement agreement.

Liberty Mncube

On Market Power and
Cartel Detection: The
flour cartel, Journal for
Studies in Economics
and Econometrics
2013 37(3): 41- 59

For several different reasons, competition authorities are expected to identify the source of market power, which may not
be the result of anti-competitive conduct. Empirical techniques could help to gauge the degree of market power, and
firm conduct. The question is posed, whether observed prices and quantities in the flour industry reflect switching from
collusive to non-collusive behaviour and this tested empirically using the monthly time series data from September 2003
to December 2008. Within the framework of a structural model of equilibrium pricing, we specify a simultaneous equation
switching regression model in which the parameters of the demand and cost functions are estimated. Our estimated conduct
parameters suggest that the level of market power exercised by the flour millers is quite low in both periods. The perfect
collusion hypothesis is rejected by the data. In addition, the estimated level of the conduct parameter diverges from those
implied the models of competition and therefore one cannot precisely define firm behaviour.

Liberty Mncube

Settling for a Discount:
A review of the Pioneer
Foods price reduction
remedy, Agrekon 2014
53(1): 26 - 45

With Pioneer Foods admitting to its involvement in milled wheat and milled white maize cartels as well as engaging in general
exclusionary conduct, there was little suspense over the existence of the most egregious offenses in competition law and the
subsequent harm to consumers and competition. For some, the competition law remedies and in particularly the discount
remedy that was adopted, following confirmation by the Tribunal, constitute a key measure of ‘success’ for the case(s).
This paper evaluates this claim by examining the design and effectiveness of the discount remedy, from a comparative
perspective. We find that the period before, during and after the Pioneer Foods discount remedy was characterised by
increasing wheat prices. The discount remedy induced responses from Pioneer Foods’ main competitors resulting in even
wider gains for consumers than Pioneer Foods’ own price reduction commitment.

Sunel Grimbeek,
Steve Koch
& Richard
Grimbeek

The Consistency of
Merger Decisions
at the South
African Competition
Commission, South
African Journal
Economics 2013
81(4): 561- 580

The South African Competition Commission’s merger decisions for fiscal year (FY) 2002 through FY2009 are analysed to
empirically identify the factors historically influencing prohibition, conditional approval and unconditional approval, as well
as the factors historically influencing whether merger applications are deemed non-complex, complex or very complex. The
focus of the analysis is on whether or not the historical process has remained consistent through time, and whether or not
that process can be obviously linked to the provisions of the Competition Act. Initial results point to behaviour that is not
consistent over the time period considered; however, those inconsistencies are removed, once additional measures of market
contestability, associated with the Competition Act are included in the analysis. The final results suggest that the Commission
is less likely to approve mergers that are linked to markets that are less contestable. In addition to protecting competition,
the Commission is simultaneously protecting other public interests. The research therefore supports the hypothesis that the
Commission consistently applies its legislative remit.
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Table 10: Journal articles and publications (continued)
Author(s)

Title and publication

Abstract

Trudi Makhaya &
Simon Roberts

Expectation and Outcomes:
Considering competition and
corporate power in SA under
democracy, Review of African
Political Economy 2013 40(138):
556 - 571

Competition law is viewed as a key instrument under democracy to address entrenched corporate power, in the context
of liberalisation. This article examines South Africa’s competition law regime and the changing strategies of large firms
through three industry case studies. In the industry studies this artilce assesses, first, how corporate strategies have
evolved to protect market power and the rents derived from this power and, second, how the competition regime has
affected economic power and its exercise. We reflect on the overall record of the competition authorities in light of the
outcomes observed.

Table 11: Presentations at conferences
Author(s)

Title and conference

Hariprasad Govinda

Economic evidence to detect conscious price parallelism in the Indian cement industry.
7th Annual Conference on Competition Law, Economics and Policy, 05 September 2013

Genna Robb

Competition without privatisation? South Africa’s experience of the corporatisation of state-owned enterprises, South Africa Economic Regulators
Conference, March 2014

Genna Robb

Creeping mergers – should we be concerned? A case study of hospital mergers in South Africa.
7th Annual Conference on Competition Law, Economics and Policy, 05 September 2013

Pamela Halse

Competition dynamics and regional trade flows in the poultry sector: the case of Botswana, Namibia, South Africa and Zambia.
7th Annual Conference on Competition Law, Economics and Policy, 06 September 2013

Tembinkosi Bonakele

Competition Enforcement in BRICS: Issues and Challenges
3rd BRICS International Conference on Competition in India

Tembinkosi Bonakele

5 years of Sector Prioritization at the Competition Commission: A review 10th International Bar Association (IBA) Competition Mid-Year
Conference in Cape Town

Grace Mohamed

The elusive constructs of barriers to entry and countervailing power: Post merger analyses – the South African Experience
8th International Summer School & Conference in Competition and Regulation, 05th – 07th July 2013

Ronald Rateiwa

Competition policy and corporate governance: review of theory and evidence from South Africa ERSA Industrial Organisation Workshop, 17th
March 2014

Naasha Loopoo
Magdaleen van Wyk

State aid and competition in South Africa
7th Annual Conference on Competition Law, Economics and Policy, 5th – 6th September 2013

Information Resource Centre
The Commission has maintained access to international and local legal databases, as well as various business and marketing resources that are well used. Book collections
were kept current with the addition of 12 new titles and the issuing of 562 publications during the year. The Information Resource Centre (IRC) assisted staff with 438 requests
for information. Seventeen new staff members were oriented on the IRC’s resources and 56 staff attended presentations on the databases.
8

The papers referenced in Table 11 include papers presented by employees of the Competition Commission as a whole and not only of the Policy and Research Division. Papers presented at seminars are not included.
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From left to right:
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Clinton Oellermann; Keitumetse Letebele; Itebogeng Palare; Tebello Sello; Yu-Fang Wen;
Mziwodumo Rubushe; Themba Mathebula; Khanyisa Qobo and Nomsa Mokoena
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Advocacy and stakeholder relations
The Advocacy and Stakeholder Relations division (ASR) promotes voluntary

The Commission also held its Annual Trade Union Consultative Forum on the 19

compliance with the Competition Act, makes submissions on policy and legislation,

March 2014. The objective of the Forum was to consult the labour movement on

forges and maintains relationships with international and domestic stakeholders

how the Commission should respond to job losses, particularly in exercising its

both in the public and private sectors, and communicates the decisions and activities

merger and acquisition functions and responsibilities in the mining sector. A panel

of the Commission.

discussion consisting of National Union of Mineworkers (NUM); business; the Tribunal
and the Commission provided valuable insight and information to the Commission

Advocacy and education
Trade unions
Trade unions are one of the Commission’s key stakeholders. The Competition Act
grants trade unions a right to participate in the merger process so as to protect
the interests of their members. The Commission’s engagement with trade unions
focuses on raising awareness on competition issues, thereby enabling them to
participate in the Commission’s merger and acquisition processes. The Commission
interacts with trade unions through an Annual Trade Union Consultative Forum and a
Trade Union Working Committee, consisting of representatives from both organised
labour and the Commission.
During the period under review the Commission held a workshop for members
of the Trade Union Working Committee, on 31 October 2013. The workshop was
attended by affiliates from Federation of Unions of South Africa (FEDUSA); Congress
of South African Trade Unions (COSATU) and National Council of Trade Unions
(NACTU). The workshop focused on issues related to the interaction between the
Labour Relations Act 1995 (Act N0 66 of 1995) and the Competition Act; access to
confidential information and collaboration between the Commission and the Council
for Conciliation Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA). Delegates were informed of
available recourse with regard to accessing confidential information.
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in this regard. The Association of Mineworkers and Construction Union (AMCU) was
invited but was unable to attend the event.

Exhibitions
The focus of the Commission’s exhibitions for the year under review was on small
and medium enterprises (SMEs) and tertiary institutions. The objective was to
raise awareness amongst SMEs on the benefits of competition in the market and
to encourage whistle blowing. The Commission’s focus on tertiary institutions was
aimed at creating awareness around the work of the Commission, and to encourage
students to enter the competition law field to increase the pool of black competition
law practitioners.
The Commission participated in the following six exhibitions:
•	University of South Africa (UNISA): in Cape Town, Pretoria, Polokwane, Durban
and Pietermaritzburg, respectively;
•	Empowerment Youth Week at Galeshewe township in Kimberly, Northern Cape
on 2 October 2013.

Advocacy cases
The following cases have been resolved through advocacy:
•	Laher Exclusive Agreement: The case was about the exclusive agreement on the
supply of school uniforms between a school and a service provider. The effect of
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the conduct was to exclude other potential suppliers and to protect the incumbent

•	Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife: The competition issue related to the effect of the issuing

supplier from competition which could lead to high prices for school uniform. The

of licences on competition. The Commission engaged with the KZN Wildlife and

competition issue was what effect the duration of the contract had on competition.

agreed on new methods of issuing licences without contravening the Competition

The school was persuaded to amend the agreement and they agreed. The

Act.

Commission chose the advocacy route because this is a policy matter.

Box 14: Opportunity of new entrants through improved game-capture licencing
The competition issue emanating in this case related to the effect of the issuing of game capture licences on competition. It emerged that Ezemvelo Wildlife took a long
time to process applications for game capture licences, thus preventing the ability of new applicants to compete in the game capture market. The Commission engaged
with the KwaZulu-Natal Wildlife and agreed on new methods of issuing licences without contravening the Competition Act. After the engagement with the Commission,
Ezemvelo Wildlife established a new call centre in order to improve its licencing procedures. It also implemented a categorising system- between complex and noncomplex applications- thus making the process less onerous for applicants. This intervention should allow for new entrants into the game capture market, and thus
facilitate and enable competition.

Sector regulators
During the year under review the Commission signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Mpumalanga Gambling Board. The MOU was published in the
Government Gazette on the 29 November 2013 and is aimed at managing concurrent areas of jurisdiction, to provide for the exchange of information between the two
institutions and the protection of confidential information. The Commission plans to conclude MOUs with all nine provincial gambling boards.

Box 15: Competition discourse at annual conference
The commission with its partners, successfully hosted the 7th Annual Conference on Competition Law, Economics and Policy on 5 September 2013. The conference
brought together hundreds of delegates from different fields including economists, academic, lawyers and government officials to reflect on the work and impact of
South African and regional competition authorities.
The themes for the 2013 conference were on regulation and competition law, economic policy and it’s interface with competition; competition law at a regional level and
Cartel enforcement. In it’s efforts to be the thought-leader on competition matters in South Africa, the Commission had a large delegation of staff presenting papers on
a range of related topics, within themes. The conference was an important platform for the sharing of ideas and experiences, and for all stakeholders to gain different
perspectives on their work on competition.
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Presentations
The purpose of the presentations made by the Commission was to promote voluntary compliance with the Competition Act; promote the Commission’s Graduate Trainee
Programme and also raise awareness about identification and detection of bid rigging or collusive tendering. The key messages conveyed related to the detection of bid rigging;
saving the state’s limited financial resources; complying with the Competition Act by developing a compliance programme; and protecting a firm’s reputation.

Table 12: Stakeholders to whom advocacy presentations were made
Stakeholder/s

Date

Number of Stakeholders Reached

Black Business Council

30 April 2013

20

Mhlathuze Water in KwaZulu-Natal

17 May 2013

50

10 July 2013; 11 July 2013 and 17 July 2013

60

12 August 2013

50

5 September 2013

120

Parliamentary Portfolio Committee on Agriculture Forestry and Fisheries

10 September 2013

10

South African Local Government Association

13 September 2013

40

Just Fun (Pty) Ltd

16 September 2013

5

West Rand Cycles

16 September 2013

3

Hosannah Medicals (Pty) Ltd

17 September 2013

2

Parliamentary Portfolio Committee on Public Works

10 September 2013

20

Rumdel Construction

26 September 2013

30

Namibian Competition Commission Bid -Rigging Workshop

26 September 2013

60

DBS Cycles CC and Thule Car Park Systems CC on the

16 September 2013

5

Pedalling Dynamics and Dunkfeld Cycles CC

17 September 2013

3

Bowman Cycles CC

28 September 2013

4

Liviero (Pty) Ltd

24 October 2013

1

National Department of Economic Development Competition Network

30 January 2014

20

19 November 2013

30

University of South Africa in Cape Town, Polokwane, and KwaZulu-Natal
University of KwaZulu-Natal
Annual Competition Conference

ESKOM
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Bid rigging training

due to bid rigging. In pursuance of this objective, during the year under review the

Bid rigging refers to any agreement (written or oral) between bidders that limits or

Commission conducted the following training workshops:

reduces competition in a tender. The implication of bid rigging is that the purchaser
pays more for goods or services than he ought to pay. The institutions below were
chosen on the basis of their procurement spend. The impact of the bid rigging

•	Two targeted bid rigging workshops for the Amathole Municipality on 25 April
2013 and 22 October 2013

training has been that the National Treasury has amended procurement policy to

• Bojanala District Municipality on 10 June 2013

include bid rigging detection. In addition to ESKOM, TRANSNET and DENEL have also

• Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality on 15 June 2013

committed to using the Certificate of Independent Bid Determination as part of their

• Johannesburg Metropolitan Municipality on 24 July 2013

standard bid documentation during the year under review.

• ESKOM on 3 December 2013 and 21 February 2014
• TRANSNET on 23 August 2013

The Commission provides training on bid rigging to public sector procurement
officials with the objective of raising awareness about how to identify and detect

The result of the training has been an observable increase in the referral of bid

bid rigging. The aim is to prevent the wastage of the state’s financial resources

rigging cases from the public sector to the Commission for investigations.

Box 16: Preventing resource wastage through bid rigging training
In 2010 the Commission implemented a Bid Rigging Detection Programme with

Government. Some of the cases received by the Commission as a result of the

the objective of raising awareness of the effects of bid rigging; to implement

bid rigging training were the Shekinah/Hosannah case and the Anix/Zedex case.

measures to eliminate bid rigging and to ensure prompt referral of bid rigging to the

Shekinah and Hosannah settled with the Commission and paid an administrative

Commission for prosecution. The programme included the Commission working

penalty of R143 143.69 and R37 597 respectively. The Tribunal confirmed the

with the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) to train

settlement on 16 July 2013. Anix and Zedex also settled with the Commission

procurement officials in government departments and SOCs on how to identify and

and paid an administrative penalty of R20 000 and R40 000 respectively. The

detect bid rigging. The programme also included the Commission working with the

complaints were received from the National Treasury.

National Treasury to institutionalise the detection of bid rigging by introducing the
Certificate of Independent Bid Determination (CIDB) to ensure that firms bidding

Upon evaluating this programme in May 2012 the Commission found that indeed

for state tenders are aware of the consequences of bid rigging and confirm that

the CIDB has been implemented and is used in all three spheres of government.

they have prepared their bids independently. The Commission also extended the

There has also been a steady increase in bid rigging complaints from the public

bid rigging training programme to municipalities. To ensure sustainability of bid

sector in which firms were prosecuted for engaging in bid rigging thus saving the

rigging training, the Commission introduced bid rigging training at the School of

state’s financial resources.
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Box 16: Preventing resource wastage through bid rigging training (continued)
The impact of this bid rigging detection programme has been that the Office of the

The success of the programme also saw the Commission winning the 2013 World

Auditor General has amended its audit procedures to include tests for indicators

Bank Competition Advocacy Contest. The Commission was chosen for a special

of collusive tendering. This has enabled the Commission to receive information on

honourable mention in the thematic category “improving the effectiveness of

collusive tendering from annual government audit reports. SOCs such as Denel

anti-trust enforcement through advocacy with relevant public bodies”. Naturally

have also amended their procurement policy to include bid rigging detection.

the Commission is extremely proud to carry the South African flag high in the
international competition advocacy community.

Industry associations

During the year under review, the Commission issued 27 clarifications. The majority

Informed by its investigations into collusive conduct which have shown that in some

of the clarifications were from small businesses. Most of the queries were about

instances industry associations have been used to facilitate collusive conduct,

exclusive agreements, foreclosure, abuse of dominance, high rentals in shopping

the Commission makes presentations to industry associations with the objective

malls and franchising.

of raising awareness about the effect of the exchange of sensitive information on
competition among competitors. Members of industry associations are competitors.

Figure 5: Clarifications received over a three-year period

The Commission works with industry associations with the objective of promoting
83

compliance with the Competition Act. During the period under review presentations
were made to the following industry associations:
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•	Fish South Africa on 25 September 2013, the presentation was on information
exchange and its effect on competition.
•	Valve and Actuator Manufacturers of SA (VAMMCOSA) on 5 November 2013, the

27

presentation was on information exchange and its effect on competition.

Clarifications
A clarification is a written advice provided by the Commission, largely to bring clarity

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

to parties on whether a matter is a competition matter or not. Clarifications are
provided free of charge to small and medium enterprises and members of the public.
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Communication

Publications and website
The Commission’s flagship newsletter, The Competition News, published quarterly,

As custodians of the Commission’s brand, the Advocacy and Stakeholder Relations

provides in-depth analysis of cases and commentary on local and international

division has continued to promote the Commission and its work through various

competition issues. Subscription to the Competition News increased by 52

internal and external communication platforms during the period under review.

subscribers representing 35 local and international organisations. The total number
of subscribers is now 1 900.

Media relations
The media community remain one of the Commission’s key stakeholders, as they

The website remains the gateway to knowledge about the Commission’s work and a

play a pivotal role in information-dissemination by reporting and informing the public

repository of information for use and access by all, including local and international

on the Commission’s activities. In addition to maintaining existing relationships with

medi practitioners and the public.

national (SA) media houses, the Commission identified a need to develop and build
new relationships with Southern African and other international reporters, thereby
increasing the Commission’s reach to areas not previously covered. To this end,

Table 13: Commission publications and website visits over a
five-year period

the media distribution list increased by almost 15% compared to the previous year.
In the period under review the Commission issued a total of 21 media releases,
conducted 60 broadcast (radio and television) interviews and published three opinion
pieces in two major weekend newspapers. Furthermore, the Commission received
an average of 15 media enquiries per month related to its activities. The market
inquiry into the private healthcare sector and the CSP were some of the cases that
dominated media reports. Media coverage increased from 6 726 publications in the
previous financial year to 9 838 in 2013/14.

Number of editions

2009/10
4

2010/11
4

2011/12
4

2012/13
3

2013/14
4

106 738

65 526

76 422

66 793

109 887

45 619

34 177

47 148

40 676

62 257

of the Competition
News issued
Number of times
the Commission’s
website was visited
Number of people
visiting the

Figure 6: Media coverage per month from April 2013 to March 2014

Commission’s
website

Online: 2,747
Source: Google Analytics

Print: 4,020

Social media
The Commission explored the use of social media as one of many channels of
communication and it has proven to be a formidable part of its communications

Broadcast: 3,071

strategy going forward. The development of a social media policy was also begun
during the 2013/14 year, in consultation with multiple internal stakeholders.

Source: Newsclip Media Monitoring
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The Commission’s Twitter and Facebook pages are now an integral part of its communications, with the number of Twitter followers increasing to 633 from 223 in the
previous year. Facebook followers have increased to 307 from 26 the previous year. The Commission plans to amplify these numbers and to create new communication
platforms such as YouTube in the next financial year.

Internal communications
The Commission’s internal newsletter, Newsflash, is a monthly electronic newsletter dedicated to employees. It is one of the engagement platforms allowing employees
and management to share information. The division produced and circulated 10 editions of Newsflash and created opportunities for information sharing through six
Kom Praat Saam forums (a Commission discussion forum) and the issuing of 69 News Updates. The division also organised nine events, including the year-end awards
ceremony, aimed at recognising exceptional performance and boosting staff morale.

Policy Analysis
The Commission regularly monitors the regulatory environment and provides competition assessment of Government policies and regulation. To this end, the Commission
reviewed over 60 policies, and made written responses to 24 of these in the 2013/14 financial year. Several of the policy responses which the Commission provided
were within its priority sectors, and included comments on the Mineral Resources and Petroleum Development Bill, the Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP), the Licencing
of Business Bill and the Export Control Guidelines on the Exportation of Ferrous and Non-Ferrous Metal and Scrap, among others.
The Commission’s policy work also entails regular meetings, workshops, presentations and other forms of engagements with policy makers, in an effort to advocate for
the consideration of competition law in policy making. Examples of policy advocacy work undertaken during the period under review included presenting a paper for the
7th Annual Conference on Competition about the interface between ‘competition and industrial policy’; contributing an article on ‘competition in media’ in a Government
Communication and Information System (GCIS) publication; and contributing to a policy paper on the interface between competition law and competition policy within a
developmental state.
The Commission also undertook a review of the outcomes of the Banking Enquiry which it conducted between 2006 and 2008, assessing the extent of the implementation
of its recommendations. This project is currently in its concluding stages.
The Commission’s policy work extends beyond domestic regulation and includes involvement on the international stage. Regionally, the Commission has made contributions
to the development of South Africa’s policy positions, via the Department of Trade and Industry (dti), in bodies such as South Africa Customs Union (SACU). The Commission
also had two representatives participating at the ICN Advocacy Working Group conference, held in Rome, Italy, sharing South Africa’s experiences on “Competition Policy
Assessment” and on “Bid Rigging”. The Commission operates in a context of a vibrant domestic and international political-economy landscape and as such will continue
to build rigour in its policy analysis function.
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Box 17: Contributing to a pro-competitive mineral resources policy
The Commission regularly tracks and monitors developments in the legislative environment, in order to influence policy-making towards a pro-competitive mode.
The Commission typically submits written responses to policy-makers, coupled with dialogues on the matters arising. The Commission’s ideal approach is to engage
with policy makers ex-ante, that is prior to the tabling of the policy in Parliament where possible. The Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Bill (Gazette
No. 36037, 27 December 2012) is a significant piece of legislation that seeks to alter natural resource management in South Africa. The Commission’s submissions
on the competition issues arising in the Bill, related to the definition of ‘market dominance’ and information exchange, were taken into account by the Department of
Mineral Resources (DMR) in subsequent drafts of the legislation. Further, the Commission was invited to partake in DMR-held workshops and thereby contribute to the
development of a mineral-beneficiation strategy.

International relations

with in regulating competition in their respective countries. The workshop aimed at

African Competition Forum (ACF)

for strategy and planning. The workshop was interactive with robust discussions on

identifying key elements of a well-functioning Competition Agency and good practices

Public procurement accounts for a large proportion of gross domestic product

various country experiences and the practical use of tools such as a prioritisation

(GDP) in many developing countries and bid rigging has been known to raise prices

matrix to identify sectors and practices for prioritisation.

significantly. As such training on the detection and prevention of bid rigging was
identified as a priority by African Competition Forum (ACF) members. In response

Federal Trade Commission (FTC) of the USA

to this the ACF partnered with the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

The Commission and the American antitrust agencies, the Department of Justice

Development (OECD) to host a bid rigging training workshop in Dar es Salaam,

(DOJ) and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), through funding from The United

Tanzania on 26 to 27 June 2013. Participants from Kenya, Namibia, Malawi,

States Agency for International Development (USAID) have since 1999 cooperated

Botswana, Mauritius, Tanzania, Rwanda, Seychelles, Zambia, Egypt, Zimbabwe

in respect of capacity building projects for the benefit of Commission staff. During

and the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) Competition

2012 the agencies negotiated a new project with USAID whereby the experienced

Commission took part in the workshop. Hillary Jennings from the OECD, together

staff of the Commission, FTC and the Department of Justice (DOJ) gave practical

with representatives from the Commission led the workshop – which took the form

investigative/analytical technique training to the staff of agencies in the SADC region

of interactive discussions, presentations and hypotheticals.

– through funding from USAID. A Regional Merger Workshop took place at the
Commission offices from 1 to 4 September 2013, with the training focused on the

A fourth capacity building workshop was hosted by the ACF in Nairobi, Kenya on

practical analysis of mergers and acquisitions.

25 to 26 July 2013. The workshop was aimed at helping members deepen their
skills as competition agency heads addressed various challenges they are faced

The Commission hosted a second Regional Workshop on Unilateral Conduct, in
conjunction with the FTC and the DOJ from 24 to 28 February 2014. The workshop
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sought to empower case handlers with practical and substantive skills for analysing

The conference takes place every two years and rotates between competition authorities

unilateral conduct. Twenty competition authority representatives from Botswana,

in the BRICS countries. Previous conferences were hosted by Federal Antimonopoly

Kenya, Malawi, Mauritius, Namibia, Seychelles, Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe

Service (FAS) Russia in 2009, State Administration for Industry and Commerce (SAIC)

attended, along with twelve participants from the Commission.

China in 2011 and Competition Commission India in 2013 respectively.

BRICS

Bilateral relations

In November 2013, Cabinet approved the hosting of the 4th Brazil, Russia, India,

In the spirit of sound bilateral relations, the Commission hosted a delegation from the

China and South Africa (BRICS) International Competition Conference by the South

Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) of the People’s Republic of China in August 2013.

African competition authorities (the Commission and the Tribunal) in 2015. The aim

MOFCOM’s primary function is the regulation of mergers and acquisitions within

of the BRICS Competition Conference is to provide a forum for the exchange of views

China. Discussions centred on the sharing of experiences in respect of merger review

regarding issues of common interest among the participants representing competition

processes, remedies, the role of merger control in our various jurisdictions and future

agencies and NGAs from BRICS countries, and to strengthen the professional links

bilateral cooperation between the two agencies. The MOFCOM delegation also met

that lead to better international cooperation between these members.

separately with representatives of the Tribunal.
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Back row, from left to right: Pinky Nxumalo, Devrani Moonsamy, Rhime Letsoalo, Charlotte Sithole, Brian Moeng,
Sylvia Mogorosi, Lindy Sithole, Tintswalo Mongwe, Kelebogile Nkosi, Nomfundo Ngidi
Molefe Matsomela and Abram Tiro
Front row, from left to right: Suzan Nyamane, Bonolo Suping, Moranye Phala, Nicole Gounder, Regina Monyakeni,
Tsholofelo Dlamini, Anusha Ellary, Thomas Kgokolo, Mhlangabezi Capha, Edward Makola,
Tshepiso Diremelo and Coenie Slabber
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Corporate services
he corporate services division (CSD) provides corporate services support

T

Labour union:

to the Commission, which includes security, auxiliary services, human

trade unions and are broadly aligned with the National Education Health and Allied

resources, Information technology and training and development. During the

Worker’s Union (NEHAWU). The Commission recognises freedom of association

period under review the finance function was separated from the Corporate Services

and commenced negotiations with the union with a view to conclude a recognition

in line with a National Treasury directive in order to ensure that the chief financial

agreement. Furthermore, some of the critical vacant positions such as CFO, chief

officer (CFO) dedicates attention to financial activities.

economist and divisional manager: Mergers and Acquisition were filled within the

During the year under review the Commission’s staff joined

financial year.

Human resources

Re-organisation:

The last two quarters of 2013/14 have witnessed re-

The Commission depends heavily on its human capital and must thus continually

organisation process within some divisions within the Commission. As per National

develop its human resources in order to deliver on its mandate. The prime objectives

Treasury instructions regarding the role of Chief Financial Officers (CFO’s), the

of the Human Resources department are therefore to foster an employee-oriented

functions of the CFO have now been separated from the functions of the Corporate

organization, a high-performance culture that emphasises empowerment, quality,

Services division manager.

productivity, goal attainment, the recruitment and the ongoing development of a
professional workforce. In the period under review, these human resource goals

Recruitment and retention

were achieved through an integrated human resource management system.

In addition to advertising of positions in the newspapers the Commission has
through various social media and job portals managed to attract relevant and skilled

Key developments
Policy reviews: In order

employees to fill the vacant positions.
to keep abreast of human resource trends and

to ensure ongoing compliance with legislative developments, the Commission

The Commission‘s staff complement remained constant since the previous financial

undertook a review of its employee-related policies and procedures. Some of the

year with a total of 165 employees, excluding graduate trainees. Of this total 44

policies reviewed pertained to the employee code of conduct, job rotation, learning

employees are economists while 58 employees are lawyers, and they are directly

and development, sabbatical and recruitment and selection were reviewed during

involved in competition enforcement.

this period.
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Figure 7: The Commission’s staff complement

Figure 8: Employment equity (race) over a five-year period
White
Asian
Coloured
African

Admin = 50
Economist = 44

180

Lawyers = 58

140

Managers = 13

16
5

100
80

93

60
Source: Competition Commission
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Employment equity

0

The Commission maintained its employment equity ratios of previous years where
the female to male representation is 52% and 48% respectively. This is well in line
with the government equity targets. The Commission’s Employment Equity Plan was
submitted to the Department of Labour in January 2014 in accordance with the

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13 2013/14

Source: Competition Commission

provisions of the Employment Equity Act, 1998 (Act No.55 of 1998) as amended.

Wellness programme

Table 14: Equity breakdown of the staff complement

service provider, Paradigms to implement an Employee Assistance Programme (EAP)

The Commission is proactive regarding employee wellness and recruited an external
to aid employees with any challenges that they may encounter on a personal or

Year

professional level. The EAP programme currently provides the following assistance:

No. of Female staff

No. of Male staff

2009/10

59

73

• Professional Support Line Services

2010/11

84

79

• Telephonic Financial Advice

2011/12

86

85

2012/13

90

78

2013/14

86

79

• Telephonic Legal Advice
• Face-to-face Counselling Service
• HIV and AIDS Counselling, Education and Support Service
• Absenteeism
• Communication and Health Promotion Service
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• Monitoring, Reporting and Evaluation Service

Learning and development

• Critical Incident Stress Debriefing or Trauma Response Service

A training and development plan to address the skills requirements of new and
existing staff was completed and submitted to the Safety and Security Sector

The Commission also hosted its annual Wellness Day on 28 March 2014 in which

Education and Training Authority (SASSETA). In the review period, a total of 145 staff

a total of 89 staff members participated voluntarily in the health assessment. This

members, approximately 86% of the total staff complement, attended training. There

represents a 48% employee participation. The Commission employees participated

were several training programmes including local and international development

in the following wellness programmes during the reporting period:

programmes in which Commission staff participated. Of the 145, staff members,

• Candlelight Memorial Day

138 attended local training courses and seven attended international courses. A

• Men’s Health Awareness

total of 651 training instances were attended by staff. Employees also have access

•	National Women’s Month Awareness, Eye Care Awareness Month and National

to study loans and bursaries to enhance knowledge and skills.

Heart Awareness Month
• Breast Cancer Awareness

The graduate trainee programme continues to be the Commission’s flagship

• STI/Condom Awareness

programme and the recruitment of graduate trainees underpins the Commission’s

• TB Awareness

commitment to create sustainable employment whilst simultaneously ensuring

Performance management

that knowledge and skills are transferred in a learning environment. This year the
Commission employed 18 graduate trainees during 2013/14, who have since

High-achieving performers of the Commission were recognised in an annual

completed training in time management, mentoring, computer, competition law and

awards ceremony. The awards ceremony was held during the Commission’s year-

competition economics, investigation, presentation and report writing skills. These

end function, where the organisation gave recognition to the Commission’s top

graduate trainees follow a rigorous programme which comprises of a compulsory

achievers. The nomination process for these awards was spearheaded by the HR

structured curriculum as well as an informal programme as set out by the divisions

Department and the highlight of the day was the announcement of the winners

where they are placed, depending on their respective studies. The structured

of the Commissioner’s Award for Outstanding Performance and the Commission’s

programme is as follows:

Best Divisional Manager’s Award. The Commission’s high-performers were also
recognised through the awarding of performance-related bonuses.
A need has now been identified to review the current performance management
system in line with the growing demands of the organisation and this process will be
conducted during 2014/15.
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Staff turnover

Table 15: Training Interventions for graduate trainees

The average tenure at the Commission is 3.3 years. The Commission experienced a
Course
Induction
SPS Training
E-mail Extender
Mentorship Training
Time Management
Customer Care
Computer Skills
Competition Law and Economics
Investigative Skills
Report Writing Skills
Project Management Course
Presentation Skills

Target Date
Month 1
Month 1
Month 1
Month 2
Month 2
Month 2
Month 3
Month 3
Month 4
Month 6
Month 8
Month 10

high staff turnover of 22.57% in the year under review, as opposed to the previous
year’s rate of 20%. Statistics from exit interviews conducted indicate that 33% of the
staff who left during the period under review left because of career advancement.
Other reasons cited were institutional change, relocation and retirement. During this
period, 17% of the staff who left (including graduate trainees) joined private law
firms, 24% joined the public sector and 59% joined private firms/other institutions
The Commission has noted, with concern, the increase in turnover rate and seeks to
address it through a comprehensive HR strategy review. One of the first steps to be
undertaken in 2014/215 is to conduct a culture survey, aimed at identifying the root
causes or challenges related to turnover, and providing possible solutions thereto.

Table 17: Employment contract terminations

Once graduate trainees complete their training they have the opportunity to be
employed into entry- level positions within the organisation. During the period under
review the Commission absorbed 10 graduate trainees in its establishment. The
following is a breakdown of the number of graduate trainees recruited and the
institutions where they obtained their qualifications.

Table 16: Breakdown of graduate trainees per Institution
Institution
PC Training
University of Johannesburg
University of Kwazulu Natal
University of Limpopo
University of North-West
Rhodes University
University of the Western Cape
University of the Witwatersrand
Total

74

No. of Graduates
1
2
2
2
1
3
2
5
18

Termination by type
Death
Resignation
Expiry of contract
Dismissal – misconduct
Dismissal - inefficiency
Discharge due to ill-health
Retirement
Other
Total
Total number of employees who left as a

Number
0
34
1
0
0
0
2
0
37
22.57%

% of total
0.00%
91.89%
2.70%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
5.41%
0.00%
100%

% of the total employment
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Table 18: Turnover rate of Commission staff since 2007
Year
2007/08
2008/09
2009/10
2010/11
2011/12
2012/13
2013/14

Percentage staff turnover
26%
16%
15%
9.14%
11.44%
20%
22.57%

on the use of the systems and the IT department ensured that users’ competence
improved by using the systems. A new IT strategy was developed and approved by
management. Various infrastructural improvements were effected to improve the
efficiency of the IT system and reduce down time. The department was able to
maintain the system without any major incidents and security threats.

Application Development and Support. The Commission Home Page and Portal

26.00%

security policies were also approved during this period.
20.00%

0.2
16.00%

22.57%

15.00%

9.14%

0.05

Knowledge management
The Commission has enhanced its knowledge management system (KM) through

11.44%

0.1

0

version of the Case and Knowledge Management Services. Divisions were trained

provides easy tools for users to collaborate and work interactively. Various IT and IT

0.25

0.15

During the past year the department revamped its IT services by upgrading to latest

System Integrations were optimised by using proper standards for Enterprise

Figure 9: Staff turnover since 2007
0.3

them achieve their mission and goals.

a range of strategies and practices that allow it to identify, create, represent,
distribute, and facilitate the adoption of peer learning and experience of insights and
expertise. During the period under review, the KM system has evolved from primarily

2007/8

2008/9

2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

a document management system to a far more integrated system, where users
actively utilise its workflow capabilities and process automation, to further enhance

Source: Competition Commission

Information Technology (IT)
Technology infrastructure at the Commission has a major impact on administration
and case management. The IT department provides nimble, effective, efficient and
collaborative IT services, solutions and strategies in a timely manner, in order to
assist the Commission in achieving its strategic goals. The IT department strives to
be a unit that people seek out as a partner for providing visionary strategies, creative
solutions, objective information, and effective and efficient services in order to help
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the quality of their cases. All cases lodged with the Commission now go through an
automated process and supporting documents can be shared with users.
The Commission is working towards developing a strategy for KM that can create
a “knowledge-sharing organisation”. The KM systems needs to be integrated with
the existing IT infrastructure, the organisational culture, procedures and human
resources (HR) policy. The Commission wishes to achieve a balance between
managerial and technical aspects of KM tools. Culture and user behaviours are the
key drivers and inhibitors of internal information sharing, and the Commission is
developing ways to stimulate people to use and contribute to KM systems.
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Security and facilities
The Security and Facilities department is responsible for ensuring a safe and secure environment for all the Commission staff and visitors The department places a high priority
on the safety and health of its employees, and regards safety and health as a fundamental value to the institution.
The department focused on effectively utilising the limited available space within the Commission to provide its staff with a suitable, safe and comfortable working environment.
All open plan office areas were assessed and new office furniture will now allow the Commission more efficient use of those areas to enable the Commission to grow its
staff compliment to effectively deliver on its mandatory objectives. Regulatory measures around the Occupational Health and Safety Act were also effected to ensure that the
Commission can provide a safe environment to all staff as well as its visitors. A new security company was appointed at the Commission to provide security guarding and
access control services along with the proper guidelines and procedural responsibilities that will ensure a secure physical environment.
A security strategy was developed that utilized a phased approach for the design and implementation of security enabling services and resources within the Commission.
Security governance structures were drafted in terms of policies and procedures to assist with the management of security within the Commission. Security awareness
campaigns are also being conducted throughout the year using varies channels to ensure that employees are kept up to date with the latest security threats.
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Corporate governance
Structures and decision-making

policies and procedures regarding the conduct of cases, receive reports and give

The Commissioner is the Chief Executive Officer of the Commission and is appointed

as prescribed by the Competition Act.

by the Minister of Economic Development. The Commissioner is the accounting

direction on advocacy and communication relating to the work of the Commission,

authority of the Commission and is responsible for the general administration;

Executive Committee (EXCO)

for managing and directing the activities of the Commission; for supervising the

The Commission’s executive committee (EXCO) is chaired by the Commissioner

Commission’s staff and for performing any functions assigned to him in terms

and comprises of the Deputy Commissioner and divisional managers, including the

of the Competition Act and the Public Finance Management Act 1999 (Act No of

divisional manager of Corporate Services. The heads of all departments (Human

1999) (PFMA). Mr Tembinkosi Bonakele was appointed in October 2013 as Acting

Resources, Finance, IT, Facilities) form part of the extended EXCO and participate

Commissioner, following the resignation of Mr Shan Ramburuth, and performed the

in EXCO meetings by invitation of the Commissioner. The EXCO is an administrative

duties of Commissioner for the balance of the period under review.

body of the Commission which advises the Commissioners in decision-making on
the administrative and operational aspect of their functions.

Commissioners
The Commissioners comprise of the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioners.

The key functions of the EXCO are to undertake strategic and business planning,

The Chief Legal Counsel, Chief Economist and managers responsible for divisions

monitor the implementation of strategic and business plans, and to mobilise and

dealing with the statutory, case-related work sit in on the Commissioners’ meetings

allocate financial and human resources. The EXCO also plays an oversight role on

in an advisory capacity. The Commissioners’ meeting is the highest decision-making

the management of human resources, Information Technology, security and facilities

structure in relation to cases and the case-related work of the Commission. The

management and risk management. The Committee is responsible for the approval

Commissioners meet on a weekly basis; and held forty six meetings during the period

of policies relating to operations. This Committee provides leadership and sets

under review. In the period between April and October 2013; the Commissioners

the tone for the overall operations of the Commission. The Commission Secretary

consisted of the Commissioner and two Acting Deputy Commissioners; whilst from

advises the committee on compliance with relevant legislation and regulations.

October 2013 to the end of March 2014, there was an Acting Commissioner and
two Acting Deputy Commissioners.

Targets, as set out in the Strategic Plan and Annual Performance Plan, are approved
by the Minister of Economic Development. Performance against targets is discussed

The core purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting are to receive recommendations

on a quarterly basis at the Executive Committee meetings in order to monitor

and to take decisions on cases, provide guidance and direction in the conduct of

expenditure, activities and progress. Quarterly reports by the Commission are

investigations. The Commissioners receive updates on important cases, adopt

submitted to the Department of Economic Development in terms of the PFMA.
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The EXCO has established the information technology committee and human
resources committee to assist it in performing its oversight function and to provide
it with guidance on matters falling within the terms of reference of the committees.

Case pipeline management committee
The Commissioners are assisted by the case pipeline management committee
(CPMC), which is chaired by the Deputy Commissioner and held on a monthly basis
with all divisional managers.

External committees
The Commissioner has appointed the audit and risk committees consisting of nonexecutive members. These committees are chaired by independent professionals.

Audit committee
The audit committee is chaired by Victor Nondabula who is an independent nonexecutive member. The Audit Committee supports the Commissioner in fulfilling
his oversight responsibilities relating to internal control, risk management, financial

The functions of the CPMC are to provide strategic and operational oversight

management and compliance with laws and regulations. The committee consists

on investigations, to assess progress, review investigative strategies and to

of non-executive members who do not carry out any management responsibilities

complement existing divisional and inter-divisional structures. The role of the CPMC

in the Commission. An independent non-executive member chairs the committee.

is to ensure that Divisional targets are aligned to the Commission’s strategy and

Internal and external auditors have unrestricted access to the committee and assist

overall performance targets. In addition, to ensure that there is optimal utilisation of

the Committee by providing assurance to it.

human capital and financial resources in pursuit of organisational goals. The CPMC
also has the responsibility to review quarterly and annual operational performance

The audit committee held six meetings in the period under review and acquitted

against targets and make recommendations to the Commission.

its responsibilities per its approved terms of reference. The Committee reviewed

Information technology committee

quarterly internal audit reports, internal and external audit plans, and the financial
statements for the period ending 31 March 2014.

The information technology (IT) committee comprises of select members of the EXCO
and is tasked with oversight on the delivery of strategic IT projects that supports
the business. The IT committee is also responsible for developing and reviewing IT
policies and ensuring that these are effectively implemented.

Human resources committee
The human resources (HR) committee comprises of select members of the EXCO
and is responsible for oversight of the implementation of HR strategy and ensuring
that polices are developed, implemented and reviewed.
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Table 19: Audit committee meetings held during the year under review
Name

Designation

Meeting dates
4 April

22 May

24 July

23 October

5 December

20 February

2013

2013

2013

2013

2013

2014

Victor Nondabula

Chairperson

√

√

√

√

√

√

Maemili Ramataboe

Member

√

√

√

√

√

√

Sathie Gounden

Member

√

√

√

√

√

√

Nala Mhlongo

Member

√

√

√

x

√

√

Karen Teixeria

Member

√

√

x

√

√

√

Key: √= present; X= apology

Risk committee
The risk committee is chaired by Karen Teixeira who is an independent non-executive. The primary function of the risk committee is to assist the Commissioner in his oversight
of risk management by reviewing the effectiveness of the Commission’s risk management systems, practices and procedures.
The committee consists of non-executive members who do not carry out any management responsibilities in the Competition Commission. The committee held five meetings
in the period under review to perform its functions as outlined in its approved terms of reference.

Table 20: Risk committee meetings held during the year under review
Name

Designation

Meeting dates
4 April 2013

22 May 2013

23 October 2013

5 December 2013

20 February 2014

Karen Teixeria

Chairperson

√

√

√

√

√

Maemili Ramataboe

Member

√

√

√

√

√

Sathie Gounden

Member

√

√

√

√

√

Nala Mhlongo

Member

√

√

x

√

√

Victor Nondabula

Member

√

√

√

√

√

Key: √= present; X= apology
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Internal audit

• Adverse decisions from courts on powers and procedures: Court decisions
on appeal, which were handed down during the period under review, have

The Commission’s internal audit function is outsourced. During the period under

impacted negatively on the Commission’s ability to initiate and investigate

review, this function was carried out by Ernst & Young.

complaints submitted to it by third parties. The Commission’s response to this
has been to improve its internal procedures.

Internal financial control
The Commission has policies, procedures and systems in place that have been

•	
Reputational harm: The reputation of the organisation might be damaged if the

designed to provide reasonable assurance of the integrity and reliability of its

Commission executes its legislative mandate, powers and duties inappropriately.

financial statements, and to adequately protect, verify and maintain accountability for

This risk is being managed by taking due consideration of public interest

its assets. These internal financial controls are implemented by qualified and trained

concerns, stakeholder perceptions and policy expectations.

personnel within a system characterised by checks and balances. The effectiveness
of internal financial controls is monitored by the Commission’s management, as

•	
Independence undermined: The Commission may be subject to external

well as by the internal auditors. All significant findings are reported to the Audit

influences in executing its legislative duties. The Commission manages this

Committee and Commissioner. The Commissioner and the external and internal

risk by ensuring transparency in decision-making and justifying its decisions on

auditors are not aware of any material breakdown in the functioning of these internal

merit within the parameters of the Competition Act. It also engages in continuous

controls and systems for the period under review.

advocacy with its stakeholders.

Risk management

•	Unmanageable caseload: The current caseload has placed the Commission’s
structure and resources under severe pressure and has a negative impact on the

With the assistance of the internal auditors, the Commission’s executive management

quality of service delivered. The Commission manages this situation by focusing

is responsible for identifying, evaluating, managing and monitoring all significant risks

its resources on priority cases and sectors, as well as the effective screening

faced by the Commission. Some of the significant risks to which the Commission

of cases. The issue of space constraints has been escalated to the Minister of

was exposed in the period under review include operational, technological and

Economic Development in order to address the organisation’s inability to hire

regulatory risks.

much-needed staff with the current premises.

The Commission has a comprehensive risk register for each division. The following

Compliance with legislation

are strategic risks identified in the period under review:
and corruption of the network. An IT Security Audit took place in the 2013/14

Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act No 1 of 1999)
and Treasury Regulations

financial year. The findings from this audit were addressed during the course of

In accordance with the PFMA and Treasury Regulations, the Commission submitted

the 2013/2014 financial year.

the following documents to the Department of Economic Development for approval

•	
Disaster recovery: The loss of data, unauthorised access and use of information

during the period under review:
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•	Request to retain surpluses generated as at 31 March 2013 (approval obtained).

Occupational Health and Safety Act, 1993 (Act No 85 of 1993)

•	Quarterly reports on the Commission’s expenditure, budget variance, activities

During the year under review, the Commission took all reasonable precautions to

and performance against set targets
• Monthly expenditure reports

ensure a safe working environment and conducted its business with due regard for
environmental issues.

• Annual Performance Plan for the period 2014–2015 and
• Strategic Plan and Budget for the five-year period 2014–2019.

Skills Development Act, 1998 (Act No 97 of 1998)

Income Tax Act, 1962 (Act No 58 of 1962)
The South African Revenue Service exempted the Commission in terms of section
10(1)(A)(i) of the Income Tax Act, 1962.

The Commission submitted its Annual Training Report and the Annual Workplace
Skills Plan on 30 June 2013.

Skills Development Levies Act, 1999 (Act No 9 of 1999)

Levies and taxes
The Commission has registered for and met its obligations in relation to the following
levies and taxes:

A skills development levy equal to 1% of the total payroll is paid to the South African

• Skills Development Levy;

Revenue Service monthly. This is distributed to the relevant Sector Education and

• Workmen’s Compensation;

Training Authorities (SETA’s) which promote training in various disciplines. Employers

• Unemployment Insurance Fund; and

are able to claim back part of the skills levies paid as a Skills Grant. The Skills Grant

• Pay-as-you-earn (PAYE).

received for 2013/14 was R562 033.22.

Employment Equity Act, 1998 (Act No 5 of 1998)
The Commission submitted its Employment Equity Report in January 2014.

Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act,
1993 (Act No 120 of 1993)
A return of earnings was submitted in March 2013. This provides an estimated cost of
possible claims that can be lodged against the Compensation Fund in terms of this Act.

Unemployment Insurance Act, 2001 (Act No 63 of 2001)
For the period under review, all contributions to the Unemployment Insurance Fund
were paid over on a monthly basis. These contributions consist of an employee
contribution of 1% and an employer contribution of 1%, capped at a maximum of
R148.72 per month.
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Accounting authority’s
responsibilities and approval
The Accounting Authority is required by the Public Finance Management Act (Act 1 of 1999), to maintain adequate accounting records and is responsible for the content and integrity
of the annual financial statements and related financial information included in this report. It is the responsibility of the Accounting Authority to ensure that the annual financial
statements fairly present the state of affairs of the entity as at the end of the financial year and the results of its operations and cash flows for the period then ended. The external
auditors are responsible for reporting on the fair presentation of the financial statements and was given unrestricted access to all financial records and related data.
The annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with South African Statements of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP) including any
interpretations, guidelines and directives issued by the Accounting Standards Board.
The annual financial statements are based upon appropriate accounting policies consistently applied and supported by reasonable and prudent judgements and estimates.
The Accounting Authority is responsible for the system of internal financial control established by the entity and place considerable importance on maintaining a strong control
environment. To enable the Accounting Authority to meet these responsibilities, standards for internal control aimed at reducing the risk of error or deficit in a cost effective
manner were put in place. The standards include the proper delegation of responsibilities within a clearly defined framework, effective accounting procedures and adequate
segregation of duties to ensure an acceptable level of risk. These controls are monitored throughout the entity and all employees are required to maintain the highest ethical
standards in ensuring the entity’s business is conducted in a manner that in all reasonable circumstances is above reproach. The focus of risk management in the entity is on
identifying, assessing, managing and monitoring all known forms of risk across the entity. While operating risk cannot be fully eliminated, the entity endeavours to minimise it
by ensuring that appropriate infrastructure, controls, systems and ethical behaviour are applied and managed within predetermined procedures and constraints.
The Accounting Authority is of the opinion, based on the information and explanations given by management, that the system of internal control provides reasonable assurance
that the financial records may be relied on for the preparation of the annual financial statements. However, any system of internal financial control can provide only reasonable,
and not absolute, assurance against material misstatement or deficit.
The Accounting Authority has reviewed the entity’s cash flow forecast for the year to date and, in the light of this review and the current financial position, is satisfied that the
entity has access to adequate resources to continue in operational existence for the foreseeable future.
The entity is wholly dependent on the Economic Development Department for continued funding of operations. The annual financial statements are prepared on the basis that
the entity is a going concern and that the Economic Development Department has neither the intention nor the need to liquidate or curtail materially the scale of the entity.
The external auditors are responsible for independently reviewing and reporting on the entity’s annual financial statements. The annual financial statements have been
examined by the entity’s external auditors and their report is presented on page 89.
The annual financial statements set out on pages 94 to 139, which have been prepared on the going concern basis, were approved by the Accounting Authority on 30 July
2014 and were signed on its behalf by:

Mr T Bonakele
Commissioner
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Report of the Auditor-General
to Parliament on the
Competition Commission

Report on the financial statements
Introduction
1. I have audited the financial statements of the Competition Commission set out on 94 to 139, which comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 March 2014,
the statement of financial performance, statement of changes in net assets, cash flow statement and statement of comparison of budget and actual amounts for the
year then ended, as well as the notes, comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information.

Accounting authority’s responsibility for the financial statements
2. The accounting authority is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with South African Standards of Generally
Recognised Accounting Practice (SA standards of GRAP) and the requirements of the Public Finance Management Act of South Africa, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999)
(PFMA), and for such internal control as the accounting authority determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor-general’s responsibility
3. My responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on my audit. I conducted my audit in accordance with the Public Audit Act of South
Africa, 2004 (Act No. 25 of 2004) (PAA), the general notice issued in terms thereof and International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that I comply with
ethical requirements, and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
4. An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend
on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making
those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design
audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An
audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
5. I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my audit opinion.
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Report of the Auditor-General
to Parliament on the
Competition Commission

continued

Opinion
6. In my opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Competition Commission as at 31 March 2014 and its
financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended, in accordance with SA standards of GRAP and the requirements of the PFMA.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements
7. In accordance with the PM and the general notice issued in terms thereof, I report the following findings on the reported performance information against predetermined
objectives for selected objectives presented in the annual performance report, non-compliance with legislation as well as internal control. The objective of my tests was
to identify reportable findings as described under each subheading but not to gather evidence to express assurance on these matters. Accordingly, l do not express an
opinion or conclusion on these matters.

Predetermined objectives
8. I performed procedures to obtain evidence about the usefulness and reliability of the reported performance information for the following selected objectives presented in
the annual performance report of the public entity for the year ended 31 March 2014:
•

Objective 1: To manage litigation of cases before the Competition Tribunal, Competition Appeals Court, Higher Court and Supreme Court of Appeal, as well as advising
the Commission on the investigation of mergers and complaints (on pages 141 to 142).

•

Objective 2: To investigate and prosecute anti-competitive behaviour, including restrictive horizontal practices, restrictive vertical practices and the abuse of dominant
positions (on pages 142 to 146).

•

Objective 3: To ensure that merger transactions do not lead to a substantial lessening of competition to the detriment of consumers and the public interest (on pages
146 to 148).

9. I evaluated the reported performance information against the overall criteria of usefulness and reliability.
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Report of the Auditor-General
to Parliament on the
Competition Commission

continued

1O. I evaluated the usefulness of the reported performance information to determine whether it was presented in accordance with the National Treasury’s annual reporting
principles and whether the reported performance was consistent with the planned objectives. I further performed tests to determine whether indicators and targets
were well defined, verifiable, specific, measurable, time bound and relevant, as required by the National Treasury’s Framework for managing programme performance
information (FMPPI).
11. I assessed the reliability of the reported performance information to determine whether it was valid, accurate and complete.
12. I did not identify any material findings on the usefulness and reliability of the reported performance information for the selected objectives.

Additional matter
13. Although I raised no material findings on the usefulness and reliability of the reported performance information for the selected objectives, I draw attention to the following
matter:

Achievement of planned targets
14. Refer to the annual performance report on pages 140 to 153 for information on the achievement of the planned targets for the year.

Compliance with legislation
15. I performed procedures to obtain evidence that the public entity had complied with applicable legislation regarding financial matters, financial management and other
related matters. My findings on material non-compliance with specific matters in key legislation, as set out in the general notice Procurement and contract management
16. Contracts and quotations were awarded to suppliers whose tax matters had not been declared by the South African Revenue Services to be in order, as required by the
Treasury Regulation 16A9.1 (d) and the Preferential Procurement Regulations.
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Report of the Auditor-General
to Parliament on the
Competition Commission

continued

Expenditure management
17. The accounting authority did not take effective steps to prevent irregular expenditure as per the requirements of section 51 (1)(b)(ii) of the Public Finance Management
Act.

Internal control
18. I considered internal control relevant to my audit of the financial statements, the annual performance report and compliance with legislation. The matters reported below
are limited to the significant internal control deficiencies that resulted in the findings on non-compliance with legislation included in this report.

Financial and performance management
19. Management did not take effective steps to review and monitor compliance with applicable laws and regulations in order to prevent irregular expenditure.

Pretoria
27 July 2014
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Report of the audit committee

We are pleased to present our draft report for the financial year ended 31 March 2014.

Audit committee members and attendance
The Audit Committee of the Competition Commission (the “Committee”) consists of the members listed hereunder and is required to meet at least 4 times per annum
as per its approved terms of reference. During the year under review 6 meetings were held.
The Committee’s meetings have regularly included the internal auditors and representatives from the Auditor-General South Africa.
Number of meetings

Number of meetings

attended

held

Mr V Nondabula (appointed as AC Chairperson in January 2011)

6

6

Ms K Teixeira (appointed as Risk Chairperson in January 2011)

5

6

Ms M Ramataboe (appointed as a member in October 2010)

6

6

Mr N Mhlongo (appointed as a member in October 2010)

5

6

Mr S Gounden (appointed as a member in October 2010)

6

6

Name of member

Audit committee responsibility
The audit committee reports that it has complied with its responsibilities arising from section 51(1)(a) of the PFMA and Treasury Regulation 27.1.

The effectiveness of internal control
The quality of management and monthly/quarterly reports submitted in terms of Financial information of the PFMA was adequate. However, some improvements are
required regarding the generation, collation and reporting of the performance information in compliance with the guidelines from National Treasury.
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Report of the audit committee

continued

Evaluation of annual financial statements
The audit committee has:
• reviewed and discussed the audited annual financial statements to be included in the annual report, with the Auditor- General and the Accounting Authority;
• reviewed the Auditor-General of South Africa’s management report and management’s response thereto;
• reviewed the entities compliance with legal and regulatory provisions;
• reviewed significant adjustments resulting from the audit.
The audit committee concur with and accept the Auditor-General of South Africa’s report the annual financial statements, and are of the opinion that the audited annual
financial statements should be accepted and read together with the report of the Auditor-General of South Africa.

Internal Audit
We are satisfied that the internal audit function is operating effectively and that it has addressed the risks pertinent to the entity in its audits.

Auditor-General of South Africa
The audit committee has met with the Auditor-General of South Africa to ensure that there are no unresolved issues.

V Nondabula
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Accounting authority’s report

The Accounting Authority hereby reports on its financial activities to the Executive Authority, Parliament and the Public of the Republic of South Africa.

1. Nature of business
The Commission derives its mandate from the Competition Act No. 89 of 1998, as amended. The main objectives, as determined by the Competition Act, are the following::
•

Promote efficiency, adaptability and development of the economy;

•

Provide consumers with competitive prices and product choices;

•

To promote employment, and advance social and economic welfare of South Africans;

•	To expand opportunities for South African participation in world markets and recognise the role of foreign competition in the Republic;
•

To ensure that small and medium sized enterprises have an equitable opportunity to participate in the economy; and

•	To promote the greater spread of ownership, in particular to increase the ownership stakes of historically disadvantaged persons.

2. Financial overview
2.1 Financial highlights
2014

2013

’000

’000

Revenue
Interest received

221 537
5 294

200 697
2 091

Total Revenue
Expenditure

226 831
(198 925)

202 788
(174 915)

27 906

27 873

Total assets

116 493

97 785

Total liabilities

(31 306)

(40 504)

Net surplus/(deficit)

No. of Merger cases filed
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Accounting authority’s report

continued

2.2. Total revenue
Revenue increased from R203 million in 2013 to R227 million in 2014. Income from the grant increased by 12% from R157 million in 2013 to R176 million in 2014.
Income from filing fees increased by 7.5% from R40 million in 2013 to R43 million in 2014 as a result of an increase in economic activity.
Interest earned on temporarily available funds increased due to accumulated cash surpluses retained for the Inquiry into Private Healthcare.

2.3. Expenditure
Expenditure increased from R175 million in 2013 to R199 million in 2014 reflecting an overall increase of 14%. There were a number of resignations during the year
adding to existing vacancies and therefore there were significant savings in the human resources budget.

2.4. Financial performance
The Commission generated a surplus of R27.9 million (2013: R27.8 million) for the current year.
TThe approved grant funding from government for the year 2014/2015, and income from filing fees plus any accumulated surplus that the Commission is allowed to
retain will ensure that the Commission is able to continue as a going concern.
The Commission carries forward an approved surplus of R30 million, of which R2,2 million was approved for the 2011/12 financial year and R27,8 million for the
2012/2013 financial year. An application to retain the surplus incurred in this financial year of R27,9 million will be made to National Treasury as the funds are required
for the Inquiry into Private Healthcare.

3. Accounting authority
The Accounting Authority of the Competition Commission as at 31 March 2014 is Mr. T Bonakele who was appointed by the Minister of the Economic Development Department as the Acting Commissioner in October 2013 immediately after the resignation of the prior Commissioner, Mr S Ramburuth.
Two Deputy Commissioners (Mr O Josie and Ms G Makhaya) were appointed on the the 25 March 2013 for a six month period, and during this financial year, extensions
to the period were approved by the Minister. Ms G Makhaya resigned on 31 March 2014.
Name
Mr. T Bonakele
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Accounting authority’s report

continued

4. Changes in nature of property, plant & equipment
No major changes in the nature of property, plant and equipment or changes in the policy relating to the use of property, plant and equipment took place during the year
under review. The useful life of the assets have been reviewed at year end and no changes were made thereto. Assets not in use and with a zero net value has been
identified and were donated in this financial year.

5. Materiality framework
The Commission determined a materiality figure of R1 069 585 for the year under review. The Commission’s business is such that it is not capital intensive and expenditure was regarded as the best indicator of business activity and therefore 0.5% of budgeted expenditure was used in determining the materiality figure.
Material facts and losses of a quantitative nature are disclosed when the materiality figure is exceeded, or if they arose through criminal conduct, financial misconduct,
irregular expenditure and fruitless and wasteful expenditure as defined by the PFMA. Disposal of significant assets when overall operational functions of the Commission
changes, are disclosed.

6. Events subsequent to financial position date
Mr T. Bonakele has been appointed as the Commissioner of the Competition Commission for a period of 5 years effective from the 20 April 2014.

7. Penalties levied and collected
Penalties levied against case respondents in 2014 amounted to R2,2 billion (2013 R280 million). The significant increase from 2013 to 2014 relates to penalties levied
against Construction companies.
In 2014, the Commission collected, R1 billion (2013 R599 million) in penalties which were transfered to the Economic Development Department.

8. Secretary
During the period under review, the acting company secretary of the entity is Mr Mduduzi Msibi:
Business address	The dti campus
Building C: Mulayo
77 Meintjies Street
Sunnyside TSHWANE
Postal address	Private Bag X23
Lynwood Ridge
0040 TSHWANE
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Statement of financial position

as at 31 March 2014

2014

2013

Note(s)

’000

’000

Inventory

2

149

149

Receivables from exchange transactions

3

1 452

381

Cash and cash equivalents

4

110 567

91 653

112 168

92 183

ASSETS
Current Assets

Non-Current Assets
Property plant and equipment

5

3 989

5 344

Intangible assets

6

336

258

4 325

5 602

116 493

97 785

Total Assets
LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Finance lease obligation

7

636

562

Payables from exchange transactions

8

28 143

36 601

Unspent donor funds

9

1 925

2 092

30 704

39 255

7

486

1 122

10

116

127

602

1 249

Total Liabilities

31 306

40 504

Net Assets

85 187

57 281

Accumulated surplus

85 187

57 281

Non-Current Liabilities
Finance lease obligation
Provisions
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Statement of
financial performance

for the year ended 31 March 2014

2014

2013

Note(s)

’000

’000

Fee income

12

43 903

38 283

Other income

13

746

5 203

Interest received – investment

14

5 294

2 091

Government grants & subsidies

15

176 888

157 211

226 831

202 788

Revenue

Total revenue
Expenditure
Employee related costs

16

(121 468)

(112 277)

Administrative expenses

17

(4 257)

(3 037)

(2 239)

(2 384)

Depreciation and amortisation
Finance costs

18

(282)

(137)

Operating Expenses

19

(70 595)

(56 998)

Total expenditure

(198 841)

(174 833)

Operating surplus

27 990

27 955

Loss on disposal of assets

(84)

(53)

Loss on foreign exchange

–

(29)

(84)

(82)

Surplus for the year

27 906

27 873

27 906

27 873

Attributable to:
Owners of the controlling entity
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Statement of changes
in net assets

for the year ended 31 March 2014

Accumulated surplus

Total net assets

’000

’000

29 408

29 408

Surplus for the year

27 873

27 873

Total changes

27 873

27 873

Balance at 01 April 2013

57 281

57 281

Surplus for the year

27 906

27 906

Total changes

27 906

27 906

Balance at 31 March 2014

85 187

85 187

Balance at 01 April 2012
Changes in net assets

Changes in net assets
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Cash flow statement

for the year ended 31 March 2014

2014

2013

’000

’000

54 758

49 109

176 888

157 211

5 294

2 091

746

5 203

1 028 825

599 712

1 266 511

813 326

(121 468)

(105 007)

(86 508)

(78 594)

(282)

(137)

(1 037 565)

(617 343)

(1 245 823)

(801 081)

20

20 688

12 245

Purchase of property plant and equipment

5

(776)

(2 820)

Purchase of other intangible assets

6

(269)

(107)

21

(1 045)

(2 927)

Note(s)
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts
Sale of goods and services
Grants
Interest income
Other receipts
Penalties received on behalf of Economic Development Department
Payments
Employee costs
Suppliers
Finance costs
Penalties paid to Economic Development Department
Net cash flows from operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Net cash flows from investing activities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Movement in unspent donor funds

(167)

2 092

Finance lease payments/(receipts)

(562)

1 519

Net cash flows from financing activities

(729)

3 611

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents

18 914

12 929

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year

91 653

78 724

110 567

91 653

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year
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Statement of comparison
of budget and actual amounts

for the year ended 31 March 2014

Budget on Accrual Basis
Difference
Actual amounts between final
Approved

Final

on comparable

budget and

budget

Adjustments

Budget

basis

actual

Reference

’000

’000

’000

’000

’000

’000

45 036

(5 027)

40 009

43 903

3 894

12

667

–

667

746

79

13

2 598

(673)

1 925

5 294

3 369

14

48 301

(5 700)

42 601

49 943

7 342

Government grants & subsidies

173 225

3 663

176 888

176 888

–

Total revenue

221 526

(2 037)

219 489

226 831

7 342

(137 979)

1 349

(136 630)

(121 468)

15 162

Administration

(4 503)

350

(4 153)

(4 257)

Depreciation and amortisation

(4 295)

(37)

(4 332)

(2 239)

(80)

–

(80)

(282)

Operating expenses

(74 669)

375

(74 294)

(70 595)

3 699

Total expenditure

(221 526)

2 037

(219 489)

(198 841)

20 648
27 990

Statement of Financial Performance
Revenue
Revenue from exchange transactions
Fee income
Other income
Interest received – investment
Total revenue from exchange transactions
Revenue from non-exchange transactions
Taxation revenue
15

Expenditure
Personnel

Finance costs

16

(104)
2 093

17
5&6

(202)

Operating surplus

–

–

–

27 990

Loss on disposal of assets and liabilities

–

–

–

(84)

Surplus

–

–

–

27 906

27 906

–

–

–

27 906

27 906

(84)

Actual Amount on Comparable Basis as Presented in
the Budget and Actual Comparative Statement
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18
19

5

Accounting policies

for the year ended 31 March 2014

1. Basis of preparation
The annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP) including any interpretations,
guidelines and directives issued by the Accounting Standards Board.
These annual financial statements have been prepared on an accrual basis of accounting and are in accordance with historical cost convention unless specified otherwise.
They are presented in South African Rand.
A summary of the significant accounting policies, which have been consistently applied in prior years, are disclosed below.

1.1 Significant judgements and sources of estimation uncertainty
In preparing the annual financial statements, management is required to make estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts represented in the annual financial
statements and related disclosures. Use of available information and the application of judgement is inherent in the formation of estimates. Actual results in the future could
differ from these estimates which may be material to the annual financial statements. Critical accounting estimates and assumptions include:
Provisions
Provisions were raised and management determined an estimate based on the information available. Additional disclosure of these estimates of provisions are included in
note 10 – Provisions.
Depreciation and amortisation
During each financial year, management reviews the assets within property, plant and equipment and intangible assets to assess whether the useful lives and residual values
applicable to each asset are appropriate.
Post retirement benefits
The present value of the post retirement obligation depends on a number of factors that are determined on an actuarial basis using a number of assumptions. The assumptions
used in determining the net cost (income) include the discount rate. Any changes in these assumptions will impact on the carrying amount of post retirement obligations.
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Accounting policies (continued)

for the year ended 31 March 2014

1.2 Property plant and equipment
The cost of an item of property plant and equipment is recognised as an asset when:
• it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item will flow to the entity; and
• the cost of the item can be measured reliably.
Property, plant and equipment are stated at historical cost less accumulated depreciation. Depreciation is calculated on a straight-line basis at rates considered appropriate to
reduce the cost of the assets less their residual value over the estimated useful life. Useful life, depreciation policy and residual value are assessed annually.
There has been no change in the useful live, depreciaiton policy and residual value in the current year.
The period over which various categories of assets are depreciated is detailed below:
Item

Average useful life

Furniture and fixtures

12 years

Motor vehicles

5 years

Office equipment

8 years

IT equipment
• Computer equipment

3 years

• Servers

5 years

• GPS

3 years

Cellphones

3 years

Leased assets

Period of the lease

The residual value, and the useful life and depreciation method of each asset are reviewed at the end of each reporting date. If the expectations differ from previous estimates,
the change is accounted for as a change in accounting estimate. It has been practise of the Commission to donate all assets except motor vehicles which have reached the
end of the useful lives therefore residual values exist only for motor vehicles..
Reviewing the useful life of an asset on an annual basis does not require the entity to amend the previous estimate unless expectations differ from the previous estimate.
Each part of an item of property plant and equipment with a cost that is significant in relation to the total cost of the item is depreciated separately.
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Accounting policies (continued)

for the year ended 31 March 2014

1.2 Property plant and equipment (continued)
The depreciation charge for each period is recognised in surplus or deficit unless it is included in the carrying amount of another asset.
Items are derecognised when the asset is disposed of or when there are no further economic benefits or service potential expected from the use of the asset.
The gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of property plant and equipment is included in surplus or deficit when the item is derecognised. The gain or loss
arising from the derecognition of an item of property plant and equipment is determined as the difference between the net disposal proceeds, if any, and the carrying amount
of the item.
Impairment losses are determined as the excess of the carrying amount over the recoverable service amount and are charged to the surplus or deficit.

1.3 Intangible assets
An asset is identified as an intangible asset when it:
• is capable of being separated or divided from an entity and sold, transferred, licensed, rented or exchanged, either individually or together with a related contract, assets or
liability; or
• arises from contractual rights or other legal rights, regardless whether those rights are transferable or separate from the entity or from other rights and obligations.
An intangible asset is recognised when:
• it is probable that the expected future economic benefits or service potential that are attributable to the asset will flow to the entity; and
• the cost or fair value of the asset can be measured reliably.
Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost.
An intangible asset acquired through a non-exchange transaction, the cost shall be its fair value as at the date of acquisition.
The amortisation period and the amortisation method for intangible assets are reviewed at each reporting date.
Internally generated brands, mastheads, publishing titles, customer lists and items similar in substance are not recognised as intangible assets.
Amortisation is provided to write down the intangible assets, on a straight line basis, to their residual values as follows:
Item
Computer software
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Accounting policies (continued)

for the year ended 31 March 2014

1.3 Intangible assets (continued)
Impairment losses are determined as the excess of the carrying amount over the recoverable service amount and are charged to the surplus or deficit.
Intangible assets is subsequently measured at cost less accumulated amortisation.

1.4 Financial instruments
Initial recognition and measurement
Financial assets are recognised in the Commission’s statement of financial position when the Commission becomes a party to the contractual provisions of an instrument.
Financial instruments are initially recognised using the trade date accounting method.
Financial assets are classified as financial assets at fair value through surplus or deficit, loans and receivables or held to maturity investment as appropriate. When financial
assets are initially recognised they are measured at fair value.
The Commission determines the classification of its financial assets on initial recognition and, where allowed and appropriate, re-evaluates this designation at each financial
year end.
Impairment of financial assets
At each end of the reporting period the entity assesses all financial assets, other than those at fair value through surplus or deficit, to determine whether there is objective
evidence that a financial asset or group of financial assets has been impaired.
Impairment losses are recognised in surplus or deficit.
Impairment losses are reversed when an increase in the financial asset’s recoverable amount can be related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was
recognised, subject to the restriction that the carrying amount of the financial asset at the date that the impairment is reversed shall not exceed what the carrying amount
would have been had the impairment not been recognised.
Reversals of impairment losses are recognised in surplus or deficit.
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Accounting policies (continued)

for the year ended 31 March 2014

1.4 Financial instruments (continued)
Assets carried at amortised cost
In relation to receivables a provision for impairment is made when there is objective evidence (such as the probability of insolvency or significant financial difficulties of the
debtor) that the Commission will not be able to collect all the amounts due under the original terms of the invoice. The carrying amount of the receivable is reduced through
use of an allowance account. Impaired receivables are derecognised when they are assessed as uncollectible.
Receivables from exchange transactions
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an active market. After initial measurement loans and
receivables are carried at amortised cost using the effective interest method less any allowance for impairment. Gains and losses are recognised in surplus or deficit when the
receivables are derecognised or impaired, as well as through the amortisation process.
Trade and other receivables are classified as loans and receivables and due to their short term nature, the amortised cost approximates their fair value.
Payables from exchange transactions
Trade payables are initially measured at fair value, and are subsequently measured at amortised cost, using the effective interest rate method and due to their short term
nature, the amortised cost approximates their fair value.
After initial recognition, payables are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method. Gains and losses are recognised in surplus and deficit when
the liabilities are derecognised as well as through the amortisation process.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents in the statement of financial position comprise cash at banks and on hand and cash equivalents with an original maturity of three months or less.
For the purpose of the cash flow statement, cash and cash equivalents consist of cash and cash equivalents as defined above, net of outstanding bank overdrafts.
Cash and cash equivalents are initially recognised at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost and due to their short term nature, the amortised cost
approximates their fair value.
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Accounting policies (continued)

for the year ended 31 March 2014

1.5 Leases
A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership. A lease is classified as an operating lease if it does not
transfer substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership.
When a lease includes both land and buildings elements, the entity assesses the classification of each element separately.
Finance leases
Finance leases are recognised as assets and liabilities in the statement of financial position at amounts equal to the fair value of the leased property or, if lower, the present
value of the minimum lease payments. The corresponding liability to the lessor is included in the statement of financial position as a finance lease obligation.
Leases of assets are classified as finance leases whenever the terms of lease transfer substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership to the lessee.
Operating leases – Lessee
Leases under which the lessor effectively retains the risks and benefits of ownership are classified as operating leases. Obligations incurred under operating leases are charged
to the statement of financial performance in equal instalments over the period of the lease. Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis
over the lease term The difference between the amounts recognised as an expense and the contractual payments are recognised as an operating lease asset or liability. Any
contingent rents are expensed in the period they are incurred.

1.6 Inventory
Inventory is initially measured at cost except where inventory are acquired through a non-exchange transaction, then their costs are their fair value as at the date of acquisition.
Subsequently inventory are measured at the lower of cost and net realisable value.
Inventory are measured at the lower of cost and current replacement cost where they are held for;
• distribution at no charge or for a nominal charge; or
• consumption in the production process of goods to be distributed at no charge or for a nominal charge.
Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of operations less the estimated costs of completion and the estimated costs necessary to make the
sale, exchange or distribution.
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Accounting policies (continued)

for the year ended 31 March 2014

1.6 Inventory (continued)
Current replacement cost is the cost the entity incurs to acquire the asset on the reporting date.
The cost of inventory comprises of all costs of purchase, costs of conversion and other costs incurred in bringing the inventory to their present location and condition.
The cost of inventory of items that are not ordinarily interchangeable and goods or services produced and segregated for specific projects is assigned using specific
identification of the individual costs.
The cost of inventory is assigned using the first-in, first-out (FIFO) formula. The same cost formula is used for all inventory having a similar nature and use to the entity.

1.7 Employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits
The cost of short-term employee benefits, (those payable within 12 months after the service is rendered, such as paid vacation leave, bonuses, and non monetary benefits
such as medical care) are recognised in the period in which the service is rendered and are not discounted.
The expected cost of bonus payments is recognised as an expense when there is a legal or constructive obligation to make the payments as a result of past performance.
Post-employment benefits
Post-employment benefits are employee benefits (other than termination benefits) which are payable after the completion of employment.
Post-employment benefit plans are formal or informal arrangements under which an entity provides post-employment benefits for one or more employees.
Commission operates a defined contribution plan for its employees and it is not liable for any actuarial losses sustained by the fund. Accordingly, no provision has been made
for any such losses and contributions paid are expensed.
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Accounting policies (continued)

for the year ended 31 March 2014

1.8 Provisions and contingencies
Provisions are recognised when:
• the entity has a present obligation as a result of a past event;
• it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits or service potential will be required to settle the obligation; and
• a reliable estimate can be made of the obligation.
The amount of a provision is the best estimate of the expenditure expected to be required to settle the present obligation at the reporting date.
Where the effect of time value of money is material, the amount of a provision is the present value of the expenditures expected to be required to settle the obligation.
The discount rate is a pre-tax rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the liability.
Where some or all of the expenditure required to settle a provision is expected to be reimbursed by another party, the reimbursement is recognised when, and only when, it
is virtually certain that reimbursement will be received if the entity settles the obligation. The reimbursement is treated as a separate asset. The amount recognised for the
reimbursement does not exceed the amount of the provision.
Provisions are reviewed at each reporting date and adjusted to reflect the current best estimate. Provisions are reversed if it is no longer probable that an outflow of resources
embodying economic benefits or service potential will be required, to settle the obligation.
Where discounting is used, the carrying amount of a provision increases in each period to reflect the passage of time. This increase is recognised as an interest expense.
A provision is used only for expenditures for which the provision was originally recognised.
Provisions are not recognised for future operating deficits.
If a contract is onerous, the present obligation (net of recoveries) under the contract is recognised and measured as a provision.
Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are not recognised. Contingencies are disclosed in note 27.
A financial guarantee contract is a contract that requires the issuer to make specified payments to reimburse the holder for a loss it incurs because a specified debtor fails to
make payment when due in accordance with the original or modified terms of a debt instrument.
Loan commitment is a firm commitment to provide credit under pre-specified terms and conditions.
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Accounting policies (continued)

for the year ended 31 March 2014

1.8 Provisions and contingencies (continued)
The entity recognises a provision for financial guarantees and loan commitments when it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits and service
potential will be required to settle the obligation and a reliable estimate of the obligation can be made.
Determining whether an outflow of resources is probable in relation to financial guarantees requires judgement. Indications that an outflow of resources may be probable are:
• financial difficulty of the debtor;
• defaults or delinquencies in interest and capital repayments by the debtor;
• 	breaches of the terms of the debt instrument that result in it being payable earlier than the agreed term and the ability of the debtor to settle its obligation on the amended
terms; and
• a decline in prevailing economic circumstances (e.g. high interest rates, inflation and unemployment) that impact on the ability of entities to repay their obligations..
Where a fee is received by the entity for issuing a financial guarantee and/or where a fee is charged on loan commitments, it is considered in determining the best estimate
of the amount required to settle the obligation at reporting date. Where a fee is charged and the entity considers that an outflow of economic resources is probable, an entity
recognises the obligation at the higher of:
• the amount determined using in the Standard of GRAP on Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets; and
• 	the amount of the fee initially recognised less, where appropriate, cumulative amortisation recognised in accordance with the Standard of GRAP on Revenue from Exchange
Transactions.

1.9 Revenue from exchange transactions
Revenue is the gross inflow of economic benefits or service potential during the reporting period when those inflows result in an increase in net assets, other than increases
relating to contributions from owners.
An exchange transaction is one in which the entity receives assets or services, or has liabilities extinguished, and directly gives approximately equal value (primarily in the form
of goods, services or use of assets) to the other party in exchange.
Measurement
Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable, net of trade discounts and volume rebates.
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Accounting policies (continued)

for the year ended 31 March 2014

1.10 Revenue from non-exchange transactions
Revenue comprises gross inflows of economic benefits or service potential received and receivable by an entity, which represents an increase in net assets, other than
increases relating to contributions from owners.
Conditions on transferred assets are stipulations that specify that the future economic benefits or service potential embodied in the asset is required to be consumed by the
recipient as specified or future economic benefits or service potential must be returned to the transferor.
Control of an asset arises when the entity can use or otherwise benefit from the asset in pursuit of its objectives and can exclude or otherwise regulate the access of others
to that benefit.
Exchange transactions are transactions in which one entity receives assets or services, or has liabilities extinguished, and directly gives approximately equal value (primarily in
the form of cash, goods, services, or use of assets) to another entity in exchange.
Expenses paid through the tax system are amounts that are available to beneficiaries regardless of whether or not they pay taxes.
Recognition
An inflow of resources from a non-exchange transaction recognised as an asset is recognised as revenue, except to the extent that a liability is also recognised in respect of
the same inflow.
Measurement
Revenue from a non-exchange transaction is measured at the amount of the increase in net assets recognised by the entity.

1.11 Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of a qualifying asset are recognised as an expense in the period they are incurred.
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for the year ended 31 March 2014

1.12 Fruitless and wasteful expenditure
Fruitless expenditure means expenditure which was made in vain and would have been avoided had reasonable care been exercised.
All expenditure relating to fruitless and wasteful expenditure is recognised as an expense in the statement of financial performance in the year that the expenditure was
incurred. The expenditure is classified in accordance with the nature of the expense, and where recovered, it is subsequently accounted for as revenue in the statement of
financial performance.

1.13 Irregular expenditure
Irregular expenditure as defined in section 1 of the PFMA is expenditure other than unauthorised expenditure, incurred in contravention of or that is not in accordance with a
requirement of any applicable legislation, including:
(a) this Act; or
(b) the State Tender Board Act, 1968 (Act No. 86 of 1968), or any regulations made in terms of the Act; or
(c) any provincial legislation providing for procurement procedures in that provincial government.
National Treasury practice note no. 4 of 2008/2009 which was issued in terms of sections 76(1) to 76(4) of the PFMA requires the following (effective from 1 April 2008):
Irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the current financial and which was condoned before year end and/or before finalisation of the financial
statements must also be recorded appropriately in the irregular expenditure register. In such an instance, no further action is also required with the exception of updating the
note to the financial statements.
Irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the current financial year and for which condonement is being awaited at year end must be recorded in the
irregular expenditure register. No further action is required with the exception of updating the note to the financial statements.
Where irregular expenditure was incurred in the previous financial year and is only condoned in the following financial year, the register and the disclosure note to the financial
statements must be updated with the amount condoned.
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for the year ended 31 March 2014

1.13 Irregular expenditure (continued)
Irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the current financial year and which was not condoned by the National Treasury or the relevant authority must
be recorded appropriately in the irregular expenditure register. If liability for the irregular expenditure can be attributed to a person, a debt account must be created if such
a person is liable in law. Immediate steps must thereafter be taken to recover the amount from the person concerned. If recovery is not possible, the accounting officer or
accounting authority may write off the amount as debt impairment and disclose such in the relevant note to the financial statements. The irregular expenditure register must
also be updated accordingly. If the irregular expenditure has not been condoned and no person is liable in law, the expenditure related thereto must remain against the relevant
programme/expenditure item, be disclosed as such in the note to the financial statements and updated accordingly in the irregular expenditure register.

1.14 Unspent conditional grants/donor funds
Funds received from the International Development Research Centre(IDRC) to be managed by the Commission on behalf of the African Competition Forum (ACF) in order to
facilitate the administration of conferences and other requirements of the ACF. The funds are not recognised as revenue but rather recognised as a liability as the funds are
due to the ACF.

1.15 Budget information
Entity are typically subject to budgetary limits in the form of appropriations or budget authorisations (or equivalent), which is given effect through authorising legislation,
appropriation or similar.
General purpose financial reporting by entity shall provide information on whether resources were obtained and used in accordance with the legally adopted budget.
The approved budget is prepared on an accrual basis and presented by functional classification linked to performance outcome objectives.
The approved budget covers the fiscal period from 01/04/2013 to 31/03/2014.
The budget for the economic entity includes all the entities approved budgets under its control.
The annual financial statements and the budget are on the same basis of accounting therefore a comparison with the budgeted amounts for the reporting period have been
included in the Statement of comparison of budget and actual amounts.
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for the year ended 31 March 2014

1.16 Related parties
The entity operates in an economic sector currently dominated by entities directly or indirectly owned by the South African Government. As a consequence of the constitutional
independence of the three spheres of government in South Africa, only entities within the national sphere of government are considered to be related parties.
Management are those persons responsible for planning, directing and controlling the activities of the entity, including those charged with the governance of the entity in
accordance with legislation, in instances where they are required to perform such functions.
Close members of the family of a person are considered to be those family members who may be expected to influence, or be influenced by, that management in their dealings
with the entity.

1.17 Commitments
Commitments represent goods/services that have been ordered, but no delivery has taken place at the reporting date. These amounts are not recognised in the statement of
financial position as a liability or as expenditure in the statement of financial performance as the annual financial statements are prepared on an annual basis of accounting,
but are however disclosed as part of the disclosure.
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2. Inventory
Consumable stores

2014

2013

’000

’000

149

149

–

19

1 452

362

1 452

381

3. Receivables from exchange transactions
Trade debtors from exchange transactions
Sundry debtors

Trade and other receivables pledged as security
None of the trade and other receivables were pledged as security for any obligations.
Fair value of trade and other receivables
The effect of discounting was considered and found to be immaterial since the carrying value of trade and other receivables approximates fair values.
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4. Cash and cash equivalents
2014

2013

’000

’000

Bank Balances

22 093

17 544

Short-term deposits

88 471

74 105

3

4

110 567

91 653

Cash and cash equivalents held by the entity that are not available for use by the economic entity

1 925

10 721

Balances held for the African Competition Forum as at 31 March 2014

1 925

2 092

–

8 629

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash that is held with registered banking institutions and are subject to insignificant
interest rate risk. The carrying amount of these assets approximates their fair value.

Cash on hand

Penalties collected at year end but transferred after year end
Credit quality of cash at bank and short term deposits, excluding cash on hand

The credit quality of cash at bank and short term deposits, excluding cash on hand that are neither past due nor impaired can be assessed by reference to external credit
ratings (if available) or historical information about counterparty default rates. None of the financial institutions with which bank balances are held defaulted in the prior periods
and as a result a credit rating of high was ascribed by the financial institutions. The entity’s maximum exposure to credit risk as a result of the bank balances held is limited
to the carrying value of these balances as detailed above. All the bank balances are held with one banking institution increasing the related banking risk. However to mitigate
the risk of loss, the entity only transacts with highly reputable financial institutions.
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5. Property plant and equipment
2014

2013

Accumulated

Accumulated

depreciation

depreciation

and

and

Cost/

accumulated

Carrying

Cost/

accumulated

Carrying

Valuation

impairment

value

Valuation

impairment

value

2 988

(1 895)

1 093

2 918

(1 801)

1 117

Motor vehicles

846

(299)

547

442

(285)

157

Office equipment

896

(502)

394

882

(450)

432

4 504

(3 309)

1 195

5 930

(3 679)

2 251

6

(5)

1

6

(5)

1

1 913

(1 154)

759

1 913

(527)

1 386

11 153

(7 164)

3 989

12 091

(6 747)

5 344

balance

Additions

Disposals

Depreciation

Total

1 117

87

–

(111)

1 093

Motor vehicles

157

404

–

(14)

547

Office equipment

432

48

–

(86)

394

2 251

237

(84)

(1 209)

1 195

1

–

–

–

1

1 386

–

–

(627)

759

5 344

776

(84)

(2 047)

3 989

Furniture and fixtures

IT equipment
Cell phone
Photocopiers
Total
Reconciliation of property plant and equipment – 2014

Opening
Furniture and fixtures

IT equipment
Cell phone
Photocopiers under finance lease
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5. Property plant and equipment
Reconciliation of property plant and equipment – 2013
Opening
balance

Additions

Disposals

Depreciation

Total

1 167

54

(5)

(99)

1 117

Motor vehicles

169

–

–

(12)

157

Office equipment

363

143

(5)

(69)

432

2 443

802

(43)

(951)

2 251

2

–

–

(1)

1

201

1 821

–

(636)

1 386

4 345

2 820

(53)

(1 768)

5 344

Furniture and fixtures

IT equipment
Cell phone
Photocopiers under finance lease

The finance lease agreement does not impose any restrictions.

6. Intangible assets
2014

Computer software
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2013

Accumulated

Accumulated

amortisation

amortisation

and

and

Cost/

accumulated

Carrying

Cost/

accumulated

Carrying

Valuation

impairment

value

Valuation

impairment

value

4 652

(4 316)

336

4 565

(4 307)

258
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6. Intangible assets (continued)
Opening balance

Additions

Amortisation

Total

258

269

(191)

336

Opening balance

Additions

Amortisation

Total

767

107

(616)

258

2014

2013

’000

’000

– within one year

775

800

– in second to fifth year inclusive

518

1 293

1 293

2 093

(171)

(409)

1 122

1 684

– within one year

636

562

– in second to fifth year inclusive

486

1 122

1 122

1 684

Non-current liabilities

486

1 122

Current liabilities

636

562

1 122

1 684

Reconciliation of intangible assets – 2014
Computer software

Reconciliation of intangible assets – 2013
Computer software

7. Finance lease obligation
Minimum lease payments due

less: future finance charges
Present value of minimum lease payments
Present value of minimum lease payments due
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7. Finance lease obligation (continued)
The Commission is leasing equipment under a finance lease. The lease agreement does not impose any restrictions. The average lease term is 3 years and the average
effective borrowing rate was 16% (2013: 16%).
The entity’s obligations under finance leases are secured by the lessor’s charge over the leased assets, ie. photocopiers. The lease agreement can be extended at the end of
the three year period for a further period.

8. Payables from exchange transactions
2014

2013

’000

’000

Trade payables

5 464

6 393

Leave due to employees

4 842

4 403

Accrued performance bonus

8 517

9 689

Accrued expense

9 320

7 487

–

8 629

28 143

36 601

Penalties received payable to Economic Development Department

The performance bonus is the accrued amount due to employees as at 31 March 2014. The amount was paid in May 2014. The trade and other payables are interest free
and also unsecured. The effect of discounting was considered and found to be immaterial.

9. Unspent donor funds
Unspent donor funds

2014

2013

’000

’000

1 925

2 092

Funds received from the International Development Research Centre “IDRC” to be managed by the Commission on behalf of the African Competition Forum “ACF” in order
to facilitate the administration of conferences and other requirements of the ACF. The period of the project is 2 years which started in August 2012 to July 2014. The IDRC
transfers the grant in portions, the second portion was recived in March 2014, R1,8 million.
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10. Provisions
Reconciliation of provisions – 2014

Provision

Opening

Provision

Total

Balance

remeasured

127

(11)

116

Opening

Provision

Total

Balance

remeasured

127

–

Reconciliation of provisions – 2013

Provision

127

The provision for the current year relates to a provision for the Commissioner’s performance bonus for the year ending 31 March 2013 & 2014.

11. Revenue

Fee income
Other income
Interest received – investment
Government grants & subsidies
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2014

2013

’000

’000

43 903

38 283

746

5 203

5 294

2 091

176 888

157 211

226 831

202 788
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11. Revenue (continued)
The amount included in revenue arising from exchange of goods or services are as follows:
2014

2013

’000

’000

43 903

38 283

746

5 203

5 294

2 091

49 943

45 577

176 888

157 211

43 903

40 857

Insurance recovered

13

39

Study loans recovered

43

50

690

133

–

4 981

746

5 203

Fee income
Other income
Interest received – investment

The amount included in revenue arising from non-exchange transactions is as follows:
Government grants & subsidies

12. Fee income
Filing fee
The filing fees relates to revenue generated from merger, exemptions and advisory opinion cases filed. Refer to
Note 34 for detail on reclassification of prior year fee income.

13. Other income

Other (SASSETA refunds and Photocopies)
Conditional grant – DFID
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14. Interest received		
2014

2013

’000

’000

5 294

2 091

176 888

157 211

101 330

88 456

Performance bonus

8 460

9 481

Cellphone allowance

1 000

971

Group life and pension administration

1 500

1 304

Medical Aid

3 566

3 418

Recruitment fees

1 237

3 318

Other staff related costs

4 375

5 329

121 468

112 277

1 538

1 383

Group life cost and pension administration

59

18

Cellphone allowance

13

22

1 610

1 423

Interest received on short term deposits

15. Government grants and subsidies
Government grants and subsidies

16. Employee related costs
Basic

Accounting Authority’s Emoluments
Annual Remuneration
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16. Employee related costs (continued)
2014

2013

’000

’000

8 582

8 735

Performance bonus

347

919

Group life cost and pension administration

681

716

63

85

9 673

10 455

Annual remuneration

91 210

78 338

Performance bonus

8 113

8 562

Group life cost and pension administration

760

570

Cellphone allowance

924

864

Other staff related costs – Medical aid

3 566

3 418

Other staff related costs – Recruitment cost

1 237

3 318

Other staff related costs – other

4 375

5 329

110 185

100 399

General and administrative expenses

2 904

2 731

Auditors remuneration – external audit fees

1 353

306

4 257

3 037

Executive Committee’s Emoluments
Annual remuneration

Cellphone allowance

Other Employees

Included in Accounting Authority’s Emoluments is employee costs for Mr S Ramburuth for the period 1 April 2013 to
17 October 2013 and Mr T Bonakele for the period from 20 October 2013 to 31 March 2014

17. Administrative expenses

Included in general administrative expenses are costs relating to bank charges, general and corporate stationery, courier services, email, telephone, printing, postage and parking.
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18. Finance costs
2014

2013

’000

’000

282

102

–

35

282

137

501

503

1 364

1 801

Consulting and professional fees

29 491

18 746

Case related costs – Legal

20 914

22 018

7 547

6 064

20

–

Travel and accommodation

2 764

2 195

Education and awareness

1 577

1 362

Maintenance, repairs and running costs

1 431

959

Other expenses

4 986

3 350

70 595

56 998

Leased assets (photocopiers)
Other interest paid

19. Operating expenses
Audit committee fees
Internal audit fees

Property rental
Research and development costs

Included in other expenses are costs related to internal training courses, office flowers, security services, office storage, software licences, meeting refreshments, gifts,
subscriptions, books and publications, workshops and government gazettes. Refer to Note 34 for detail on reclassification of prior year operating expenditure.
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20. Cash generated from operations
2014

2013

’000

’000

27 906

27 873

2 239

2 384

84

53

Loss on foreign exchange

–

29

Movements in provisions

(11)

–

–

182

Receivables from exchange transactions

(1 071)

(320)

Payables from exchange transactions

(8 459)

(17 956)

20 688

12 245

Property, plant and equipment

(776)

(2 820)

Intangible assets

(269)

(107)

(1 045)

(2 927)

Surplus
Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortisation
Gain on sale of assets and liabilities

Changes in working capital:
Inventory

21. Movement in investments
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22. Reconciliation between budget and statement of financial performance
2014

2013

’000

’000

27 906

27 873

(3 894)

(9 426)

(79)

(594)

(3 369)

4 572

(15 162)

(14 687)

(2 093)

(1 948)

202

57

(3 595)

(5 929)

84

82

–

–

Reconciliation of budget surplus/deficit with the surplus/deficit in the statement of financial performance:
Net surplus per the statement of financial performance
Adjusted for:
(Increase)/decrease in fee income
(Increase)/decrease in interest received
(Increase)/decrease in other income
(Under)/over expenditure on personnel
(Under)/over expenditure on depreciation
(Under)/over expenditure on finance costs
(Under)/over expenditure on general expenses
(Under)/over expenditure on losses
Net surplus per approved budget

23. Financial risk management
The main risks arising from the Commissions financial instruments are market risk, liquidity risk and credit risk.
Credit risk
The Commission trades only with recognised, creditworthy third parties. In addition, receivables balances are monitored on an ongoing basis with the result that the Commissions
exposure to bad debts is not significant. The maximum exposure is the carrying amounts as disclosed in Note 3. There is no significant concentration of credit risk within the
Commission.
With respect to credit risk arising from the other financial assets of the Commission, which comprise cash and cash equivalents, the Commission’s exposure to credit risk
arises from default of the counterparty, with a maximum exposure equal to the carrying amount of these instruments. The Commission cash and cash equivalents are placed
with high credit quality financial institutions therefore the credit risk with respect to cash and cash equivalents is limited.
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23. Financial risk management (continued)
Exposure to credit risk
The maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting date from financial assets was:
2014

2013

’000

’000

Cash and cash equivalents

110 567

91 653

Trade and other receivables

1 452

381

112 019

92 034

Total
Concentration of credit risk
The maximum exposure to credit risk for financial assets at the reporting date by credit rating category was as follows:

AAA and
2014

government

Unrated

Cash and cash equivalents

110 567

–

Trade and other receivables

–

1 452

AAA and
2013

government

Unrated

Cash and cash equivalents

91 653

–

Trade and other receivables

–

381
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23. Financial risk management (continued)
Ageing of financial assets
The following table provides information regarding the credit quality of assets which may expose the Commission to credit risk.
Past due but

Past due but

not impaired –

not impaired –

Neither past

less than

more than

Carrying

due nor impaired

2 months

2 months

value

Cash and cash equivalents

110 567

–

–

110 567

Trade and other receivables

1 452

–

–

1 452

Past due but

Past due but

not impaired –

not impaired –

Neither past

less than

more than

Carrying

due nor impaired

2 months

2 months

value

Cash and cash equivalents

91 653

–

–

91 653

Trade and other receivables

381

–

–

381

2014

2013

Market risk
Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices, such as the interest rate will affect the value of the financial assets of the Commission.
Interest rate risk
As the entity has no significant interest-bearing assets, the entity’s income and operating cash flows are substantially independent of changes in market interest rates.
The Commission is exposed to interest rate changes in respect of returns on its investments with financial institutions and interest payable on finance leases contracted with
outside parties.
The Commission’s exposure to interest risk is managed by investing, on a short term basis, in current accounts and the Corporation for Public Deposits.
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23. Financial risk management (continued)
Liquidity risk
The Commission’s risk to liquidity is a result of the funds available to cover future commitments. Taking into consideration the Commission’s current funding structures and
availability of cash resources the Commission regards this risk to be low provided National Treasury approves the retention of the surplus.
The Commission manages liquidity risk by monitoring forecasted cashflows and ensuring that the necessary funds are available to meet any commitments which may arise.
Cash which is not utilised is immediately invested in the Corporation for Public Deposits.
Exposure to liquidity risk
The following table reflects the Commission’s exposure to liquidity risk from financial liabilities:
Contractual

2014
Trade and other payables
Other financial liabilities

Contractual

cash flow

Carrying

Total

cash flow

between 1 and

amount

cash flow

within 1 year

5 years

28 142

28 142

28 142

–

116

116

116

–
Contractual

Contractual

cash flow

Carrying

Total

cash flow

between 1 and

2013

amount

cash flow

within 1 year

5 years

Trade and other payables

27 974

27 974

27 974

–

127

127

127

–

Other financial liabilities
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23. Financial risk management (continued)
Financial instruments
The following table shows the classification of the Commission’s principal instruments together with their carrying value:
Financial instrument

Categories

Carrying amount

Carrying amount

Cash and cash equivalents

Financial assets at amortised cost

110 567

91 653

Trade and other receivables

Financial assets at amortised cost

1 452

381

Trade and other payables

Financial liabilities at amortised cost

28 142

27 974

Other financial liabilities

Financial liabilities at amortised cost

116

127

Financial risk management
The entity’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risk, market risk, fair value interest rate risk, cash flow interest rate risk and price risk, credit risk, liquidity risk and foreign
exchange risk.
Foreign exchange risk
The entity does not hedge foreign exchange fluctuations.
Foreign currency exposure at statement of financial position date
2014

2013

’000

’000

–

1 161

Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables, GBP 82,729
Closing Exchange rates used for conversion of foreign items were:
GBP
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24. Comparative figures
There was no significant adjustment to prior year figures, except for the reclassification of income and expenditure as per Note 34.

25. Income taxation exemption
The Commission is exempted from income tax in terms of Section 10(1)(a) of the Income Tax Act, 1962.

26. Employee benefit obligations
Defined contribution plan
All employees are members of a defined contribution scheme administered by Sanlam Ltd. The scheme is currently invested in investment policies underwritten by
Metropolitan Life.

27. Contingent liabilities
Surplus for the current financial year
The surplus of R27.9 million has been classified as a contingent liability as at 31 March 2014 as there is no approval received to retain the surplus as yet. In terms of PFMA
Section 53 (3), entities are not allowed to accumulate surpluses unless approved by National Treasury. An approval was granted by National Treasury to retain the surplus of
R2,2 million (February 2013) and R27.8 million (February 2014) which brings the total approved accumulated surplus to R30 million. The Commission is obliged to repay to
National Treasury any amount of the surplus not granted for retention. The Commission is of the opinion that National Treasury will grant the approval for R27.9 million which
is the surplus and therefore the Commission will not be required to repay this amount.

28. Related parties
Relationships
The Competition Tribunal

Public entity in National sphere

The Department of Trade and Industry

National Department in National sphere

Economic Development Department

National Department in National sphere

Public Investment Corporation

Public entity in National sphere

Members of key management

Members of the Executive Authority
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28. Related parties (continued)
2014

2013

’000

’000

The Competition Tribunal

285

724

The Department of Trade and Industry

961

478

–

8 629

1 246

9 831

9 192

8 638

971

1 022

10 855

8 416

2 170

2 574

176 888

157 211

874

–

1 028 825

599 712

Related party balances
Amounts included in trade payables

The Department of Economic Development

Related party transactions
The Department of Trade and Industry
Rent paid
Telephone and Internet costs paid
The Competition Tribunal
Filing fees refunded
Facility Fee income received
Economic Development Department
Government grant received
Public Investment Corporation
Rental of office building
Penalties collected on behalf of related parties and transferred to related parties
Economic Development Department
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28. Related parties (continued)
2014

2013

’000

’000

1 009

1 423

–

–

601

1 482

–

87

1 588

1 175

–

146

596

1 254

–

171

298

–

–

–

1 575

1 136

–

135

1 459

1 309

158

143

1 063

322

Package

–

147

Bonus

–

–

Compensation to key management on the Executive Committee
Commissioner: Mr. M. Ramburuth (Resigned 17 October 2013)
Package
Bonus
Deputy Comissioner: Mr. T. Bonakele (Appointed 21 October 2013)
Package
Bonus
Deputy Commissioner – Ms. G. Makhaya (Resigned 31 March 2014)
Package
Bonus
Manager: Corporate Services & CFO – Mr. M. Moodley (Resigned 11 August 2013)
Package
Bonus
Chief Financial Officer – Mr. T Kgokolo (Appointed 1 January 2014)
Package
Bonus
Deputy Commissioner: Adv. O. Josie
Package
Bonus
Manager: Legal Services – Ms. W. Mkwananzi
Package
Bonus
Manager: Mergers & Acquisitions – Mr. I. Bah (Resigned 31 December 2013)
Package
Manager: Enforcements & Exemptions – Mr. K. Weeks (Resigned 2013)
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28. Related parties (continued)
2014

2013

’000

’000

1 438

651

140

61

Package

–

247

Bonus

–

–

635

454

–

35

Package

–

1 359

Bonus

–

141

299

–

24

–

287

–

24

–

89

–

–

–

11 283

11 878

Compensation to key management (continued)
Manager: Enforcements & Exemptions – Mr. C. Oellermann
Package
Bonus
Company Secretary – Ms. R. Solomon (Deceased May 2013)

Company Secretary – Ms. A. Machobane (Resigned 31 October 2013)
Package
Bonus
Manager: Policy & Research – Dr. S. Roberts (Resigned 31 March 2013)

Manager: Policy and Research – Mr. L. Mcube (Appointed 1 January 2014)
Package
Bonus
Manager: Enforcements and Exemptions– Mr. J. Khumalo (Appointed 1 January 2014)
Package
Bonus
Manager: Mergers and Aquisitions– Mr. H. Ratshisusu (Appointed 1 March 2014)
Package
Bonus
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29. Commitments
2014

2013

’000

’000

2 301

151

14 743

11 212

5 413

–

22 457

11 363

– within one year

2 270

25

– in second to fifth year inclusive

2 687

43

4 957

68

Approved and contracted
• Property, plant and equipment
• Existing contracts – goods and services
• Other goods and services

Property, plant and equipment relates to the purchase of IT equipment , which was ordered and not delivered as at
31 March 2014. Existing contracts comprises of contracts is existence at year end for services to be provided in the next
financial periods. Other goods and services consists of orders placed at year end and not delivered at 31 March 2014.
Operating leases – as lessee (expense)
Minimum lease payments due

The Commission entered into a 2 year lease agreement which commences on the 1 April 2014 and terminates on 31 March 2016 and provides for an escalation of 9%. The
total commitment amount relating to this lease agreement is R4,9 million. The balance remaining can be attributable to the lease of photocopiers.
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30. Going concern
The annual financial statements have been prepared on the basis of accounting policies applicable to a going concern. This basis presumes that funds will be available to
finance future operations and that the realisation of assets and settlement of liabilities, contingent obligations and commitments will occur in the ordinary course of business.
The ability of the entity to continue as a going concern is dependent on a number of factors. The most significant of these is that the Economic Development Department
continue to procure funding for the ongoing operations for the entity and that the National Treasury approves the retention of surplus of R27.9 million.
We draw attention to the fact that at March 31, 2014, the entity had accumulated surplus of R85,1 million and that the entity’s total assets exceed its liabilities by R85,1 million.

31. Irregular expenditure
2014

2013

’000

’000

53 068

–

6 763

30 643

–

22 425

(53 068)

–

6 763

53 068

Legal service providers

6 511

16 733

Other service providers

252

13 910

6 763

30 643

Balance at the beginning of the year
Add: Irregular Expenditure – current year
Add: Prior year adjustments
Less: Amounts condoned
Balance at the end of the year
Detail of expenditure

The prior year irregular expenditure has been condoned by the accounting authority on the basis that the expenditure incurred is valid and value adding. Controls have been
put in place to avoid such irregular expenditure in the future.
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31. Irregular expenditure (continued)
Legal Expenses
The appointment of legal counsel is core to the fulfilment of the Commission’s mandate in prosecuting cases at the Competition Tribunal and in the courts. The rules governing
the legal profession do not contemplate the submission of quotes for their services by advocates and attorneys. Those rules provide for the setting of a tariff by the relevant
professional associations, namely the General Council of the Bar “GCB” and the Law Societies. In respect of the Law Societies, this is a statutory guideline and a guideline
tariff in the case of the GCB. The rules further provide for the engagement of counsel through the office of an attorney thereby necessitating the appointment of an attorney to
instruct the advocate. The Commission has, since its inception and in terms of its Supply Chain Management Policy, appointed counsel in a manner that constitutes a deviation
from the NT SCM rules. In deviating from NT SCM rules, the Commission did not adequately document the reasons for each such deviation.
The requirements of PFMA and National Treasury Regulations require original valid tax clearance certificates to be submitted by service providers; however no tax clearance
certificates were received from some of the legal counsel appointed.
Other service providers
The expenditure related to fees and associated costs for all other services whereby the Preferential Procurement Regulations, 2011, pertaining to the Preferential Procurement Policy
Framework Act, Act No. 5 of 2000, was not complied with. This related mainly due to the non-submission of valid tax clearance certificates and other procurement documents..

32. Gifts

Vouchers, Flowers and Confectionery

2014

2013

’000

’000

–

3

227

–

–

227

(227)

–

–

227

33. Fruitless and wasteful expenditure
Balance at the beginning of the year
Add: Fruitless and wasteful expenditure – current year
Less: Amounts condoned
Balance at the end of the year

The amounts condoned in the current year relates to editor costs and interest and penalty to SARS incurred in the prior financial year. Steps have been taken to ensure that
such expenditure is avoided in the future.
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34. Reclassification of fee income and operating expenditure
Certain prior year comparatives have been reclassified to conform to the current year’s presentation. In the prior year, the fee income in the Statement of financial performance
included filing fees and facility fees relating to the Competition Tribunal. The filing fee comprises of a percentage of the total filing fee earned by the Competition Tribunal for
cases registered during this financial year and the facility fee consists of shared costs incurred by the Competition Tribunal and the Competition Commission. The filing fee
amount had also been recognised as an expense reflecting the payment to Tribunal. This income and expenditure recognition resulted in a nil impact on the surplus of the
Commission. This is incorrect because the income and expenditure should not be recognised by Competition Commission rather by Competition Tribunal. The prior year figures
have been adjusted to ensure that it is consistent with the current year figures.
The reclassification of fee income and operating expenditure results in adjustments as follows:
2014

2013

’000

’000

Fee income before reclassification

56 929

49 273

Tribunal filing fee

(10 855)

(8 416)

(2 171)

(2 574)

43 903

38 283

Operating Expenditure before reclassification

(83 621)

(67 988)

Tribunal filing fee

10 855

8 416

2 171

2 574

Statement of financial performance – Fee income

Facility fee
Fee income after reclassification
Statement of Financial Performance – Operating expenditure

Shared operating expenditure with Competition Tribunal
Operating Expenditure after reclassification
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(70 595)

(56 998)
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35. Outstanding amount of settlement amounts and administrative
Competition Commission
In terms of the Competition Act(Act 89. of 1998), the Competition Commission’s mandate is to maintain and promote competition by dealing with the following activities:
In terms of section 49D of the Competition Act, the Competition Commission and a respondent may agree on the terms of an appropriate order, which the Competition Tribunal
may confirm as a consent order in terms of section 58(1)(b). The consent order may contain a settlement amount which will be collected by the Competition Commission and
in terms of Section 59(4) of the Competition Act must be paid over to the National Revenue Fund.
In terms of section 59(1) of the Competition Act, the Competition Tribunal may impose an administrative penalty in terms of an order, which will be collected by the Competition
Commission and in terms of Section 59(4) of the Competition Act must be paid over to the National Revenue Fund.
The accepted practice of National Treasury is that no monies are directly paid to the National Revenue Funds but rather they are paid via a specific department to which the
entity reports. In the case of the settlement amounts or administrative penalties, the Competition Commission pays the monies to the Economic Development Department who
in turn must pay the monies over to the National Revenue Fund.
The consent orders and orders may allow the respondents to pay the settlement amount or administrative penalty over more than one financial year of the Competition
Commission. This situation will result in an outstanding amount due to the National Revenue Fund which will be collected by the Competition Commission.
In terms of Section 40(1) of the Competition Act, the settlement amounts and the administrative penalties are not listed as a source of finance for the Competition Commission
nor are the amounts of revenue defined in terms of GRAP 23. As such these amounts are not recognised in the statement of financial performance. Furthermore, the
outstanding amounts do not meet the asset and liability definitions in terms of GRAP 1 and are therefore not recognised on the statement of financial position of the Competition
Commission.
In terms of GRAP 104 (91b) offsetting is allowed if settlements takes place on a net basis. Any penalties which are recognised as outstanding will therefore be the same as
the penalties payable which will result in a nil effect for penalties recognised.
To the extent that the amounts in question are due and the respondents are in operation, the Competition Commission should be in a position to recover the penalties in
accordance with the provisions of Section 64 (2) of the Competition Act, Section 64 (2) state that the Competition Commission may institute proceedings in the High Court on
its own behalf for recovery of an administration penalty imposed by the Competition Tribunal.
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35. Outstanding amount of settlement amounts and administrative
Competition Commission (continued)
Section 64(3) states that proceedings under subsection (2) may not be initiated more than three years after the imposition of the administrative penalty .
2014

2013

’000

’000

274 879

594 135

Add: amounts of settlements levied by the Competition Tribunal

2 207 312

280 457

Less: amounts collected by Competition Commission

(1 028 825)

(599 713)

Outstanding penalties amount at the end of the year

1 453 366

274 879

Outstanding penalties amount at the beginning of the year

All amounts collected by the Competition Commission have been paid to the Economic Development Department as at 31 March 2014. The outstanding amount that will be
collected in the next financial periods amounts to R1 453 366 279, this agrees to the payment terms as per signed consent orders.

36. New standards and interpretations
36.1 Standards and interpretations not yet effective
The entity has chosen not to early adopt the following standards and interpretations, which have been published and are mandatory for the entity’s accounting periods
beginning on or after April 01, 2013 or later periods:
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36. New standards and interpretations (continued)
Standard

Summary and impact

Effective date

GRAP 18 – Segment Reporting

This standard establishes principles for reporting
financial information by segments.

Issued by the ASB – February 2011

The impact on the financial results and disclosure is
considered to be minimal.

Effective date – To be determined by the Minister of
Finance

GRAP 20 – Related party disclosures

GRAP 105 – Transfers of functions between entities
under common control

This standard prescribes the disclosures that the Entity Issued by the ASB – November 2010
applies in terms of Related parties.
The impact on the financial results and disclosure is
considered to be minimal.

Effective date – To be determined by the Minister of
Finance

This standard establishes principles for reporting on
transfers of functions between entities in this regard.

Issued by the ASB – November 2010

The impact on the financial results is considered to
be minimal. However the impact on disclosure is
significant.

Effective date – To be determined by the Minister of
Finance

GRAP 106– Transfers of functions between entities not This standard establishes principles for reporting on
under common control
transfers of functions between entities in this regard.

GRAP 32: Service concession arrangements: Grantor

GRAP 108 – Statutory receivables
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Issued by the ASB – November 2010

The impact on the financial results and disclosure is
considered to be minimal.

Effective date – To be determined by the Minister of
Finance

This standard prescribes the procedures regarding
service concession arrangements.

Issued by the ASB – August 2013

The impact on the financial results and disclosure is
considered to be minimal.

Effective date – To be determined by the Minister of
Finance

This standard establishes principles for recognising,
measuring, presenting and disclosing statutory
receivables.

Issued by the ASB – September 2013

The impact on the financial results and disclosure is
considered to be minimal.

Effective date – To be determined by the Minister of
Finance
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A. Performance indicators
The table below summarises the Commission’s outputs in respect of the implementation of the strategic plan as well as deliverables on the programmes of the
Commission.

Table 21: Planned outputs of the Commission’s programmes for 2013/14
Goal

Outputs

Key performance
indicators

Targets

Performance
results

Reason for variance

Successful
prosecutions

Percentage of prosecutions
in favour of the
Commission

85%

100%

Target exceeded.

Percentage of prosecutions
against the Commission

15%

Legal Services division
To manage litigation of cases
before the Competition
Tribunal, Competition Appeals
Court, Higher Court, Supreme
Court of Appeal as well as
advising the Commission on
the investigation of mergers
and complaints
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Prosecutions were finalised through
settlement.
0%

Target exceeded.
Prosecutions were finalised through
settlement.

Advisory opinions
issued to legal firms
and the public

Number of advisory
opinions issued

Settlement
agreements
concluded

Number of settlement
agreements concluded

40

36

Target not met.
Issuing of opinions was impacted by
the volume of litigious matters dealt
with in the period under review.

20

43

Target exceeded.
Construction fast track process
contributed to a high volume of
settlements.
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Goal

Outputs

Key performance
indicators

Targets

Performance
results

Reason for variance

Guidelines issued to
stakeholders

Number of guidelines
issued to stakeholders

1

0

Target not met.

Legal Services division
To manage litigation of cases
before the Competition
Tribunal, Competition Appeals
Court, Higher Court, Supreme
Court of Appeal as well as
advising the Commission on
the investigation of mergers
and complaints

Input from the affected regulator
was not received timeously to enable
finalisation of guideline.

Enforcement & Exemptions, Policy & Research, Legal Services and Advocacy & Stakeholder Relations divisions
To investigate and prosecute
anti-competitive behaviour,
including restrictive horizontal
practices, restrictive vertical
practices, and the abuse of
dominant positions

142

Abuse of dominance
cases completed

Number of investigations
initiated by the
Commission

2

Number of abuse cases
initiated based on a
complaint

2

1

Target not met.
Legal challenges encountered on
initiations resulted in delays in
finalising the initiations. This target and
the next one immediately hereunder
are investigations following similar
processes and are effected by the
same team once a decision is taken
to initiate. The Commission exceeded
the target overall in relation to abuse of
dominance cases initiated.

3

Target exceeded.
The Commission does not have
control over the number and nature of
complaints received from the public.
A number of complaints received from
the public do not have any competition
specific issues and are referred to the
appropriate regulators.
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Goal

Outputs

Key performance
indicators

Targets

Performance
results

Reason for variance

Enforcement & Exemptions, Policy & Research, Legal Services and Advocacy & Stakeholder Relations divisions
To investigate and prosecute
anti-competitive behaviour,
including restrictive horizontal
practices, restrictive vertical
practices, and the abuse of
dominant positions

Number of abuse cases
referred to the Tribunal for
adjudication

2

Number of prosecutions
finalised related to abuse
cases

2

0

Target not met.
No cases were ready for referral
based on capacity constraints and
complexities that had to be resolved
before the cases could be referred to
the Tribunal.

4

Target exceeded.
Cases were finalised through
settlement.

Cartels, Policy & Research, Legal Services and Advocacy & Stakeholder Relations divisions
To investigate and prosecute
anti-competitive behaviour,
including restrictive horizontal
practices, restrictive vertical
practices, and the abuse of
dominant positions
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Cartel cases
completed

Number of cartel
investigations initiated by
the Commission

10

Number of cartel
complaints investigated
after screening

10

11

Target exceeded.
The number of investigations initiated
is dependent on the nature of the
matters brought to the attention of
the Commission and the evidence
presented.

4

Target not met.
The target is dependent on the public
reporting suspected cartel conduct
to the Commission. A number of
matters reported by the public had no
competition related issues and were
referred to the relevant regulators for
investigation.
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Goal

Outputs

Key performance
indicators

Targets

Performance
results

Reason for variance

Cartels, Policy & Research, Legal Services and Advocacy & Stakeholder Relations divisions
To investigate and prosecute
anti-competitive behaviour,
including restrictive horizontal
practices, restrictive vertical
practices, and the abuse of
dominant positions

Number of cartel cases
referred to the Tribunal for
adjudication

10

Number of prosecutions
finalised related to cartel
cases

5

6

Target not met.
Referral reports were still under
consideration. The evaluation of
evidence to support referrals took
longer than anticipated due to
unforeseen complexities and capacity
constraints.

8

Target exceeded.
This is dependent on the number of
cases that were ready for prosecution
based on the evidence provided.

Cartels, Policy & Research and Legal Services divisions
To investigate and prosecute
anti-competitive behaviour,
including restrictive horizontal
practices, restrictive vertical
practices, and the abuse of
dominant positions

CLP9 applications
completed

Number of CLP9
applications received

10

5

Target not met.
The target is dependent on the number
of CLP applications received by the
Commission. Fewer applications were
submitted to the Commission. A high
number of Markers were received at
year end though most of which are
likely to lead to a higher number of
CLP applications being received.

CLP refers to the Corporate Leniency Policy

9
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Goal

Outputs

Key performance
indicators

Targets

Performance
results

Reason for variance

5

23

Target exceeded.

Cartels, Policy & Research and Legal Services divisions
To investigate and prosecute
anti-competitive behaviour,
including restrictive horizontal
practices, restrictive vertical
practices, and the abuse of
dominant positions

Number of CLP9
applications granted10

This was due to applications linked to
the Construction Fast Track project,
which were carried over from the
previous financial year.
Vertical restrictive
practice cases
completed

Number of vertical
restrictive practices
investigations initiated by
the Commission

2

2

Target met.

Number of vertical
restrictive practices
complaints investigated
after screening

2

4

Target exceeded.

Number of vertical
restrictive practices cases
referred to the Tribunal for
adjudication

2

2

Target met.

Number of prosecutions
finalised related to vertical
restrictive practices

2

1

Target not met.

This is dependent on the nature of the
matters under consideration and the
evidence presented.

Cases were not finalised as a result of
capacity constraints and legal issues
that first had to be resolved.

CLP refers to the Corporate Leniency Policy

9

10

The CLP applications granted refer to those applications granted with conditional immunity
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Goal

Outputs

Key performance
indicators

Targets

Performance
results

Reason for variance

3

0

Target not met.

Cartels, Policy & Research and Legal Services divisions
Exemption
evaluation
completed

Number of exemption
certificates decided

Input required from stakeholders
for consideration in deciding on
the exemption applications was
not received in time to finalise the
exemption applications by year
end. The applicants’ inability to
raise the application fees as part of
the requirements to consider the
exemption caused a delay in certain
instances.

Mergers & Acquisitions, Policy & Research and Legal Services divisions
To ensure that merger
transactions do not lead to
a substantial lessening of
competition to the detriment
of consumers and the public
interest

Mergers considered

Number of small mergers
considered

8

19

Target exceeded.
The target is dependent on filings
received as the Commission has no
control on number of filings made.
More filings were received than
anticipated.

Number of intermediate
mergers considered

180

212

Target exceeded.
The target is dependent on filings
received as Commission does not have
any control on the number of filings
made. More filings were received than
anticipated.
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Goal

Outputs

Key performance
indicators

Targets

Performance
results

Reason for variance

94

Target exceeded.

Mergers & Acquisitions, Policy & Research and Legal Services divisions
To ensure that merger
transactions do not lead to
a substantial lessening of
competition to the detriment
of consumers and the public
interest

Number of large mergers
considered

The target is dependent on filings
received as Commission does not have
any control on the number of filings
made. More filings were received than
anticipated.
Target days by type
of merger
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60

Phase 1: Cases are readily
identifiable by the absence
of competition issues

20 days

Phase 2: Cases are
complex mergers which
involve transactions
between potential
competitors or between
customers and suppliers
where the parties hold
market share in excess of
15% in their respective
markets

45 days

21 days

Target not met.
Constraints experienced in fourth
quarter resulted in certain cases taking
longer to conclude.

39 days

Target exceeded.
This was due to there being no
competition issues or significant public
interest concerns in most of the Phase
2 cases.
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Goal

Outputs

Key performance
indicators

Targets

Performance
results

Reason for variance

64 days

Target not met.

Mergers & Acquisitions, Policy & Research and Legal Services divisions
To ensure that merger
transactions do not lead to
a substantial lessening of
competition to the detriment
of consumers and the public
interest

Phase 3: Cases are very
complex cases which are
likely to create or result in
a substantial prevention or
lessening of competition

60 days

This was due to ten large complex
cases that took from between 66 to 91
days to finalise as a result of extensive
competition analysis and lengthy
consultations with key stakeholders.
The necessary extensions were
obtained from the parties and the
Tribunal, and all cases were finalised
within the legislative requirements.

Policy & Research and Advocacy & Stakeholder Relations
To undertake economic
research and analysis and
publish Competition policy
papers
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Impact assessments
concluded

Number of impact
assessment concluded

3

1

Target not met.
Comments received on the other
two-draft impact assessments required
further work.

Internal review of a
priority sector

Number of internal reviews
of a priority sector

1

1

Target met.

Competition papers
and presentations
compiled

Number of internal
economic briefs produced

8

10

Target exceeded.
High quality research briefs were
produced by the Commission.
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Goal

Outputs

Key performance
indicators

Targets

Performance
results

Reason for variance

2

1

Target not met.

Policy & Research and Advocacy & Stakeholder Relations
To undertake economic
research and analysis and
publish Competition policy
papers

Number of policy papers

There was an increase in the number
of contributions made to policies and
regulations. Resources were allocated
between two divisions for this target,
and the target was exceeded by the
Commission overall.
Submissions including to
national and international
forums

8

Presentations locally and
internationally

12

4

Target not met.
This target is demand driven. The
Commission makes its submissions
in response to requests and calls for
papers which are topic-specific, and
the Commission contributes based on
its investigations and research linked
to the work it has done.

8

Target not met.
This target is demand driven.
Commission staff make presentations
in response to requests and calls for
papers which are topic-specific, and
the Commission contributes based on
its investigations and research linked
to the work it has done.
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Goal

Outputs

Key performance
indicators

Targets

Performance
results

Reason for variance

4

5

Target exceeded.

Policy & Research and Advocacy & Stakeholder Relations
To undertake economic
research and analysis and
publish Competition policy
papers

Number of journal articles
published

Editors of refereed journals choose
which articles to publish in their
journals. The Commission was in a
position to produce articles that met
the editors’ preferences, based on the
area of work in which the Commission
has had exposure.
Number of papers
presented at conferences

6

7

Target exceeded.
High quality papers were submitted
and accepted to the Annual
Competition Law and Economics
Conference and the Annual Regulators
Conference.

Market inquiry
conducted

150

Number of market inquiries
initiated

1

1

Target met.

Number of market inquiries
completed

0

0

The target has been moved to
2014/15 for the Private Healthcare
Market Inquiry.
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Goal

Outputs

Key performance
indicators

Targets

Performance
results

Reason for variance

Cases resolved
through advocacy,
awareness and
education

Number of cases resolved
through advocacy

8

15

Target exceeded.

Contributions
to policies and
regulations to effect
changes to ensure
consistency with the
provisions of the Act

Number of contributions
made to policies and
regulations

8

Engagements with
stakeholders

Number of stakeholder
forums hosted

4

Advocacy & Stakeholder Relations
To ensure sound corporate
governance, maintain effective
international relations and
compliance to the Act through
advocacy and education

There were more merger cases
with public interest concerns, which
required advocacy.
19

Target exceeded.
The policy pipeline is cyclical. There
was a high number of economicrelated policies, and policies with
reference to the Competition
Commission and/or the Competition
Act emanating from policy-makers in
2013/14.

1

Target not met.
An executive decision was taken that
the other forums be held only after
the National General Elections due to
possible changes in the Commission’s
Stakeholders.

Number of trade union
working groups assembled

4

4

Target met.

Number of training
workshops hosted

6

11

Target exceeded.
There was an increase in demand
for bid- rigging training in the public
sector.
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Goal

Outputs

Key performance
indicators

Targets

Performance
results

Reason for variance

Number of media releases/
events

20

21

Target exceeded.

Advocacy & Stakeholder Relations
To ensure sound corporate
governance, maintain effective
international relations and
compliance to the Act through
advocacy and education

This included an opinion piece on
market inquiries which was published
on the Sunday Times.
Number of Competition
Newsletters

4

4

Target met.

Number of clarifications
issued

50

29

Target not met.
Clarifications are demand driven.
Fewer requests were received for
clarification.
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Goal

Outputs

Key performance
indicators

Targets

Performance
results

Reason for variance

Employment Equity
Plan submitted

Comprehensive
Employment Equity Plan

1

1

Target met.

Workplace Skills
Plan submitted

Comprehensive Workplace
Skills Plan

1

1

Target met.

Staff learning
and development
initiatives held

Number of staff learning
and development initiatives

4 days
per staff
member

1.13 days per
staff member

Target not met.

Performance
assessments
conducted

Number of performance
assessments

2

2

Corporate Services
To provide Information
Technology, Human Resources,
Financial Management and
Security and Facilities services
to the Commission
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Demand for resources to implement
various Commission projects and
cases within tight timelines led to
challenges in meeting the target. The
most critical training was prioritised
and attended by staff.
Target met.
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